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ABSTRACT
Fluorescence lifetime sensing using time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is a key
analytical tool for molecular and cell biology research, medical diagnosis and pharmacological
development. However, commercially available TCSPC equipment is bulky, expensive
and power hungry, typically requiring iterative software post-processing to calculate the
fluorescence lifetime. Furthermore, the technique is restrictively slow due to a low photon
throughput limit which is necessary to avoid distortions caused by TCSPC pile-up.
An investigation into CMOS compatible multimodule architectures to miniaturise the standard
TCSPC set up, allow an increase in photon throughput by overcoming the TCSPC pile-up
limit, and provide fluorescence lifetime calculations in real-time is presented. The investigation
verifies the operation of the architectures and leads to the selection of optimal parameters for
the number of detectors and timing channels required to overcome the TCSPC pile-up limit by
at least an order of magnitude.
The parameters are used to implement a low power miniaturised sensor in a 130 nm
CMOS process, combining single photon detection, multiple channel timing and embedded
pre-processing of the fluorescence lifetime, all within a silicon area of < 2 mm2. Single
photon detection is achieved using an array of single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs)
arranged in a digital silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) architecture with a 10 % fill-factor and
a compressed 250 ps output pulse, which provides a photon throughput of > 700 MHz. An
array of time-interleaved time-to-digital converters (TI-TDCs) with ≈ 50 ps resolution and
no processing dead-time records up to eight photon events during each excitation period,
significantly reducing the effect of TCSPC pile-up. The TCSPC data is then processed using
an embedded centre-of-mass method (CMM) pre-calculation to produce single exponential
fluorescence lifetime estimations in real-time.
The combination of high photon throughput and real-time calculation enables advances in
applications such as fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) and time domain
fluorescence lifetime activated cell sorting. To demonstrate this, the device is validated in
practical bulk sample fluorescence lifetime, FLIM and simulated flow based experiments.
Photon throughputs in excess of the excitation frequency are demonstrated for a range of
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PREFACE
The research documented in this thesis largely took place during the latter half of a three year
period of practical work between 2009 and 2012. Many other achievements have been made
during this time period that are not included in the following six chapters and these are briefly
described below.
The original topic of research was on parallel fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) using
a state of the art 32×32 array of CMOS single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) [12] developed
as part of the E.U. funded MEGAFRAME project. This research began by creating a custom
application platform for the device that could be used for experimentation with limited technical
engineering support. The development platform consists of a printed circuit board (PCB), field
programmable gate array (FPGA), firmware and a large software application that was developed
from the ground up. The platform was tailored to not only support FCS but also time-correlated
single photon counting (TCSPC), thanks to each SPAD in the device being paired with its own
embedded time to digital converter (TDC).
A collaborative effort between myself and the group of Dr. Antoine Delon at the Université
Joseph Fourier in Grenoble, France, began to demonstrate the system for parallel FCS data
acquisition. Despite successfully capturing experimental results of bulk samples and cells,
it transpired that a collaboration between University College Los Angeles (UCLA) and
Politecnico di Milano was working on exactly the same topic and had begun publishing heavily
[13] just as we were submitting our own articles. At this point, we published and presented
the novel work from our research [4, 5] and I began the process of exploring ideas for a new
research topic using the knowledge and experience gained from developing this powerful
scientific tool.
During the time spent developing the platform, I was involved with the tape-out of an updated
32×32 sensor with a unified TDC architecture1. I was also responsible for supporting the
platform – and its newly fabricated sensor – as a fluorescence lifetime sensing system using
TCSPC. This work involved integration of the centre-of-mass method (CMM) algorithm
developed by Dr. Day-Uei (David) Li onto FPGA; and collaboration with the group of
Dr. Simon Ameer-Beg at Kings College London, where experiments were carried out to
1The original device contained two 16×32 sub-arrays with different TDCs to test alternative approaches.
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seed a funding application to the U.K. Biotechnology and Biological Sciences Research
Council (BBSRC). This £750,000 grant application was accepted and work began in 2011 on
improving the platform to perform multiplexed multiphoton fluorescence lifetime microscopy
for real-time imaging of protein-protein interactions by Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET). Furthermore, due to growing interest from other parties wishing to use the system,
an internal technology exploitation grant was applied for and subsequently awarded to build,
market, sell and support the platforms as a cutting edge research tool.
Thanks to the all of the work described above, my new topic of research began to materialise.
It became clear to me that the technology used for these solid state multi-pixel TCSPC arrays
could be used to advance the state of the art in single channel TCSPC instrumentation for high
throughput fluorescence lifetime sensing experiments. This culminated in the design of six
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1.1 Improving Time Domain Fluorescence Lifetime Sensing using
Advanced CMOS Technologies
Fluorescence lifetime sensing is a key analytical tool for many applications throughout the life
sciences [14]. As well as being independent of probe concentration, illumination intensity
and emission wavelength, it can be used to acquire more quantitative information about
physiological parameters such as pH levels [15] as well as O2 [16] and Ca2+ concentrations
[17]. Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is the most precise technique for
measuring fluorescence lifetime in the time domain [18] and is performed by repeatedly timing
fluorescence emission from a sample with respect to a synchronised pulsed optical excitation
source to build a histogram of the lifetime decay. However, a major limitation of this approach
is the restrictively low photon throughput limit of ≈ 1 – 10 % of the excitation rate [19],
which is necessary in order to avoid distortion of the decay histogram due to various forms
of photon event losses, commonly referred to as TCSPC pile-up [20]. Furthermore, typical
TCSPC apparatus consists of many discrete components – including a PC for data processing
– resulting in a bulky, expensive, complex and power hungry system.
Recent developments in single-photon detection and integrated timing on standard
complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) processes for high-resolution, solid-state
Time-of-Flight (ToF) image sensors, is enabling important advances in cell-biology research,
medical diagnosis and pharmacological development [21]. The most powerful of these devices
is a 160×128 array, where each pixel contains a detector and timing electronics, providing
over 20,000 parallel TCSPC channels in an area less than 1.5 cm2 [22]. However, this device
produces data at over 25 Gb/s, creating a major data-handling bottleneck which further reduces
the photon throughput. Furthermore, it has a low fill factor of < 2 %, making detection
inefficient without a complex optical set up. However by using the technology developed for
these sensors, it is possible to: miniaturise standard single-channel TCSPC apparatus; develop
a new integrated System on Chip (SoC) architecture to provide a method to overcome the
TCSPC pile-up limit; and to exploit the powerful signal processing capability of advanced





This introductory chapter begins by providing background information to form a solid
understanding of the underlying theory and core concepts that appear throughout this thesis.
The aim here is also to provide a clear motivation for the work described within and is achieved
by examining and answering the following fundamental questions:
· What is fluorescence lifetime?
· How is fluorescence lifetime measured?
· Why is fluorescence lifetime an important analytical tool?
· What are the limitations of fluorescence lifetime measurement techniques?
1.2.2 Fluorescence Lifetime
Fluorescence is the emission of light (or other electromagnetic radiation) by a molecule
following the absorption of light (or other electromagnetic radiation) by that molecule [14].
Therefore to fluoresce, a molecule must first be stimulated by external radiation. This
stimulation is commonly performed using a light source, such as a laser, that is focused onto
the sample under observation. The absorption of this incident radiation, in the form of a
photon, excites the molecule from its equilibrium ground-state to a vibrational energy level in
an excited singlet state (S1−n). Two examples of this are shown in the Jablonski diagram in
Figure 1.1, where the dashed blue arrow shows absorption to the excited singlet state S1, and
the solid blue arrow shows absorption to a higher excited singlet state Sn.
The molecule then relaxes through a number of vibrational energy levels and/or other excited
singlet states until it is at the lowest energy level in S1. This occurs via two processes:
vibrational relaxation to reach the lowest vibrational energy level within the current state
(purple arrows), and internal conversion to transfer between excited singlet states (orange
arrow). Both of these processes consist of non-radiative energy level transitions. A short time
after excitation the molecule will return to its ground-state (S0), releasing energy in the form
of a photon. It is this final radiative energy level transition that gives rise to fluorescence, as
shown by the green arrow in Figure 1.1. Radiative and non-radiative energy level transitions






























































Figure 1.1: Jablonski Diagram showing absorption, fluorescence and phosphorescence as well
as internal conversion, vibrational relaxation and intersystem crossing. [14]
It is the time delay between the absorption of radiation and the emission of a photon that leads to
the concept of fluorescence lifetime. Assuming an ideal, infinitely short (δ-function) excitation
pulse, this time delay follows a transient exponential decay distribution, given by Equation 1.1,
where I0 is the intensity at time t = 0 and τ is the lifetime of the sample. The fluorescence
lifetime can then be defined quantitatively as the average time a molecule spends in its excited
state(s) after the absorption of a photon, including the time taken for all non-radiative processes
to complete, before emitting a secondary photon.
I(t) = I0 · e−t/τ (1.1)
The losses incurred during the vibrational relaxation and internal conversion processes normally
cause the emitted photon to be of lower energy – and hence longer in wavelength – than
the absorbed photon. This phenomenon is known as the Stokes shift and can be used to
separate excitation and fluorescence emission using optical filters. Other molecular relaxation
mechanisms exist, which involve the transition of the molecule to one or more triplet excited
states (T1−n) before returning to S0, either directly (phosphorescence – shown on the right of
Figure 1.1) or via an excited singlet state (delayed fluorescence – not shown). The transition





It is possible to determine fluorescence lifetime either directly in the time domain, or indirectly
in the frequency domain. The latter is performed by measuring amplitude and/or phase
changes between a sinusoidal optical excitation and the detected sinusoidal emission. This
is shown conceptually in Figure 1.2a, where the blue wave represents the excitation and the
green wave represents the detected emission. The phase change (φ) and modulation factor
change (m = B/Ab/a ) are related to the fluorescence lifetime as shown by Equations 1.2 and
1.3, respectively, where ω is the angular frequency of the excitation and emission [14]. If
the fluorescence lifetime contains only a single exponential decay characteristic, the result of
both phase and amplitude modulation will be the same. However, for multi-exponential decay
characteristics, measurements must be taken over a number frequencies and the results fit to a
set of dispersion relationships to determine all lifetime coefficients [23].









There are two predominantly used time domain techniques for fluorescence lifetime sensing:
time-gating and time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC). Time-gated fluorescence
lifetime detection performs single photon counting (SPC) during two or more time windows
that are synchronised with a pulsed excitation source [24]. The windows are typically
nanoseconds wide and can be overlapping or non-overlapping. An example of time-gating
is shown in Figure 1.2b for two non-overlapping gates, represented by the two grey boxes
labeled A and B. A variation of the rapid lifetime determination (RLD) calculation technique
[25] is typically used on captured time-gated data to produce an estimation of the fluorescence
lifetime. The TCSPC technique on the other hand uses a picosecond resolution timer, akin to a
stopwatch, which accurately measures the time difference between a pulsed excitation source
and detection of the emitted photon [18, 19]. In most implementations, TCSPC provides
better timing resolution than time-gating, however only one measurement is possible per
excitation period, which is the primary cause of the TCSPC pile-up limit [19] that will be
discussed in detail in Section 2.3. By repeating this measurement many times, it is possible
to build a histogram of the fluorescence decay, as shown by the vertical green lines in Figure
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1.2b. The resulting histogram is fitted to variations of Equation 1.1 using iterative non-linear
least-squares method or maximum-likelihood estimation algorithms [26, 27]. Time-gated
detection with RLD can be performed much faster than TCSPC with these iterative non-linear
algorithms, but at the expense of reduced timing resolution. These and other fluorescence





























Figure 1.2: Measuring fluorescence lifetime (a) in the frequency domain and (b) in the time
domain using time-gating and TCSPC.
In the early days of practical fluorescence lifetime sensing, the frequency domain was the
preferred choice due to limitations with the speed of pulsed light source technologies, which
exposed the pile-up limitation in TCSPC due to its relationship with the excitation rate. With
the advent of sub-nanosecond pulsed light sources, the popularity of time domain analysis
has increased significantly. Often, this is due to the fact that the sample under observation is
exposed to less excitation light compared to the always-on light sources used in the frequency
domain, which can result in sample damage caused by photo-bleaching effects. Furthermore,
it has been shown that the time domain offers significantly better separability of multiple
lifetime targets than the frequency domain for fluorescence lifetime tomography [28]. For
these reasons, this work will focus solely on time domain fluorescence lifetime sensing
approaches. Nevertheless, frequency domain techniques are still capable of higher overall
photon throughput [29–32], which is necessary for some applications that will be introduced
in Section 1.2.5.
System miniaturisation has been achieved in CMOS using time-gated fluorescence lifetime
sensing – with one [33], two [34] and four [35] parallel time-gated counters – aimed at using
RLD to reduce data bandwidth and processing requirements. However such approaches are less
photon-efficient than TCSPC, due to the trade-off required between the number of time-gated
counters available in parallel and the duration that each is enabled. For high accuracy, many
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small time-gates are required at the expense of either a large hardware cost (parallel acquisition)
or inefficient data collection (serial acquisition). Conversely, for high efficiency a small number
of wide time-gates are required at the expense of accurate timing resolution (as used for
two-gate RLD). Due to the inefficiencies with time-gating, this thesis will focus solely on
developing an integrated hardware approach to high-throughput fluorescence lifetime sensing
using time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC), which is the most common time domain
technique available, providing 100 % photon efficiency if operated below the pile-up limit,
unlike gated techniques [18]. TCSPC forms the core theme of Chapter 2, which will describe
its theory and limitations in more detail before introducing techniques to overcome those
limitations using advanced CMOS technologies.
1.2.4 Fluorescent Probes
The majority of molecules do not naturally fluoresce, so it is therefore necessary to tag
the molecules or sample of interest with a fluorescently labeled probe (or probes) of high
chemical specificity, making it possible to observe the environmental or molecular properties
of the sample [36]. Since the first practical demonstration of fluorescence lifetime sensing,
probes have been developed to quantitatively measure a variety of different physiological
environmental parameters such as pH levels, oxygen (O2) concentrations and calcium ion
(Ca2+) concentrations. Examples of probes used to measure these specific parameters are
outlined together with characteristic lifetimes in Table 1.1.
Parameter Probe Typical lifetime values Ref(s)
pH level SNAFL-1 2.7 ns @ pH 7.9, 3.4 ns @ pH 5.8 [15, 37]
Acridine 14 ns @ pH 7.9, 26.3 ns @ pH 5.8 [37]
O2 concentration RTDP 775 ns (free), 425 ns @ 300 µM [16, 38]
Ca2+ concentration Quin-2 1.3 ns (free), 11.6 ns (bound) [17, 39]
Indo-1 0.3 ns (free), 1.7 ns (bound) [39]
Fura-2 1.72 ns (free), 2.1 ns (bound) [39]
Table 1.1: Examples of environmentally sensitive fluorescence lifetime probes.
As can be seen in the table, typical lifetime values lie in the low nanosecond region (SNAFL-1,
Quin-2, Indo-1 and Fura-2), however can extend towards the microsecond region, as is the
case for RTDP. The use of RTDP to perform O2 concentration sensing highlights one of the
problems caused by the TCSPC pile-up limit, which is due to the extended excitation period
required to allow the decay to be resolved with minimal error. Assuming an excitation period
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requirement of T > 7τ to provide a fluorescence lifetime calculation error of less than 0.5 %
[10], Indo-1, Quin-2, Acridine and RTDP can be resolved with excitation source repetition rates
running at up to ≈ 80 MHz, 12 MHz, 5 MHz and 180 kHz, respectively. Further assuming
an optimistic pile-up limited photon-throughput of 10 % of the excitation frequency [19] and
ignoring any brightness limitations, the maximum photon throughputs of these fluorophores
will then range from 8 MHz for Indo-1 down to only 18 kHz for RTDP. Additionally, when two
or more fluorophores are measured simultaneously, the excitation source must be slow enough
for the longest lifetime to be resolved and so all fluorophores must have photon rates equal to
or below that of the acceptable TCSPC pile-up limit for the required excitation repetition rate.
The measurement of multiple fluorophore lifetimes simultaneously using TCSPC is
further complicated when the maximum brightness levels of each fluorophore is taken into
consideration. Table 1.2 shows examples of the maximum photon-rate per molecule achievable
from a set of fluorophores together with the excitation power required to reach this peak
[40]. Consider the case where lifetimes of GFP, Rhodamine 6G and Cy3 are to be measured
simultaneously with a 10 MHz repetition rate excitation source and an optimistic pile-up
limited photon-throughput of 10 % of the excitation frequency [19]. Further assuming a linear
relationship between the maximum available photon rate per molecule and the excitation
power, the column on the right of the table shows the power required to keep the photon-rate
below the pile-up limit. As can be seen, Rhodamine 6G would require a reduced excitation
power of 12.2 mW, which would have the effect of reducing the available photon-rates of the
GFP sample to 256 kHz and the Cy3 sample to 172 kHz, which is significantly below their
optimum. This can be viewed as a reduction of dynamic range and creates an inefficiency in
data acquisition which leads to reduced certainty in the results due to the lack of photons, or
more likely an increase in acquisition time by a factor of almost six in this example.
Max. Photon-rate Excitation Excitation Power to produce
Fluorophore per molecule [Hz] Power [mW] a 1MHz photon-rate [mW]1
Fura-2 1.25 × 103 0.2 n/a
Fluorescein 1.50 × 105 5 n/a
GFP 2.00 × 106 94 47
Rhodamine 6G 5.50 × 106 67 12.2
Cy3 2.40 × 107 1,700 70.8
Table 1.2: Examples of Fluorescent molecules maximum photon throughput. [40]




As previously introduced, fluorescence lifetime sensing is a key analytical tool for many
important applications in the life sciences, particularly in molecular and cell biology
research, medical diagnosis and pharmacological development [21]. This is in part due to
its independence from probe concentration, illumination intensity and emission wavelength
[14], but more importantly it provides improved knowledge of processes at the molecular
level in comparison to standard fluorescence intensity. This thesis will focus primarily on two
fluorescence lifetime sensing configurations – fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) and flow
based cytometry or sorting – each of which is capable of performing a range of important
applications. However, both are affected by the TCSPC pile-up limit, particularly in the case
of the latter. This section will introduce the two techniques and briefly discuss the effect that
the TCSPC pile-up limit has on each.
Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging Microscopy (FLIM)
Fluorescence lifetime imaging microscopy (FLIM) using TCSPC is typically performed
by scanning optical microscopy (SOM), using a single laser and detector together with a
2-dimensional scanning system. The scanning system allows the laser to be moved across
the sample under observation whilst providing positional (X-Y) information to produce an
image. This can be performed using standard wide-field microscopy, confocal scanning optical
microscopy (CSOM) for enhanced spatial resolution [41] or two-photon microscopy for
enhanced depth penetration enabling 3D sectioning [42]. FLIM can also be performed using
solid-state imaging arrays in time-gated [43] and frequency domain [29, 44] configurations,
each of which has its own disadvantages as discussed in Section 1.2.3. Furthermore, scanned
TCSPC FLIM provides the most complete and detailed data for post-experiment analysis.
One common application of FLIM is to localise environmental changes in pH levels and ion
concentrations, using the probes introduced in Section 1.2.4 and detailed in Table 1.1. However,
a more challenging application of FLIM is the localisation of protein-protein interactions using
fluorescence lifetime to measure Förster (or fluorescence) Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET),
the use of which has grown substantially in the past decade [30, 36, 45, 46]. FRET occurs when
two fluorophores (a donor and an acceptor) of high quantum yield and substantial spectral
overlap have a proximity in the low nanometer scale. Energy transfer between the donor and
acceptor causes fluorescence of the donor to be quenched and the acceptor to be increased,
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resulting in a drop in lifetime of the donor. By tagging proteins, which interact at the same
distances, with specific donor-acceptor pairs, these interactions can be localised using FLIM.
All of these measurement methods (pH level, ion concentration, FRET, etc.) can be used in a
variety of disciplines and application areas such as pharmacological drug development using
high-throughput screening (HTS) [47, 48], analysis of DNA microarrays [11, 49], cell based
medical diagnostics [44] and many more specialised applications [46].
The results from a FLIM-FRET experiment of EGFP-Cy3 labeled silica beads, captured using
two-photon scanned TCSPC, is shown in Figure 1.3 [30]. The second image highlights the
improved contrast and detail available using FLIM over the intensity image (left), whilst a
two-exponential fitting algorithm allows the computation of the relative lifetime fraction to
determine FRET efficiency (right). However – in addition to the pile-up limit – due to the
nature of acquiring an image sequentially pixel-by-pixel, scanned TCSPC FLIM is a relatively
slow process and can be up to three orders of magnitude slower than equivalent time-gated or
frequency domain acquisition [31]. In the cases where faster acquisition speeds are required, a
spatially parallel imaging modality – such as time-gating or frequency domain – is typically
used. Data acquisition is further hampered when bright or long lifetime fluorophores are
measured simultaneously with dim or short lifetime fluorophores, as the experimental set up
must be tailored to the worst case (as described in Section 1.2.4). Moreover, performing
iterative non-linear analysis on such a large data set is not trivial and can take many minutes or
hours depending on the complexity of the fitting equation and the resolution of the image [50].
However, if it is possible to overcome the TCSPC pile-up limit, enhance photon-throughput
and remove the requirement for post-processing data, the efficiency of data collection would
improve and hence image acquisition times for TCSPC FLIM would reduce.





Lifetime can also be used as an analysis parameter in fluorescence flow cytometry [51] or
fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) [52] either independently or in addition to the
traditional techniques of capturing intensity, spectral and/or scattering information. However,
flow based fluorescence lifetime sensing is a demanding application and requires a high
photon throughput due to the limited time each individual particle is available for analysis.
This is typically below one millisecond, caused by flow rates in excess of thousands of
particles per second in modern apparatus. Furthermore, FACS has the additional requirement
of low-latency fluorescence lifetime calculation in order to perform the sorting function in
real-time. Moreover, the same issue is applicable here as with FLIM, where the frequency
and power of the excitation source must be tailored to the worst-case fluorophore in any given
experiment (see Section 1.2.4). Due to these demands on throughput and real-time calculation,
frequency domain is the technique of choice for these applications [53] and although TCSPC
can be used for flow analysis [54], to the best of our knowledge it has not been used for sorting.
As well as being suitable for improving the classification and characterisation of a parameter set
for a sample of cells, fluorescence lifetime flow cytometry, and FACS in particular, are used to
perform high throughput screening (HTS) on bead based assays involving antibodies, enzymes
and toxins for pharmacological drug development [55] as well as DNA and RNA analysis of
cells for clinical cancer diagnosis [56]. Performing HTS with this technique has the advantage
of automated sorting, which is not possible with FLIM where an additional step is required to
extract the hits. This extraction requires complex, manually operated equipment and is a very
time consuming task, completing only 50 to 100 hit retrievals per day [57].
Neither flow cytometry nor FACS require a microscope and so the fluorescence lifetime
system is ideally suited to miniaturisation. Scaling down the hardware requirements has
been developed and implemented in the time domain both as a time-gated microsystem with
integrated micro-LED excitation source [34] and as a TCSPC fluorometer with an integrated
laser diode excitation [58]. However, neither of these approaches would be capable of
performing fluorescence lifetime based flow cytometry or FACS at a fast enough rate due to
the throughput limitations caused by pile-up and the latency in calculating a fluorescence
lifetime result. Therefore time domain fluorescence lifetime based flow cytometry and FACS
is only achievable by overcoming the pile-up limit to increase the available photon throughput




The primary aims of this research are threefold; firstly, to miniaturise the standard TCSPC
set up, to not only reduce costs, but to simplify the laboratory equipment required to perform
fluorescence lifetime experiments. A typical TCSPC experimental set up is shown in Figure
1.4, where the detector, timing, processing and delay-line are all to be integrated into a
single CMOS sensor with a low silicon area (< 2 mm2) and power consumption (< 10mW).
Secondly, to develop a new integrated System on Chip (SoC) architecture to overcome the
single channel TCSPC pile-up limit by at least an order of magnitude, to provide photon
throughputs in excess of the excitation frequency. In doing so, this will provide an alternative
to frequency domain techniques for applications where high-throughput is required, enabling
a reduction in acquisition time for FLIM and the ability to capture sufficient photons per
particle in flow cytometry. Finally, to exploit the powerful signal processing capability of an
advanced CMOS technology to perform a fluorescence lifetime calculation on chip to reduce
data-rates, providing real-time information to enable sorting to be performed in time domain
flow cytometry and allowing the post-processing requirements of FLIM to be significantly
reduced.
Figure 1.4: A typical fluorescence lifetime TCSPC set up showing the components to be
integrated into a single CMOS sensor within the dashed box.
In order to reach these goals, an in-depth study is necessary into TCSPC, the pile-up limit and
techniques to overcome it. It is also necessary to model the chosen technique to confirm its
suitability before fabrication of any CMOS device. Furthermore, test and characterisation of
the completed sensor is necessary to validate the theory, modelling and design before the results




· The exploration of integrated, CMOS compatible architectures to miniaturise the standard
TCSPC set up, overcome the pile-up limit and perform processing on-chip.
· The development of a modelling environment to study the chosen architecture and make
informed decisions on the design variables within it.
· The design of an integrated sensor built on the modelled architecture to be fabricated in an
advanced CMOS process.
· The design of a development platform to test and characterise the sensor, to include:
- a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and USB based PCB.
- FPGA firmware to interface with the sensor.
- a software application with graphical user interface (GUI) to control the sensor as well
as capture, process and visualise data from it.
· The validation of the sensor in the form of test and characterisation.
· The demonstration of the system as a replacement for the standard TCSPC set up in
practical fluorescence lifetime applications requiring increased throughput.
1.4 Enabling Factors
The research into high performance single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) structures [59] and
picosecond resolution, low-latency, time-to-digital converters (TDCs) [12] in standard CMOS
processes for both fluorescence lifetime and Time-of-Flight (ToF) ranging applications has
enabled this research to focus solely on developing and demonstrating an advanced sensor
architecture to improve the efficiency of TCSPC. Furthermore, the parallel development of
fluorescence lifetime calculation algorithms [9] provided flexibility in making the correct
choice for the implementation of an embedded processing circuit.
Thanks to the overlapping research interests between our CMOS Sensors and Systems Group
and the Collaborative Optical Spectroscopy Micromanipulation & Imaging Centre (COSMIC)
at the University of Edinburgh, invaluable time and resource was made available in their
microscopy laboratory. Finally, without the collaborative agreement between The University
of Edinburgh and the imaging division of STMicroelectronics, access to an advanced 130 nm
imaging specific CMOS design kit and fabrication facility would not have been possible. Many
individuals are responsible for the above contributions, for which the reader is referred to the
acknowledgements section at the beginning of the thesis.
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1.5 Contribution to Knowledge
To the best of our knowledge, this thesis describes the first implementation of a low-power
miniaturised TCSPC sensor, integrating single-photon sensitive detection, picosecond
resolution timing, embedded data processing and synchronisation correction on a single
CMOS substrate measuring just 1.5×1.3 mm. Furthermore, it is the first CMOS
implementation of a centre-of-mass method (CMM) fluorescence lifetime estimation
pre-calculation, which provides single exponential lifetime calculations in real-time with
negligible processing latency. We also believe that the resulting sensor is the first single
component hardware solution to overcoming the severe TCSPC pile-up limit by over an order
of magnitude, allowing photon throughputs in excess of the excitation frequency without the
requirement for additional hardware or complex software based post-processing algorithms.
The combination of embedded real-time calculation and higher photon throughput enables
advances in a number of application areas such as FLIM and time domain fluorescence
lifetime activated cell sorting. The increased throughput is validated in practical bulk sample
fluorescence lifetime, FLIM and simulated flow based experiments. In these experiments, a
photon throughput of up to ten times the excitation frequency is demonstrated for a ≈ 16 ns
lifetime fluorophore and minimal error in lifetime calculation by CMM (≈ 5 %).
Even without the time-correlated and embedded lifetime calculation circuitry, the single photon
sensitive detector is capable of a photon throughput of up to ≈ 700 MHz, thanks to a 250 ps
output pulse-width, enabling advances in high-dynamic range (uncorrelated) single-photon
counting (SPC) for applications such as scanned optical microscopy (SOM) fluorescence
intensity imaging. The sensor itself has been presented at a world-leading solid-state circuits
conference [3], from which it was invited to a special edition of a respected biomedical circuits
journal [2]. Furthermore, a journal article describing the modelling of the sensor architecture
has recently been published [1]. Additional publications have also come directly or indirectly
from the work carried out during this research, both as the primary author [4] and as a co-author
[6–11]. The publications directly relating to this work are available in full in Appendix B. It is
our firm belief that more exciting and novel work is still to come with the use of the sensor in
cutting edge research for medical diagnosis and pharmacological applications, promising many




The thesis aims to demonstrate how integrating single photon detection, picosecond precision
timing and embedded processing on a single CMOS substrate can overcome the TCSPC
pile-up limit and increase throughput for fluorescence lifetime sensing. This is achieved by
investigating the current state of the art TCSPC techniques to overcome the pile-up limit,
followed by system modelling to validate and direct the design variables of an architecture
for a custom CMOS sensor. Block level implementation details of the sensor are then provided
together with circuit simulation results to further validate the chosen architecture and design
choices.
Experimental results are demonstrated using the fabricated device to back up the modelled and
simulated expectations, with particular focus given to the improved performance and efficiency
possible at high photon rates. These results aim to prove the suitability of the device as a sensor
to be used in cutting edge biomedical research for medical diagnostics and pharmacological
development. Finally, the work is concluded by outlining possible future directions and
improvements of the device. A summary outline of each chapter in the remainder of this thesis
is given below.
Chapter 2: Time-Correlated Single Photon Counting
This chapter presents a review of state of the art TCSPC techniques and architectures, including
hardware methods to overcome the pile-up limit. A review of the technologies available in
deep sub-micron CMOS to implement these architectures is also included, before the chapter
concludes by describing the selection of an architecture to overcome the pile-up limit.
Chapter 3: Pile-up in an Integrated TCSPC Architecture
This chapter begins by describing an approach to modelling the chosen architecture from
Chapter 2 using a MATLAB environment. The model is then used to investigate each variable




Chapter 4: High-Throughput Fluorescence Lifetime Sensor
This chapter describes the system and block level design of the custom CMOS sensor. To
validate the correct operation of the design, results of circuit simulations are presented.
Furthermore, the additional hardware requirements necessary to enable suitable test and
characterisation of the device are described.
Chapter 5: Sensor Test and Characterisation
This chapter begins with a description of the development platform required to bring up the
fabricated device before characterisation results of the many aspects of the sensor are presented.
Finally, the results from practical laboratory based microscopy experiments are shown, proving
the ability of the device to overcome the TCSPC pile-up limit by over an order of magnitude.
Chapter 6: Conclusions
The final chapter presents a summary and critical discussion of the work performed and results
produced during this research. Finally, additional applications that are suited to the device are






Chapter 1 has given a brief introduction to the theory of fluorescence lifetime – including
a description of different measurement techniques and an overview of some important
applications that it is used for. This chapter will focus solely on the state of the art hardware
instrumentation and technologies required to perform fluorescence lifetime sensing using
time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) – concentrating on techniques to allow it to
achieve higher photon throughputs than are currently possible, with a view to integrating a
custom architecture into a miniaturised CMOS sensor. It begins by presenting a review of
the standard single-channel TCSPC set up, including a discussion of the distinct hardware
components required for synchronisation, detection, timing and data handling. The single
major limitation of TCSPC – the pile-up limit, caused by the inability of the hardware to
process every photon event – is then described before techniques sometimes used to alleviate
the problem are introduced.
The chapter continues by looking at different hardware architectures of what are commonly
referred to as multi-module systems – where different configurations of multiple detectors
and/or timers are integrated together – discussing the advantages and disadvantages of each
with a focus on the ability to overcome the pile-up limit. The different technologies available
to implement these architectures in CMOS – single-photon detection using single-photon
avalanche diodes (SPADs) and picosecond timing using gated ring oscillator time-to-digital
converters (GRO-TDCs) – are then described. Following this, the different techniques available
to perform a real-time fluorescence lifetime calculation are investigated to decide on the most
appropriate for integration as an embedded digital processing circuit. Finally, the chapter is
concluded with proposals for the general architecture configuration, technology and calculation
technique to be modelled before being implemented in an advanced CMOS process.
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2.2 Single Channel TCSPC
2.2.1 Overview
Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is an experimental technique used to measure
– with picosecond accuracy – the time between a pulsed optical excitation and a returning
photon. It can be used for Time-of-Flight (ToF) ranging – which is similar to radar but using
visible or infrared light in place of radio waves – where the returning photon is caused by the
reflection of the excitation light from an object under observation. The distance can then be
calculated using the speed of light, c ≈ 3 × 108 ms−1. However, TCSPC is primarily used
for fluorescence lifetime sensing [19, 60, 61], where the returning photon is emitted from a
molecule soon after after the absorption of a photon from the excitation pulse, as described in
Section 1.2.2. It is the most precise technique used for measuring fluorescence lifetime, being
100 % photon efficient when operated within the pile-up limit and providing the best time
resolution [18]. The remainder of this chapter will focus on its use for this sole application.
However, it should be noted that different applications, such as ranging, suffer from the same
drawbacks of the TCSPC technique and approaches introduced in this chapter to overcome
these limitations may be suitable in a number of applications other than fluorescence lifetime.
The TCSPC instrumentation set up for fluorescence lifetime consists of a number of different
discrete hardware components (modules), as shown in a typical configuration in Figure 2.1.
The major functions of interest to this work – synchronisation, detection, time digitisation and
data-handling – are highlighted in grey, red, green and blue, respectively, and will be discussed































Figure 2.1: Typical TCSPC set-up highlighting synchronisation (grey), detection (red), timing
(green) and data-handling (blue).
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2.2.2 Synchronisation
To perform a time measurement, in addition to the asynchronous electrical output from the
single photon detector in the fluorescence path, an electrical signal must also be provided that
is synchronous with the optical excitation [18]. This excitation synchronisation is achieved
in one of two ways: either a small portion of the excitation light is re-directed towards a
secondary detector which provides a sufficiently fast (low jitter) electrical output pulse; or the
excitation source itself provides its internal synchronisation signal – running at the same rate as
the optical pulses (shown as ‘Trig.’ in Figure 2.1) – as an output. An additional component is
then typically used to delay this excitation synchronisation pulse to compensate for any optical
and/or electrical offsets in the system and to allow the fluorescence decay to be positioned as
required within the range of the timer. This is shown by the component labelled ∆1 in Figure
2.1. A delay can also be placed in the detection path, as shown by ∆2, but this is less common.
As a consequence of only recording, on average, up to one photon arrival event in ten excitation
cycles to remain within the pile-up limit, TCSPC time converters are typically operated in a
reverse(d) start-stop mode, where the incoming photon event starts the timer and the excitation
synchronisation stops it [19] . This flexibility is highlighted in Figure 2.1, where the excitation
and detection paths are shown as start or stop signals. The reverse mode then has the advantage
of keeping power consumption low, but more importantly it ensures that the analogue to digital
converter (ADC) is less likely to be in reset when a photon event does arrive. It is also
advantageous to configure the delay (∆1) so that the timer is stopped by the synchronisation
pulse corresponding to the optical excitation that caused the detected emitted photon. This
improves system timing performance by removing jitter from the excitation source. The
technique is shown in the timing diagram in Figure 2.2. The reverse start-stop mode means









Sync. + Δ1 (stop) Δ1
t2
Figure 2.2: Timing diagram showing reverse start-stop, where the excitation synchronisation
is delayed until after fluorescence emission.
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2.2.3 Detection
As the name suggests, TCSPC requires a detector that is sensitive to single incoming photons.
Single photon sensitivity requires a very high electrical gain to convert the relatively low energy
incident photon flux into a useful electrical output voltage that is observable above any noise
floor. TCSPC only requires knowledge that one or more photons have arrived, so a saturating
gain that can be approximated as infinity is suitable [62]. The performance of these detectors
can be quantified using a number of parameters [18], a subset of which are detailed below. Each
of these parameters depend on operating conditions, such as bias voltage and temperature.
· Sensitivity is the Volts produced per photon and is given as the photon detection efficiency
(PDE) or probability (PDP) and would ideally be 100 % at the emission wavelength.
· Noise is given as the dark count rate (DCR) in Hertz at given operating conditions.
· Transit Time Spread or Jitter is the variation from event to event of the delay between
the optical input and the output of the detector’s electrical signal. This is typically quoted
as the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the temporal distribution.
· Dead-time is the time required to reset (or quench) the detector after detecting a photon.
Subsequent photons arriving within this dead-time cannot be distinguished at the output.
· Afterpulsing is the likelihood of the detector producing a non-photon induced electrical
output pulse directly following and caused by a previous real photon induced event.
By far the most common detector for use with TCSPC is the conventional photomultiplier
tube (PMT) and its channel and micro-channel plate (MCP) variants [63, 64]. PMTs operate
using a photocathode that creates a small number of electrons when struck by incident photons,
caused by the photoelectric effect. These electrons are then directed to a sequence of electrodes,
called dynodes, that are held at increasingly higher voltage potentials. The dynodes accelerate
the electrons due to the electric field, and hence multiply their number at each stage to
produce the required gain. After several stages of multiplication, the electrons strike an anode
which produces a fast high current pulse to indicate the arrival of a photon. PMTs have a
reasonable PDE of 10 – 40 %; a low DCR, typically below 100 Hz but can be improved by
cooling; transit time spreads up to hundreds of picoseconds; dead-times in the nanosecond and
sub-nanosecond region; and afterpulsing probability is typically below a few percent, though
is very dependent on each individual PMT and its setup and can be as high as tens of percent
[18, 65]. Furthermore, PMTs have relatively large active areas, typically mm2.
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However, the electrical output pulses created by a PMT do not have a stable amplitude. A
broad distribution of pulse heights (amplitude jitter) is caused by the random amplification
mechanism of the detectors, varying light levels, and power supply and temperature variation.
This adds the requirement of a discriminator at the output of each PMT in the TCSPC
system, as shown in Figure 2.1 [18, 19]. However, a simple leading edge discriminator is not
sufficient as the amplitude jitter translates into timing jitter proportional to the pulse rise time.
Therefore, constant fraction discriminators (CFDs) are required, which operate on the principle
of calculating the difference between the input pulse and a delayed version of itself, then using
the zero-cross point which is independent of amplitude to trigger an output pulse. Furthermore,
PMTs require a vacuum to operate, which significantly impacts on their reliability, scalability
and practical usage lifetime as well as making them unsuitable for operation in high magnetic
field environments. Additionally, they require high operating voltages in the kV region and can
be permanently damaged if exposed to high light levels, such as direct sunlight.
Avalanche photodiodes (APDs) operating in Geiger mode, or single photon avalanche diodes
(SPADs) are becoming more popular due to advances in increased sensitivity, decreased DCR
and improved timing jitter [63]. However, they suffer from long dead-times in the tens of
nanosecond to microsecond region to keep afterpulsing to a minimum and have very small
active areas on the scale of hundreds of square micrometers to achieve optimal jitter and DCR
performance. Despite these problems, high-performance SPADs and SPAD architectures have
recently been developed in standard CMOS processes, which enables their integration with
complex electronic processing. These devices and architectures will be discussed in detail in
Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3, respectively.
2.2.4 Timing
The main aim of the timer in a TCSPC system is to digitise the time between the excitation
synchronisation pulse and the pulse created by the detected photon emission with sufficient
resolution so that fluorescence lifetimes down to sub-nanoseconds can be resolved accurately.
The time-to-analogue converter (TAC) plus analogue-to-digital converter (ADC), or TAC-ADC
method is the most common timing technique for TCSPC [18]. As shown conceptually in
Figure 2.3, the TAC operates on the principle that a capacitor (C) is linearly charged, using a
constant current source (I), between successive start and stop pulses. The ADC then converts
the voltage generated across the capacitor, which represents time, into a digital signal to be
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further processed. Once the ADC has completed its conversion, the charge on the capacitor
is grounded, preparing it for the next event. The TAC-ADC method is used for TCSPC due
to its time resolution of down to sub-picoseconds, made possible by the use of a 12-bit ADC.
However, it does have a number of drawbacks: amplification stages are required between the
TAC and ADC, as shown in Figure 2.1, complicating the set up and introducing additional
circuit non-linearities; and ADC conversion times are in excess of hundreds of nanoseconds,
which significantly affects the available photon throughput, compounding the pile-up problem,















Figure 2.3: Simplified Time-to-Amplitude Converter (TAC) approach to TCSPC timing. [18]
The complexity and conversion time limitations of TAC-ADC approaches can be overcome
by using direct time-to-digital converter (TDC) techniques – which use the delay through a
chain of logic gates for time measurement – at the expense of timing resolution [66, 67]. The
most basic TDC principle will input the start pulse into an inverter chain and the stop pulse
is then used to sample the state of the chain into registers, as shown in Figure 2.4. The time
resolution of this approach is determined by the minimum gate delay of the inverter in the
process technology being used and is typically in the tens to hundreds of picoseconds range.
However, this simplistic approach suffers from a number of drawbacks: firstly due to the unary
encoding scheme of a linear chain, 4096 inverters plus latch or flip-flop elements are required
to reach the same number of time bins as a 12-bit ADC; and secondly the technique is very
sensitive to process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations, which causes instabilities over
time and non-linearities due to transistor mismatch. A number of techniques exist to overcome
the limitations of the naive delay line approach described above. These will be introduced in
Section 2.5.4, where the description of a suitable architecture for embedding on a miniaturised
multiple timing channel sensor is presented.
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Figure 2.4: Simplified Time-to-Digital Converter (TDC) approach to TCSPC timing. [18]
2.2.5 Data Handling
The simplest procedure to deal with digitised TCSPC time-stamp data is to increment a counter
held in memory that is addressed by the time-stamp itself [18]. Creating a histogram by binning
in this way is an efficient compression technique, requiring only enough memory to hold
sufficient counts in each TCSPC bin (e.g. a 12-bit counter for each of 1024 time bins requires
only 1.5 kB of memory). This is a popular approach for laser scanning and/or multiple detector
TCSPC set ups, however to store a full histogram for each X-Y position (pixel) or detector,
memory requirements quickly grow (e.g. 32 channels recording 512×512 images requires
12 GB of memory). Furthermore, it does not provide macro-scale temporal information about
when in an experiment each TCSPC event occurred.
The time-tagged time-resolved (TTTR) approach to data handling is a more flexible technique
[54, 68]. TTTR works on the principle that each individual photon event is unique and
independent, so should be stored as such. The advantage of this is that each event can be
saved with meta data – such as macro-time (time since the start of the experiment), as well as
X-Y position (pixel) and/or detector channel information. However, due to the uncompressed
nature of the data, this technique requires a large buffer, operating in a first-in first-out (FIFO)
configuration and a high speed data-link to a PC to save the data to memory, process it and/or
write it to hard disk. Furthermore, the demands on this approach will be increased if throughput
of individual channels is increased by overcoming the pile-up limit.
Neither of these approaches is suitable for low-latency, real-time applications where even higher
compression using embedded processing is required to reduce the bandwidth requirements [9].
Techniques to achieve this real-time calculation will be introduced in Section 2.6.
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2.3 TCSPC Pile-Up
2.3.1 Overview
TCSPC has one major drawback – the limited photon throughput available as a consequence
of the inability of the hardware to process every detected1 photon event. This problem is
commonly referred to as the TCSPC pile-up limit and is caused by a number of hardware
constraints. The result of pile-up is that experiments are typically only performed with photon
count rates of up to a predetermined limit, the value of which depends on a range of specific
experimental requirements such as the acceptable error in lifetime calculation, the speed of
the TCSPC apparatus and the values of the lifetimes being measured. Typical limits on the
photon count rate range from up to 1 %, 5 % and 10 % [18, 19] of the excitation repetition
rate. The reason these numbers are quoted as a fraction of the excitation rate will become clear
in the following sub-section, where the causes of pile-up are explored together with the effect
each has on TCSPC captured lifetime decay curves. The section finishes with a discussion of
techniques currently used to overcome or reduce the effect of TCSPC pile-up in single-channel
systems.
2.3.2 Causes of Pile-Up
Classical (Timer) Pile-up
The first form of TCSPC pile-up is the inability to process more than one photon per excitation
period and is caused by TCSPC systems relying on a single TAC-ADC to perform the time
digitisation. This is sometimes referred to as classical [69] or statistical (S-type) [20] TCSPC
pile-up, but will also be referred to in this work as timer or timing pile-up. As shown by the
conceptual timing diagram in Figure 2.5, the effect of only having a single timer to measure
events means that only photon arrivals 1, 4 and 6 can be timed, represented by t1, t2 and t3,
whilst photon arrivals 2, 3, 5, 7 and 8 are missed. In this example, the dead-times of both the
time conversion and the detector pulses are assumed to be ideal (i.e. zero).
1The photon rates discussed from this point on refer to the number of photons that cause the active area of the
detector to register an event and is assumed to be directly proportional to the emission intensity.
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Sync. + Δ (stop)
Fluorescence Emission (start)
Timer t1 t2
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
t3
Figure 2.5: Classical (Timer) TCSPC pile-up.
Due to the first event in any given excitation period being timed without any issues, this form of
pile-up causes photon events that arrive late in the decay to have a higher probability of being
lost or missed, which in turn causes the TCSPC captured decay histogram to appear to distort
towards a shorter lifetime. This effect can be described analytically by Equation 2.1, which
has been adapted from [18], where a proof is provided. In the equation the standard lifetime
decay, as given by Equation 1.1 (I0 · e−t/τ ), is multiplied by the probability that the event at
time t was the first photon event within the given excitation period. The I0 term from Equation
1.1 has been dropped for simplicity, so Equation 2.1 describes a decay that is normalised to
I0 = 1.0. The result of this equation is shown in the graph in Figure 2.6 for a range of average
photon-rates, µ, from 0.01 to 10.0. As expected, the graph shows the decay distorting towards
a shorter (normalised) lifetime for increasing µ.




























Figure 2.6: Classical (timer) pile-up – effect of increasing the detected photon rate (µ) on the
TCSPC captured decay histogram.
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The average intensity of the normalised fluorescence decay as a function of the excitation
period, T , is given by Equation 2.22. This representation of the average intensity (Ī) is directly






















In fact in a typical experiment, the excitation period is likely to be at least 5-10 times longer
than the lifetime being measured, so the exponent term (e−T/τ ) will approach zero. Equation
2.2 can then be simplified and the average intensity can be approximated by Equation 2.3.
Ī ≈ τ
T
for T > 5τ (2.3)
The same steps can then be taken to calculate the average intensity of the normalised
fluorescence decay suffering from classical timer pile-up by using Equation 2.1 in place of the
ideal decay, as shown by Equation 2.4. Again assuming T > 5τ , the exponent term (e−T/τ )














Ī ′(µ) ≈ τ (1− e
−µ)
T · µ
for T > 5τ (2.5)
The portion of intensity lost – or the probability of missing photons – due to classical TCSPC
pile-up can now be defined by subtracting the ratio of Equation 2.5 (the average intensity with











2T is assumed to be long enough so that the chance of fluorescence occurring at t > T is negligible.
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This equation can also be derived assuming photon events arrive according to a Poisson
distribution, with mean µ. The probability of a single photon being processed is equal to
the probability of one or more photons occurring within an excitation period: P (X ≥ 1)/µ.
Therefore the probability of missing photons due to classical TCSPC pile-up can also be defined
by subtracting this from one, as shown in Equation 2.7.
Prmissed(µ) = 1−













Plotting this result against µ yields the graph shown in Figure 2.7, which highlights how much
of an impact this form of pile-up has on the number of missed photons: increasing µ from 0.1
to 0.5 and 1.0 causes the number of missed photons to increase from 5 % to 21 % and 37 %,

















Figure 2.7: Relationship between the photon-rate (µ) and the percentage of photons lost to
classical TCSPC timer pile-up.
Before the introduction of high-repetition rate pulsed excitation sources, this form of pile-up
was the most limiting from a practical experimentation perspective, as system dead-times
(which will be introduced in the following two sub-sections) were orders of magnitude shorter
than the excitation periods. As the repetition rates of excitation sources have become faster,
these system dead-times become more and more of an issue. The graphs in Figure 2.6 and
2.7 therefore represent the absolute best case achievable by a conventional single-channel
TCSPC system and as the following sub-sections will describe, in practice TCSPC pile-up
has a significantly worse effect on the captured decay histograms.
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Non-Extending Dead-Time (Conversion) Pile-up
In addition to a TCSPC system only being able to time at most one photon event in every
excitation cycle, the electronic components used to perform this measurement require some
processing (or conversion) time before they are ready for a subsequent photon arrival. During
this time, the TCSPC timing hardware is assumed to be dead and cannot process any further
events. The dead-time can arise from a number of components in the TCSPC system, such as
the discriminator(s), TAC, amplifier, ADC and data processing or memory accesses. This form
of pile-up has been referred to as electronic (E-type) pile-up and can be classified as having
a non-extending dead-time [20]. The duration of a non-extended dead-time is not altered by
the arrival of any photons within the dead-time. This form of pile-up will be referred to as
conversion pile-up or timer dead-time in the remainder of this thesis.
As can be seen in the conceptual timing diagram in Figure 2.8, the conversion time compounds
the problems already apparent with timer pile-up. In this simplified case, the hardware is only
capable of timing photon events 1 and 7, represented by t1 and t2, whilst 2, 3 and 8 are missed
due to classical timer pile-up and 4, 5 and 6 are missed due to conversion dead-time pile-up
caused by t1 (t1 Conversion Time). As the conversion time is non-extended, photons 4 & 5 do
not cause the t1 Conversion Time to change, and furthermore the t1 Conversion Time will be
approximately equal to those of t2, t3, ...tn.
Sync. + Δ (stop)
Fluorescence Emission (start)
Timer t1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
t2t1 Conversion Time
Figure 2.8: Non-Extending Dead-Time (Conversion) TCSPC pile-up.
Excitation repetition rates have been increasing at a much higher rate than improvements
to TCSPC conversion times. Modern commercially available TAC-ADC TCSPC system
architectures have conversion dead-times in excess of 100 ns [18], which in itself is a full period
of a 10 MHz laser or ten periods of a fast 100 MHz laser. In fact, when the conversion dead-time
is greater than the excitation period, it no longer makes sense to describe the maximum
photon-rate as a function of the excitation rate, but rather as a function of the TCSPC system
conversion dead-time. However, in the interest of consistency and comparison the discussions
and results presented throughout this thesis will still refer to photon-rates as a function of the
excitation repetition rate, regardless of conversion time.
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Extending Dead-Time (Detector) Pile-up
The final form of TCSPC pile-up is caused by the finite output pulse-width of the single-photon
detector. This pulse-width is also referred to as electronic (E-type) dead-time [20] and if
subsequent photons arrive within this dead-time then they cannot be distinguished by the timing
electronics. Unlike TCSPC conversion dead-time however, detector dead-time is extending,
meaning that if a photon event arrives within the dead-time of the previous event, then the
detector will remain dead for at least another full dead-time. Because of this, at very high
photon rates, it is possible for detector dead-time to be saturating, meaning only the first arrival
can be distinguished.
Detector dead-time can be thought of as pulse collision, or pulse overlap and an example of it is
shown in Figure 2.9, where the detector output only creates an electrical rising edge for photon
events 1, 4, 6 & 8, whilst events 2, 3, 5 & 7 are indistinguishable. The extendability of detector
dead-time is also apparent in the figure, where photon event 2 causes the output to remain high
long enough to affect photon event 3. If timer and conversion dead-time are also considered,
then only photon events 1 and 8 could be timed (t1 and t4).
Sync. + Δ (stop)
Fluorescence Emission
Timer t1 t2




Figure 2.9: Extending Dead-Time (Detector) TCSPC pile-up.
In traditional single channel TCSPC systems, detector pile-up is not a major issue as the
dead-times of PMTs are in the region of sub-nanoseconds to nanoseconds and so very high
photon rates over an order of magnitude greater than the pile-up limit (in excess of the excitation
rate) are necessary before its effects are noticeable [69]. However, the use of SPAD detectors for
TCSPC, which have much longer dead-times in the region of tens to hundreds of nanoseconds,
will have a noticeable effect at lower photon rates and even more of an effect as photon rates
are increased by overcoming the classic timer and conversion dead-time pile-up limits. SPAD
dead-time considerations will be reviewed in Section 2.5.2, whilst an in depth study of the
detector pile-up effect will be given throughout Chapter 3.
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2.3.3 Techniques to Overcome Single-Channel TCSPC Pile-Up
A number of techniques have been developed to increase photon throughput in fluorescence
lifetime experimentation by reducing the effects of TCSPC pile-up or overcoming it completely.
An outline of some of these techniques will be introduced below, with a critical discussion
of the limitations and disadvantages of each. It should be noted that although some of the
techniques described below are readily achievable, due to their individual complexities and/or
inefficiencies, they are not all in widespread use and the primary method of choice for dealing
with single channel TCSPC pile-up is to simply operate the experiment at photon count rates
below 1 – 10 % of the excitation rate. Multi-module TCSPC approaches to reducing the effect
of the pile-up limit, which are more popular, will be introduced in Section 2.4.
Post-Processed Correction
An analytical technique was first proposed by Coates [70] in 1968 to correct the captured
TCSPC decay histogram after the completion of the experiment. The technique required only
the captured TCSPC data set (histogram) and knowledge of the total number of excitation pulses
used in the experiment. The simplicity of this approach is achieved by not requiring any prior
knowledge of the photon rate, which is difficult to measure and quantify due to its variability.
Improvements to this analytical approach were made by Walker [71] in 2002, who describes
an iterative algorithm to allow the correction to operate under variable excitation energy, which
was not considered by Coates. The major disadvantage of this technique is the requirement of
an additional post-experiment computation step, which can be very time consuming for large
data-sets to correct the fluorescence lifetime decay curve(s) before they are analysed further.
Furthermore, due to the additional analysis step it is less suitable for applications requiring
real-time data processing.
Inhibit Circuit
Following on from the work by Coates, a hardware approach to overcoming the TCSPC pile-up
limit was first introduced by Davis and King [72] in 1969 and then by Williams and Sandle [73]
in 1970. If the TCSPC hardware only saves a time-stamp to memory when the photon event that
created it was the only event in the given excitation period, then the captured decay histogram
will appear completely unaffected by classical timer pile-up. This technique is achieved in
practice by adding an inhibit circuit to the standard TCSPC set up that performs standard photon
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counting of the output from the fluorescence detector. If the inhibit circuit counts more than
one photon in an excitation period, it sends a signal to one of the components in the processing
block (TAC, ADC or memory access) to inhibit it from writing the data of the timed photon
event to memory. The counter of the inhibit circuit must be reset at the beginning of each
excitation period.
The main advantages of this approach are that it completely solves the classical timer pile-up
limitation and the technique is user-friendly as the pile-up photons are removed at source
in real-time, requiring no further analysis of the captured decay histograms. However, this
is achieved at the expense of a reduction in photon collection efficiency as it has the effect
of decreasing the number of processed photon events as the number of detected photons is
increased. The probability of processing a photon with the inhibit circuit can be described
using the Poisson distribution to calculate the probability of exactly one photon arriving within
an excitation period (P (X = 1)/µ). Subtracting this from one gives the probability of missing
photons, as given by Equation 2.8. Plotting this as a function of µ results in the graph in Figure
2.10, which shows that more photons are missed using the inhibit circuit than due to classic
TCSPC pile-up, as expected (see Figure 2.7). Increasing µ from 0.1 to 1.0 and 5.0 causes the
number of missed photons to increase from 10 % to 63 % and 99 %, respectively. Furthermore,
the technique adds an extra hardware component to the TCSPC set up and the inhibit circuit
itself is complex, requiring that its own dead-time is negligible.
Prinhibited(µ) = 1−
P (X = 1)
µ






















Figure 2.10: The percentage of photons lost using the inhibit circuit as a function of µ.
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Continuous Time Forward Start-Stop
A completely new approach to the timing architecture for TCSPC was introduced by Wahl
et al. [74] in 2007, where the concept behind a commercially available instrument was
described (PicoHarp 300, PicoQuant). The instrument uses a pair of TDCs that are operated
in a continuous free-running mode, where at any given moment they represent a picosecond
accurate time from the beginning of the experiment. This is made possible by the combination
of long time range TDCs together with the addition of an overflow flag introduced into a TTTR
data stream to tell when they have wrapped around. The technique is shown conceptually
in Figure 2.11, where the Sync. Timer and Emission Timer represent the two free-running
TDCs. The times from the TDCs are independently sampled by incoming excitation
synchronisation pulses (s*) and photon events (e*), respectively. The TCSPC time-stamps are
then calculated in real-time, using an FPGA to subtract the most recent time-stamp sampled by
the synchronisation TDC from the current time-stamp sampled by the fluorescence detection
TDC, as shown at the bottom of the figure. This effectively means the instrument operates
in a forward start-stop mode, which minimises the effect of any conversion dead-time. As
the timing of photon events and synchronisation pulses are independent, there is no limit to
how many photon events could be processed during each excitation period. This is shown in
the figure, where photon events 3 and 8 – which would normally remain unprocessed due to
classical timer pile-up – are processed as the conversion time of the previous events (1 and 6 in
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Figure 2.11: Continuous Time Forward Start-Stop technique to TCSPC.
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One of the difficulties with this approach is that the two TDCs must be kept in synchronisation
with each other, which has been achieved in this instance by distributing a common quartz
reference oscillator clock to each TDC. However the picosecond time resolution required is
faster than can be achieved using only this clock, so time interpolation is necessary. This is
the primary source of a conversion dead-time of 90 ns in this implementation. So although
the technique is ideally suited for overcoming the classical timer pile-up limitation, conversion
dead-time pile-up is still an issue. This is highlighted in Figure 2.11, where photon arrivals 2, 3,
5, 7 and 8 are all missed due to conversion dead-time pile-up of a previous event. Furthermore,
the conversion dead-time also affects synchronisation, as shown by s* Conversion Time, so
if the excitation rate is above 10 MHz, the electrical synchronisation pulses must be divided
down below 10 MHz, resulting in a captured histogram containing multiple decays that must be
merged post-experiment. The approach however is very well suited to overcoming the classical
timer pile-up limit for experiments requiring the measurement of long lifetime fluorophores,
where excitation repetition rates many times slower than the conversion dead-time are required.
Faster Hardware
An approach to minimise the effects of TCSPC pile-up (rather than attempt to overcome it)
has been presented by McLoskey et al. [75] (of Horiba Jobin Yvon) as recently as 2011. This
work does not introduce any additional hardware or processing requirements, but to the best of
the author’s knowledge represents the state-of-the-art in both high-speed excitation sources and
short conversion dead-times for TCSPC. A semiconductor impulse generator is presented that is
capable of driving a diode excitation source to create 64 ps optical pulses at a frequency of up to
100 MHz. Furthermore, the timing circuitry used has a low conversion dead-time below 10 ns,
which matches the period of excitation and represents an order of magnitude improvement over
conventional TCSPC timing electronics [18]. The combination of fast excitation rates and low
conversion dead-times allows photon throughput rates, in real terms, of up to 10 Mcps.
However, the approach of simply increasing the excitation repetition rate to minimise classical
timer TCSPC pile-up and increase photon throughput in real terms is not suitable for all
experiments. The excitation repetition rate of 100 MHz that is presented only allows the
resolvability of fluorescent molecules whose lifetimes are significantly below the excitation
period, or under ≈ 1 – 2 ns in this case. To measure longer lifetimes, the excitation repetition
rate must be slowed down, which in turn reduces the photon throughput rate.
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2.4 Integrated Multi-module TCSPC Architectures
2.4.1 Overview
In his book [18], Becker states that the only solution to the count rate problem is multi-module
operation, where several detectors are connected to a number of independent TCSPC modules
to increase the counting capability. However, this approach further increases the cost, size and
complexity of an already expensive, large and complex experimental technique. Nonetheless,
the approaches and architectures of these multi-module systems can provide an insight to direct
the design of an integrated sensor, where each module can be implemented as a block within
a miniaturised CMOS architecture. This section will therefore review different multi-module
architectures and discuss their suitability for both overcoming the TCSPC pile-up limit and for
integration in a miniaturised CMOS sensor. In addition to the number of detectors (ND) and
number of or timers (NT ), the concept of a number of channels (NC) will be introduced to help
describe all possible architectures and sub-architectures.
2.4.2 Multiple Detectors, Single Timer
The most common multi-module architecture is a multiple detector arrangement (ND > 1)
with a single timer (NT = 1), as shown by the diagram in Figure 2.12. In this case, as there
is only one timer, the number of channels (NC) is also one. This multi-module approach is
typically used for detecting the fluorescence lifetime at a small number of different wavelengths
(ND ≤ 4) simultaneously by using different optical filters for each detector [76, 77]. The
general architecture has also been used for integrated solid-state SPAD image sensors, such as:
[78], where an entire 64×64 array of detectors use a single embedded TDC; and [79], where
the approach is used as a sub-architecture to partition a 128×128 array of detectors into groups
of 4×128 per TDC.





Figure 2.12: Multiple detector, single timing channel TCSPC architecture.
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The implementations introduced above highlight two different channel recombination
techniques: in the first instance, an encoding router is required to inform the TCSPC data
processing block which detector a photon event originated from, so the time-stamp can be
saved to the correct histogram memory array or labelled appropriately for TTTR acquisition;
and in the second instance, the detectors are time-interleaved with the TDC, so only one
detector has access to the TDC at any given time. Furthermore, a third recombination
possibility exists for multiple-element, single output detectors such as silicon photomultipliers
(SiPMs) that will be introduced in Section 2.5.3.
As expected however, this multi-module architecture does not help improve photon throughput.
In fact, it makes it worse per detector due to the single timing channel being the source of
the most limiting pile-up (timing and conversion). Nevertheless, the structure introduced is
commonly used so is important to understand for developing an improved TCSPC architecture.
2.4.3 Multiple Detectors, Multiple Timers
A common technique to overcome the worsened pile-up performance in multiple detector
arrangements is to provide a timer for each individual detector, as discussed in [76, 77]. Such
architectures are also described in [80–82] and can be used as multiple independent detection
channels for multi-wavelength detection. More importantly however, if the detectors can be
positioned physically close enough to each other to make them appear as one detector from
an optical perspective, then the results from each channel can be combined to overcome the
pile-up limit by the same order as the number of detectors and timing channels. The general
architecture is shown in Figure 2.13, where in this case there are now an equal number of
channels (NC) as detectors (ND) and timers (NT ). However, such set ups are very expensive
due to the requirements of the multiple individual detectors, timing channels and processing
power to keep up with high data rates.







Figure 2.13: Multiple detector, multiple timing channel TCSPC architecture.
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This architecture is also the basis for recent developments in completely parallel solid-state
TCSPC arrays, where a TDC is embedded within each pixel directly beside a SPAD detector.
This has been achieved using a standard CMOS imaging process for both 32×32 [12] and
160×128 [22] arrays. In theory, by combining the data from multiple pixels together, this
multi-module architecture provides the ideal solution to overcoming the TCSPC pile-up limit.
However it relies on the fluorescence emission being efficiently distributed onto the active areas
of all detectors, which is not a trivial task. In the implementations referenced, each pixel is
50×50 µm but is largely occupied by the TDC, whilst the SPAD has a diameter of only 6.7 µm.
This creates an optical fill-factor of < 2 %, as highlighted in the photo-micrograph in Figure
2.14. The addition of optical concentrators on the surface of the chip to recover the fill-factor
losses has proved unsuccessful thus far [83].
Figure 2.14: A 2×4 sub-array of pixels from a 32×32 TCSPC imaging array. [12]
The use of multiple beam-let arrays to match the detector dimensions, as implemented using
diffractive optical elements (DOEs) [84] or spatial light modulators (SLMs) [4, 5, 7, 8] provides
an option to overcome the fill-factor limitation of these devices. However, neither of these
techniques scales well beyond a few tens of individual excitation spots due to excitation power
limitations. Furthermore, they are notoriously time consuming, complex and sensitive to set
up and operate effectively, even with automated procedures. In addition to optical limitations,
these devices are severely limited by data transmission bottlenecks due to the sheer number
of parallel TCSPC channels and the limited number of data I/O pads available with the
CMOS implementation. As an example, each pixel in the 32×32 array can produce a TCSPC
timestamp at up to 1 MHz, so the entire array can produce time stamps at over 1 GHz [12],
which at 10-bits per time stamp corresponds to a data throughput of over 10 Gbps. The larger
array produces as much as five times this data [22], so clearly some form of compression or
signal processing is required to reduce this significantly.
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2.4.4 Single Detector, Multiple Timers
A much less common multi-module TCSPC architecture is that of a single detector (ND = 1)
with multiple timers (NT > 1), as shown in the diagram in Figure 2.15. The continuous
time TDC approach to overcoming TCSPC pile-up as introduced in Section 2.3.3 [74], can
be classed as an example of this form of architecture, though it is a very specific case where
the second timer is only used to time the excitation synchronisation pulse. To the best of the
authors knowledge, the more generalised architecture has only been introduced by O’Connor
and Phillips [19], where they describe a multiple channel TAC to allow several photons to be
timed during each excitation period. Details of the implementation and a critical discussion of
the performance characteristics are limited, however it is claimed to allow a count rate of 50 %
of the excitation rate for a 100 ns lifetime fluorophore.





Figure 2.15: Single detector, multiple timing channel TCSPC architecture.
Providing there are a sufficient number of timers, this architecture is capable of completely
removing classical timer and conversion pile-up. However despite leaving only detector
dead-time pile-up, the approach is not commonly used. This is partly due to the dead-times
of detectors being in the nanosecond (PMTs) to tens of nanosecond region (SPADs), with
only fast PMTs and MCP-PMTs being capable of sub-nanosecond pulses. These values are
on a similar scale to those of the lifetimes typically being measured3, so in most cases only
one timer is utilised per excitation period, rendering the additional timers in the architecture
redundant. Furthermore, the individual timers must be synchronised with each other and have
minimal mismatch which is not a trivial task and will be discussed in detail in Section 2.5.5.
Additionally, the high speed asynchronous nature of photon event arrivals creates a complexity
in the design of the routing/distribution element within the architecture, which is represented
by the large circle in Figure 2.15.
3See Tables 1.1 and 1.2 in Section 1.2.4
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As discussed, the detector dead-time pile-up problem is worse for CMOS SPAD detectors,
which have typical dead-times of 10 – 100 ns. Section 2.5.3 will describe a technique that
can be used to minimise this problem by using a single output, multiple-element detector,
more commonly referred to as a silicon photomultiplier (SiPM). From a system point of
view, this architecture is best described as a single detector as the pulses from the individual
detection elements are combined without any positional information. Such an architecture
is shown in Figure 2.16, where although there are multiple individual detectors (ND > 1),
they are combined into a single output (NC = 1) before being distributed to the timers. This
approach overcomes the area and fill-factor constraints of the multiple detector, multiple timer
architecture in Section 2.4.3, as the detectors and timers are independent and can be physically
separate from each other. This allows the detection elements to be positioned closer together to
improve fill-factor. If the detector dead-time issue can be resolved, this architecture represents
the most promising solution to both miniaturisation and overcoming the TCSPC pile-up limit.









Figure 2.16: Single channel, multiple-element detector, multiple timing channel architecture.
2.5 CMOS Technologies
2.5.1 Overview
The primary goal of this thesis is to design, manufacture and test a miniaturised CMOS
time domain fluorescence lifetime sensor capable of overcoming the TCSPC pile-up limit.
Implementation in a standard CMOS process offers low manufacturing costs for high
volume production. For this research, it is necessary to understand the current state of the
art technology available to perform both high photon throughput single photon sensitive
detection and low dead-time, picosecond accurate time conversion. This section will therefore
introduce background, theory and standard CMOS compatible implementations of: single
photon avalanche diodes (SPADs), silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs), time to digital converters
(TDCs), and finally time-interleaved (TI) converter architectures.
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2.5.2 Single Photon Avalanche Diodes (SPADs)
A single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) is a specific form of photodiode structure that is
biased beyond its breakdown voltage to provide an apparent infinite optical gain. One would
expect that biasing a diode beyond its breakdown voltage would cause an immediate avalanche
process to occur, rendering such a device useless. However, the avalanche process can only
occur when there are free charge carriers in the depletion region [85]. Therefore, assuming
complete darkness and neglecting thermal, tunnelling or defect induced carriers, a diode can be
held beyond its breakdown voltage with no current flow. Only when a photon strikes the device
is an electron-hole pair created to initiate a self-sustaining avalanche process. This operation is
highlighted in the exaggerated IV-curve shown in Figure 2.17, where VBD and VOP represent
the SPAD breakdown voltage and the total bias across the SPAD, respectively. As shown in the











Figure 2.17: Conceptual diagram of a SPAD IV-curve, showing breakdown and quenching.
Although quenching can be performed in a number of ways, it is typically performed passively
using the circuit shown in Figure 2.18, where the SPAD anode is connected to a negative voltage
(VBD – approximately equal to the breakdown voltage of the diode) and the cathode is biased
to a positive voltage (VEB) via a quench resistor (Rquench). In its steady state, the SPAD has
a total reverse bias voltage (VOP ) equal to the difference between VEB and VBD. When an
avalanche process occurs, the current that flows through the SPAD causes a voltage drop across
Rquench and the voltage across the SPAD is subsequently reduced. Once the voltage across the
SPAD has dropped below its reverse breakdown voltage, the avalanche process is stopped and
the device is returned to its steady state. An inverter detects the voltage drop acrossRquench and
provides a digital output pulse to signify the arrival of a photon. The values of VBD, VEB and
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Rquench determine the rate of the voltage change and hence control the dead-time of the SPAD,
which is highlighted in the figure. The output pulse contains no amplitude information, so it is
necessary to count the number of pulses within a given time period to determine intensity. This
















































Figure 2.18: Operation of SPAD and passive quench.
High performance SPADs have existed for a number of years in non- [87, 88] and custom- [89]
CMOS processes. However, due to their non-compatibility with standard CMOS, such devices
incur high manufacturing costs and prove difficult to integrate with additional circuitry without
complex, bump-bonded, two-chip solutions [90]. Early attempts to integrate SPAD devices
in standard CMOS processes produced devices with high dark count rates (DCR) of hundreds
of kilohertz [91, 92] and even megahertz [93] as well as relatively low peak photon detection
efficiency (PDE) of 5 % at 450 nm [94] and 14 % at 670 nm [95]. However a structure has been
developed recently [59] that has significantly improved performance characteristics in these
areas. The device has been manufactured and proven in array format [12], which has provided
characterisation results across a large sample distribution4. The results from these arrays show
that 80 % of the population have a sub-100 Hz DCR, caused by thermal generation, whilst the
remaining 20 % have an increasing DCR of up to 100 kHz caused primarily by defects in the
silicon lattice. Furthermore, the device has a 28 % peak PDP at 500 nm (blue) and sub-200 ps
timing jitter, all of which make it suitable for TCSPC experimentation. As explained in Section
1.4, this SPAD technology as well as the 130 nm imaging process it was developed in were
made available for use within this research.
4See Appendix A.1 for a graphical representation of these results.
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The cross section of this SPAD structure is shown in Figure 2.19. Three specific
implementation details in particular provide improved performance characteristics over
the previously introduced work. Firstly, the diode junction is created between P-well and
deep N-well, rather than the more commonly adopted P+ / N-well structures [91–95], as
highlighted by the dotted line in the figure. This has the effect of creating a lower electric
field multiplication region, widening the wavelength response and reducing tunnelling, which
in turn improves DCR yield. It is achieved at the cost of increasing both the breakdown
voltage (VBD) and the timing jitter. However, both of these trade-offs are acceptable as
voltage can be supplied externally and the timing jitter of 200ps has been proven to be
suitable for fluorescence lifetime experimentation [10, 11, 96]. Secondly, a virtual guard-ring
is introduced, consisting of an area of deep N-well surrounding the multiplication region with
no additional upper implants. In this area, the deep N-well is termed retrograde as it has a
diminishing doping concentration towards the silicon surface. This ensures a planar breakdown
region, as the sides of the P-well / deep N-well interface experience a lower electric field –
and hence larger breakdown voltage – than that of the main P-well / deep N-well interface.
Shallow trench isolation (STI) – which is an isolation structure introduced for deep sub-micron
processes, where the effects of high doping concentrations requires a physical barrier between
diodes and transistors – is used to further isolate the device. Finally, the optimised optical
stack (not shown) of the imaging process used for manufacture, consisting of only 4 metal
layers in a more advanced (90 nm) process and an improved passivation layer [97] enables the
increase in PDP over previous implementations where 6 or more metal layers are used in less
advanced processes with standard passivation.
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Figure 2.19: Cross section of 130 nm CMOS SPAD device structure. [59]
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However, these improvements in CMOS SPAD performance come at a cost, in addition to
dead-times being orders of magnitude longer than typical discrete PMTs, active areas are also
orders of magnitude smaller. The dead-times of SPADs are proportional to the quenching
time and are typically in the tens to hundreds of nanosecond region. The long quenching time
increases the probability that trapped charge carriers remaining in the multiplication region
are completely removed. If any of these traps remain filled after quenching is complete, they
can cause a secondary (non-photon induced) avalanche, referred to as afterpulsing (see Section
2.2.3). The main reason for long dead-times is therefore to reduce the afterpulsing probability.
The dead-time can be reduced by using an active quenching circuit in place of the passive
one described. Such a circuit operates by sensing the onset of avalanche, then simultaneously
producing a CMOS compatible output whilst quickly reducing the SPAD bias voltage below
breakdown before returning it to normal ready for the next photon [98]. The rapid reduction
of the bias voltage triggered by the onset of avalanche means the device never fully breaks
down, which reduces the probability of traps being filled and therefore reduces the afterpulsing
probability. The effect of decreasing SPAD dead-time is highlighted in [99], where passive
30 ns, active 30 ns and active 5.4 ns dead-time SPAD circuits are shown to be capable of
12.3 MHz, 32.9 MHz and 185 MHz maximum photon throughput, for afterpulsing probabilities
of 0.57 %, 0.43 % and 1.3 %, respectively. However, active quenching circuits require more
transistors – and hence more silicon area – to implement and must be placed in close proximity
to the SPAD device for optimal operation.
The active areas of CMOS SPAD devices are typically tens to hundreds of square micrometers,
which is necessary for the improved jitter and DCR performance [100]. The improved jitter
performance is achieved in smaller devices due to a faster breakdown believed to be caused by
a reduced lateral avalanche build-up time. The DCR yield improvement in smaller devices
is attributed to a lower probability of the device containing a defect in the silicon lattice.
Furthermore, the shape of the SPAD device also affects performance, with studies of square,
octagonal, circular, rounded corner square and Fermat devices showing that circular devices
are optimal. This is due to their lack of corner regions, where defects caused by lattice stresses
are more likely to result during the manufacturing process. Both dead-time and active area
considerations can be significantly improved upon using multiple element, combined output
architectures, typically referred to as silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs). Such architectures will
be described in the following section together with details of circuit techniques capable of
overcoming these drawbacks.
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2.5.3 Silicon Photomultipliers (SiPMs)
Research has been undertaken in recent years in implementing compact SPAD arrays as image
sensors – where each individual SPAD can be independently accessed and its output read [78,
101] – and also as silicon photomultipliers (SiPMs) – where the outputs from the multiple
SPADs in the array are combined to produce a single detector output [102, 103]. The former
have typically been used in ranging and fluorescence lifetime applications whilst the latter have
typically been used in high-energy medical imaging, such as positron emission tomography
(PET), where the devices are integrated with a scintillator to convert the gamma radiation into
visible light detectable by the sensor [104, 105]. There are however no reasons against using
a SiPM to perform standard single detector TCSPC for fluorescence lifetime [106] and in fact
is an ideal solution to solving the issue of small SPAD active areas as the total active area of a
SiPM is the sum of active areas of all elements within it.
Conventional SiPMs, which can also be classified as analogue SiPMs, do not include the
inverter shown in Figure 2.18. Instead they connect all of the SPADs in parallel, as shown
in Figure 2.20a, causing a stepped current output whose amplitude is dependent on the number
of simultaneous avalanche processes occurring at any given time. This approach is similar to
the expected operation of a standard PMT, however the device requires an analogue to digital
converter (ADC) at the output and the architecture suffers from increased noise levels and
comparably poor timing and jitter performance. Digital SiPMs have come into prominence
in recent years [107, 108], where the ADC is local to each SPAD in the form of a standard
inverter. The output of the multiple inverters are then passed through a logical OR tree to
produce a single digital output, as shown in Figure 2.20b. This approach isolates noise and the
logic cells re-time the pulse at each level to ensure improved jitter performance. For TCSPC
applications, where a stepped output is unnecessary and time resolution is critical, clearly the

















Figure 2.20: (a) Conventional analogue and (b) digital SiPM architectures. [108]
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However in their most basic form, digital SiPMs suffer from three primary drawbacks. Firstly,
the DCR measured on the output of the logic tree is the sum of the DCR of all elements within
it. Therefore, even if only a few percent of devices have tens or hundreds of kilohertz DCR,
this can render the device unusable. Secondly, although the SiPM architecture is capable of
overcoming the small active area issue of SPADs, the result is to introduce a new problem of
reduced fill-factor caused by: the area required by the guard ring structure; the area lost due
to the circular shape of the device; the spacing rules of the process; and the requirement of a
large-area, high-value poly resistor forRquench located in close proximity to the SPAD. Finally,
if one SPAD fires, it will lock-up the output of the logic tree for the duration of its dead-time. As
SPAD dead-times are comparatively long when passively quenched, this can be a major issue
leading to poor performance with regards to detector pile-up. Fortunately techniques exist to
minimise the effect of each of these issues and will be discussed individually below.
The DCR problem of SiPMs can be addressed by producing an enable signal for each element.
Performing a self-test by enabling SPADs one by one, it is possible to build a DCR map of the
device that can be used to disable individual elements that are deemed to be above an acceptable
limit or threshold [107, 109]. This technique for SiPMs is almost identical to approaches for
correcting defective pixels in CMOS image sensors [110, 111]. The major difference is that
the defective (high-DCR) elements in a SiPM are simply ignored rather than being corrected as
is necessary for pixels in an image sensor. Furthermore, the technique allows the active area,
and hence sensitivity, of the SiPM to be adjusted by enabling a specified number of adjacent
elements.
Fill-factor limitations can be improved for a reduction in performance of other detector
parameters. A fill-factor of 48 % has been presented in [112] using the following techniques:
the guard-ring width can be reduced, or even shared/overlapped with neighbouring SPADs, at
the expense of increased interference between devices (commonly referred to as cross-talk);
alternate rows of SPADs within the SiPM can be offset by half the pitch and brought into
a honeycomb like structure, in doing so losing available space for accompanying quench
circuitry; the use of the smaller passive rather than active quenching circuitry allow SPADs to
be positioned closer together at the expense of extended dead-time; and finally it is possible
to place passive quench circuitry outside the array at the expense of uncertainty in the quench
timing. Furthermore, it is possible to avoid N-well spacing rules by using NMOS-only SPAD
supporting circuitry at the expense of worsened timing jitter [113].
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The SPAD dead-time issue has been significantly reduced by incorporating temporal
compression into the SiPM architecture, implemented using a pulse-shortening monostable
circuit at the output of each SPAD. This concept was developed simultaneously by [114] and
as part of the research documented within this thesis [3]5. The temporal compression ensures
that the subsequent logic after the monostable circuit is only locked for the duration of the
shortened pulse, even though the SPAD remains dead. The shortened pulse must still be long
enough to propagate through the remaining output logic and successfully drive any subsequent
circuitry such as counters or timers. This technique is only useful if there are sufficient
elements available so that the probability of two photon events occurring within a SPAD
dead-time but outwith the shortened pulse width are highly likely to fall on different detectors.
In [114], pulse durations of around 1 ns are presented, which is over two orders of magnitude
less than the SPAD dead-time of over 100 ns. This has the result of allowing photon rates to
increase by over two orders of magnitude into the hundreds of megahertz region. Figure 2.21
shows an update of Figure 2.16, where a monostable circuit has been inserted at the output of
each SPAD and the recombination is a logical OR of the outputs of these circuits to provide
the SiPM functionality.








Figure 2.21: Single multiple-element detector, multiple timing channel TCSPC architecture
with monostable pulse-shortening at the output of each detection element.
Even with the inclusion of the pulse-shortening monostable circuits, the OR-tree output of the
SiPM still has a finite probability of being locked when two or more photon events arrive at two
or more distinct detection elements within the duration of the shortened pulse-width. These
photon event losses can be classified as a fourth form of TCSPC pile-up that is dependent not
only on the pulse-width of the monostable outputs, but also on the number of detection elements
within the SiPM. This additional form of pile-up will be discussed further in Chapter 3, where
it will be investigated in detail.
5Further details on the implementation and performance of this circuit can be found in §4.3.3 and §5.3.4.
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2.5.4 Time Digitisation
A thorough overview of time digitisation techniques and circuit implementations is provided in
[66, 67, 115]. For use in a miniaturised CMOS TCSPC sensor that is capable of providing
a photon throughput in excess of the current TCSPC pile-up limitation, the time digitiser
must meet the following performance requirements: a low silicon area and minimal power
consumption due to the requirement of multiple timers to overcome classical timer pile-up; a
fast, ideally real-time conversion rate to overcome timer conversion pile-up; a time resolution
in the picosecond to tens of picosecond region to allow correct resolvability of nanosecond
fluorescent lifetimes; and finally a dynamic range of greater than 1 µs with good linearity to
allow accurate resolvability of lifetimes up to hundreds of nanoseconds.
Full TAC-ADC conversion (introduced in Section 2.2.4) provides excellent time resolution,
but is unsuitable due to the requirement of a high-speed 10-12 bit ADC, which would have
a large area and long conversion time. Clocked delay lines (also introduced in Section 2.2.4)
[116], Vernier delay lines (VDL) [117] and pulse shrinkers [118] can also be rejected due to
their large silicon area and conversion times that both scale linearly with the dynamic range.
Furthermore, passive interpolators [119] and time stretchers [120] – which provide excellent
sub-gate delay time resolutions – also require a large silicon area, whilst the latter has an
extended conversion time. This leaves three feasible options for the timer in this work, all using
a real-time coarse-fine TDC approach [121]: the distributed clock architecture, which drives a
coarse counter paired with either a small linear delay line [79, 122] or TAC [123] to provide
the fine resolution; and the gated ring oscillator (GRO) approach, which uses a full cycle of the
ring as the coarse resolution and its internal state as the fine resolution [124, 125]. However,
distributing a high speed clock to all of the timers causes high static power consumption and
is difficult to scale. Therefore the GRO approach, which is self-contained, has a low power
consumption that is proportional to the dynamic activity and provides a real-time conversion is
the preferred option for the given requirements.
The general architecture of a GRO based TDC is shown in Figure 2.22. The core of a ring
oscillator is a linear delay line constructed using an odd number of inverters, whose final stage
output is fed back to its input. The odd number of inverters provides inherent instability, so
the circuit quickly settles into a state of oscillation caused by the finite gate delay through each
element. A START pulse seeds the inverters with a known starting state and they are then frozen
using a secondary STOP pulse. By counting the number of complete oscillations and sampling
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the state of the inverter chain, it is possible to determine the time between START and STOP
with the resolution being determined by the gate delay. For a TDC, the gate delay is typically
designed to be the minimum of the process used for implementation. The number of complete
oscillations is counted using a ripple counter and an encoder is used to convert the ring’s fine
state into a binary value. One of the advantages of this TDC architecture is that the area scales
logarithmically (rather than linearly, as is the case for delay lines) with dynamic range by adding
additional bits to the coarse counter. Although GRO-TDCs have a relatively low resolution
compared to sub-minimum gate delay approaches (e.g. VDL), implementing them in advanced
processes – which have tens of picosecond minimum gate delay – makes them suitable for
fluorescence lifetime experimentation, as proven by the results from [10, 11, 96] which use










Figure 2.22: Gated ring oscillator (GRO) time-to-digital converter (TDC) technique.
As explained in Section 1.4, the ≈ 50 ps resolution, 50×50 µm silicon area, real-time
conversion GRO-TDC from [12, 22], plus the process it was developed in were made available
for use within this research. Unlike standard ring oscillators described above, an even number
of differential inverters is used in this implementation, as shown in Figure 2.23, where the
NAND gates act as initialisation when R is low and as cross coupled inverters when R is
high to ensure fully differential operation. Furthermore, S starts and stops the oscillation and
T tri-states the outputs to prevent loading by the encoder. Oscillation is made possible by
swapping the polarity of the feedback at the final element. This technique has the advantage of
providing an exact binary power number of fine output states, so the four element differential
inverter chain presented provides eight possible fine states that can be encoded to a 3-bit
output. Despite having a real-time conversion, the TDC still requires a short period of
time (tens of nanoseconds) to reset and prepare it for the next start-stop sequence, so timer
dead-time is still an important consideration. A possible approach to overcoming this issue by
using time-interleaved converters is introduced in the following section.
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Figure 2.23: Differential gated ring oscillator (GRO). [22]
2.5.5 Time-Interleaved Converters
Reducing or removing timer conversion dead-time is critical to achieving TCSPC count rates in
excess of the pile-up limit. Despite the TDC architecture and implementation introduced in the
previous section having a dead-time much less than typical discrete TAC-ADC TCSPC timers,
it is still advantageous to remove it completely. A technique exists for analogue-to-digital
conversion where multiple converters (ADCs) are arranged in parallel to improve the speed
and resolution of the system [126, 127]. Such an architecture is shown in Figure 2.24. Each
converter operates at a frequency fs/M – where fs is the sampling frequency andM is the total


















Figure 2.24: Time-interleaved analogue-to-digital converter (TI-ADC) approach. [126]
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The technique allows the maximum frequency of the system to operate at M times the
maximum frequency of a single converter by ensuring each ADC samples the input signal at a
unique phase of fs, given by ϕ = (M − 1) · 2πM . This has the effect of significantly increasing
the bandwidth of the converter system proportional to M . The distribution of samples
sequentially to different converters gives rise to the name of this technique: time-interleaved
ADC (TI-ADC), and its operation is shown conceptually for M = 2 in Figure 2.25a. A
time-interleaved TDC (TI-TDC) approach can therefore be used as a technique to remove
timer dead-time, despite not operating on a continuous waveform (ax(t)). This is shown in
Figure 2.25b for M = 2, where fs is equivalent to the excitation repetition rate and each TDC
is capable of making a conversion and being reset at fs/2, due to the dead-time of the timer
(tD). The number of timers required to ensure no apparent system dead-time is M = d tDfs e+ 1.
Further simulation and analysis is necessary on the TDC architecture within its system to
determine a value for tD, and hence design for M given a maximum excitation frequency
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Figure 2.25: (a) Time-interleaved ADC (TI-ADC) and (b) time-interleaved TDC (TI-TDC),
each with M = 2.
However, as shown in Figure 2.26, TI-ADCs suffer from three sources of distortion in
addition to those already present in the individual converters themselves: phase, offset and
gain mismatch. Phase mismatch is related to the correct distribution of clocks to ensure each
converter samples the input at the correct point in time, however this is not an issue for a
TI-TDC architecture, where we are not sampling a continuous waveform. Offset errors can
be minimised for TI-TDCs by ensuring balanced distribution of the start and stop signals to
the M timers. Finally gain error – which is the most serious source of distortion – can be
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minimised in TI-TDCs by including some form of adjustable gain control at each TDC [12]
or can be corrected for in the digital domain at the output of the TI-TDC [128]. The effects of
timer gain mismatch on fluorescence lifetime will be studied in detail in Section 3.10.
Phase Offset Gain
Figure 2.26: Three sources of distortion from time-interleaved ADCs (TI-ADCs): phase, offset
and gain mismatch.
The TI-TDC approach can then be integrated into a multiple timing channel TCSPC
architecture as shown in Figure 2.27. In this architecture, each timing channel consists of a
TI-TDC sub-system with M converters which presents a zero dead-time timer to the event
distribution, and so removes all conversion pile-up. The multiple timing channel architecture
(NT > 1) is then achieved by including T of these TI-TDC sub-systems to reduce the effect
of classical timer pile-up. This architecture will introduce further possible gain errors between
the multiple TDCs, which will form part of the investigation in Section 3.10.
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Figure 2.27: Multiple TI-TDC timing channel architecture.
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2.6 Embedded Fluorescence Lifetime Calculation
2.6.1 Overview
Due to the high data rates expected when operating at increased photon throughputs greater
than the current TCSPC pile-up limit, and the lack of bandwidth available at the chip interface
in a miniaturised sensor, some form of TCSPC data compression is necessary. This can
be achieved by performing a fluorescence lifetime calculation on-chip in real-time, which
would further enable applications such as fluorescence activated cell sorting (FACS). The
standard non-linear least-squares method [129] and maximum-likelihood estimation [130]
algorithms used to perform curve fitting of captured TCSPC histogram data to known
analytical decay equations require iterative floating point computation, more suitable to a
generic microprocessor approach running a software algorithm [26, 27]. Therefore innovative
non-iterative algorithms for processing raw TCSPC data to produce a fluorescence lifetime
estimate are required. Ideally, these should easily be embedded on-chip using simple and
compact digital design techniques, such as: addition, subtraction, multiplication and division
by binary powers and compact lookup tables (LUTs). This section will describe three
techniques available to achieve this [9] and discuss the advantages and disadvantages of each:
rapid lifetime determination (RLD), which has been developed for time-gated fluorescence
lifetime acquisition but can also be used on TCSPC data; integration for (lifetime) extraction
method (IEM); and the centre of mass method (CMM). To finish, a short discussion on the
precision performance of each of the above techniques is presented.
2.6.2 Rapid Lifetime Determination (RLD)
The most commonly used non-iterative fluorescence lifetime calculation technique is rapid
lifetime determination (RLD) [25]. As introduced in Section 1.2.3, in its most basic form RLD
counts the number of photon arrivals within two distinct time bins of equal width, between 0−t
and t − 2t. This basic form is referred to as two-gate RLD and is shown on the left of Figure
2.28. The fluorescence lifetime is calculated using Equation 2.9, where D0 and D1 are the total
number of counts in each bin and ∆t is the time-width of each bin. Clearly this calculation is
not simple to perform with limited hardware, particularly due to the natural logarithm and the
floating point division. However, data compression is achieved by accumulating events before
periodically transmitting D0 and D1 to a host processor to complete the calculation.
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Figure 2.28: Generalised two-gate rapid lifetime determination (RLD) (left) and multi-gate





Two-gate RLD can be expanded to N-gates with varying and even overlapping bin-widths, to
improve the resolvability of the fluorescence decay [24]. For example, two-, four- and eight-bin
approaches are suitable for single-, bi- and multi-exponential decays, respectively. This is
achieved at the cost of increased calculation complexity, which typically reverts to iterative
methods again but with a significantly reduced number of points compared to TCSPC. It has
been suggested that near-ideal lifetime calculation is possible with optimally designed gating
parameters [131], however due to the distribution of lifetimes in typical biological samples,
this optimisation is non-trivial without prior knowledge of this distribution. Furthermore,
as discussed in Section 1.2.3, increasing the number of time bins either increases the area
required by the parallel counters, or decreases the acquisition speed if each time bin is captured
sequentially. In both cases, increasing the number of time bins increases the data bandwidth
requirements for an equivalent photon throughput.
For equal bin spacing and largeN , the time-gated technique begins to approach that of TCSPC,
where the time bin width (∆t) is equal to the TCSPC timing resolution, as shown by the graph
on the right of Figure 2.28. For parallel acquisition, the high number of counters become a
histogram memory, significantly increasing the data bandwidth. Furthermore, standard iterative
post-processing techniques would be required to calculate the lifetime characteristic. However,
non-iterative algorithms exist to perform fluorescence lifetime calculation in real-time using the
raw TCSPC data and will be presented in the following section.
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2.6.3 Integration for Extraction Method (IEM)
A new calculation method was proposed by Li et al. [132] as an alternative to RLD, called
the integration for (lifetime) extraction method (IEM). The fluorescence lifetime is given by
Equation 2.10, where h is the TCSPC resolution or time-bin width, Nj is the count number
in the jth time bin and C = [1/3, 4/3, 2/3, ..., 4/3, 1/3] from Simpson’s integration rule. The
computation is less complex to perform in hardware than RLD, requiring an accumulator for
the denominator and an up-down counter for the numerator. Furthermore, the division can
be performed using a binary shift right when the denominator reaches a preset power of two.








 · h (2.10)
Fortunately,C can be replaced withC ′ = [1/2, 1, ..., 1, 1/2] from Romberg’s integration rule to
provide a good estimate of the lifetime decay, where the divide by three circuit can be replaced
with a selective binary right shift divide by two when required [96, 133]. Alternatively, using
this simplification, the lifetime using IEM can then be given by Equation 2.11, where NC is the
total number of photon events. In this case, the hardware requirements are counters for NC , N0
and NM−1 plus an adder for N0 + NM−1 and a subtractor for N0 − NM−1. Again, the final
division can be performed using a shift when the denominator reaches a power of two. The
major advantage of IEM over RLD is much better immunity to uncorrelated background noise
[96]. However, the position and width of the time bins must be carefully chosen to provide the
most optimal calculation. In both cases, the value of h is fixed so is ignored from embedded
calculation and the results are then provided as a function of h.
τIEM(t) ≈
(
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2.6.4 Centre of Mass Method (CMM)
A second hardware efficient method of performing fluorescence lifetime calculation has been
proposed by Li et al. [10, 134] using a centre of mass calculation termed the centre of mass
method (CMM). For a single exponential decay, the lifetime can be calculated by the average
arrival time of all detected photons and can be described in the continuous and discrete time
domains by Equation 2.12. It is possible to use the discrete version of this equation on captured
TCSPC histogram data. The hardware requirements for CMM are an accumulator to add
together arriving TCSPC time-stamps (j ·Nj) and a counter to count the total number of events
(NC). As with IEM, the division can be performed using a binary right shift when a power
of two events have been counted. The 12 can be ignored for simplicity. In practice the peak
of the fluorescence decay does not lie exactly at time t = 0, so it is necessary to introduce
a windowing function that only includes TCSPC events in the calculation if they lie between
preset limits FIRST (F ) and LAST (L). In a reversed start-stop system, LAST defines the


















 · h (2.12)
Unlike IEM, in its basic form the result of Equation 2.12 is very dependent on any uncorrelated
background noise. The windowing function described above can minimise this effect by
rejecting any noise that lies outside the limits, however correction of the final result is still
required. The contribution of the noise to the calculation is completely uncorrelated so can
be assumed to have a uniform distribution, as shown by the grey area in Figure 2.28. The
background corrected CMM lifetime is therefore calculated using Equation 2.13, where M is
the total number of time bins (L−F +1) andNb is the noise contribution of each. As expected,
this correction requires good calibration of the expected background contribution (Nb). The
static values for (F + L) · Nb · M/2 and M · Nb can be provided, so only two additional
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subtractors are required to implement this correction in hardware. CMM is a near-ideal single
exponential lifetime estimator, assuming correct background calibration, and is 100 % photon
efficient as every detected photon event arrival contributes to the final calculation, making it an





j ·Nj − (F + L) ·Nb ·M/2
NC −M ·Nb
 · h (2.13)
2.6.5 Calculation Precision
In addition to keeping the hardware requirements for the calculation low, it is also important
to base the selection of an embedded algorithm on its performance. This section discusses
the relative precision available using maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE), RLD-2, IEM
and CMM on a sample data set. The data set is real lifetime data of a ≈ 1.8 ns fluorophore
(Rhodamine B) captured using an integrated SPAD/TDC device [12], which will provide a
good basis for comparison to the system being developed as part of this work.
Figure 2.29 shows the results of these precision tests for all calculation techniques and with
different measurement windows of 4.1τ (Figure 2.29a) and 17τ (Figure 2.29b) [9]. The ideal
shot-noise limited precision is shown for comparison by the dashed line. The window of
4.1τ is chosen as the optimal window for RLD-2, where it is shown to have comparable
precision performance to IEM. However, changing the measurement window to 17τ has a
considerable affect on the precision of RLD-2, which further highlights its sensitivity to the
lifetime being measured. Expansions to the RLD calculation, including additional, unequal
and/or overlapping bins show improved precision performance. However, this is achieved at the
cost of increased hardware requirements and complexity, whilst never achieving better precision
than least-squares or maximum-likelihood. IEM shows consistent precision performance, better
than or equal to that of RLD-2. However, CMM is clearly the most precise non-iterative
technique presented, equalling that of the iterative maximum-likelihood curve fitting approach
for a single exponential decay over a range of measurement windows.
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Figure 2.29: Precision plots of a TCSPC captured Rhodamine B data set comparing MLE,
RLD-2, IEM and CMM lifetime calculation techniques with measurement windows of (a) 4.1τ
and (b) 17τ . [9]
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2.7 Conclusions
This chapter has provided a detailed review of single-channel TCSPC, its limitations in terms
of pile-up and techniques to overcome and/or minimise these limitations using hardware
and software approaches. It continued by looking at variations of multi-module TCSPC
approaches with a view to embedding one of the system architectures on an integrated CMOS
sensor. Finally, the technologies, structures and algorithms available to perform efficient single
photon detection, picosecond resolution timing and fluorescence lifetime calculation or data
compression on standard CMOS are reviewed.
Techniques have been proposed to overcome the three primary pile-up limitations of TCSPC.
Firstly, classical timer pile-up can be minimised by adding multiple timing elements to time
more than one photon event in a given excitation period. Secondly, non-extending timer
dead-time (conversion) pile-up can be removed by using a time-interleaved TDC (TI-TDC)
approach, which operates in a similar way to the more common TI-ADC architecture. Finally,
extending detector dead-time pile-up can be minimised by incorporating temporal compression
in a digital silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) architecture to reduce the apparent dead-time of the
individual SPAD elements by two orders of magnitude. The combination of these individual
techniques and approaches leads to the architecture shown in Figure 2.21, where the SiPM
architecture (NC = 1) is chosen to maximise the fill-factor of the single photon sensitive area
of the device. Although these techniques provide the possibility of overcoming TCSPC pile-up,
care must be taken with the multiple channel TI-TDC architecture to minimise or correct for
mismatch. Furthermore, the finite compressed pulse-width of the SiPM output adds additional
complexity to detector dead-time pile-up and will still limit the available photon throughput.
The availability of the SPAD structure, core TDC circuit and the process that each was
developed in allows the research presented in this thesis to focus solely on the architecture
and practical applications that are suited to it. The techniques to increase fill-factor in SiPM
architectures, as introduced in Section 2.5.3, are an area of current cutting-edge research.
Therefore to minimise the risks associated with these unproven techniques, a safe SiPM
fill-factor will be designed, ensuring that the architecture can be fully tested. Furthermore, the
gated ring oscillator core of the TDC will be used as-is with modifications only being necessary
to its peripheral circuits by adding bits to the coarse ripple counter to extend dynamic range and
to its interfacing logic to integrate it into the proposed architecture.
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Due to the increase in data bandwidth required by a TCSPC sensor operating beyond the pile-up
limit, and the lack of transmission lines at the interface of a miniaturised implementation, some
form of fluorescence lifetime calculation or data compression is deemed necessary. Although
not accurate in fully describing real biological behaviours, single-exponential decay models
are useful to contrast different types of fluorophores. For diagnostic applications, obtaining
high-speed lifetime contrast can be more important than determining the absolute values of
lifetimes [135]. Therefore, the 100 % photon efficient, high-throughput CMM calculation –
which provides single exponential precision performance comparable to the commonly used
iterative least-squares and maximum-likelihood methods – is clearly the most suitable given
this simplification.
The following chapter will briefly redefine the sources of pile-up arising from the chosen
architecture before performing an in-depth study of the system and calculation technique
using both mathematical analysis and modelled simulations. It will provide validation that
the architecture is in fact capable of achieving an increase in throughput, define a parameter
set for the number of detectors in the SiPM, compressed pulse-width and number of timers,
and finally it will present the expected performance capability of this chosen parameter set. In








Chapter 2 introduced a number of architectures for increasing photon throughput in TCSPC
fluorescence lifetime sensing using different configurations of detectors, timers and signal
processing. The architecture chosen to be implemented is a multiple element detector arranged
as a digital SiPM with a single pulse-shortened output, combined with multiple time-interleaved
TDC (TI-TDC) timing channels and a centre-of-mass method (CMM) algorithm to process
photon events in parallel. A thorough investigation of this system architecture using modelling,
simulation and theoretical analysis is now described to help understand its intricacies and to
provide evidence that the chosen design is in fact capable of increasing photon throughput in
fluorescence lifetime experimentation.
The chapter will begin with a detailed description of how the system architecture is modelled,
before using it to simulate the classic TCSPC setup, with a single detector and single timer. This
will highlight the current limitations of such a system and help to define an acceptable error
in accuracy for the lifetime calculation. The different architecture design choices: number
of timing channels, shortened SiPM output pulse-width, number of detectors and detector
dead-time will then be varied in different experimental configurations to study the effect
each has on the resulting TCSPC histograms and lifetime calculations. In particular, these
simulations, together with theoretical analysis, will look at how and when photons are lost due
to the different forms of pile-up. Proposals are then made for the controllable factors of the
design to allow throughput to exceed the excitation repetition rate, providing a specification for
the implementation of an integrated sensor. Finally, precision of the system is studied before
the effects of timing mismatch in the proposed multiple-TDC architecture are investigated.
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3.2 Modelling Pile-up in TCSPC
3.2.1 Overview
A system model is required to verify the architecture’s functionality and to help understand the
effects of the available design choices. This section begins by introducing the sources of pile-up
in the chosen architecture, followed by a description of the architectural and experimental
variables of such a system before discussing the assumptions and simplifications that can be
made. The implementation of a transient MATLAB system model, that focuses on the many
aspects of pile-up losses and their effect on TCSPC data and CMM lifetime calculation, is
then described. Finally, an investigation strategy is outlined which forms the structure of the
following sections in this chapter.
3.2.2 Sources of Pile-Up
The sources of TCSPC pile-up in the chosen architecture from Chapter 2 are shown
conceptually in Figure 3.1. Although similar, the different forms of pile-up resulting from this
architecture do not match those typically found in single channel TCSPC, as introduced in
Section 2.3. Therefore the model will explicitly measure the amount of each form of pile-up as
defined in this figure, which are described below.
Detector pile-up



























Figure 3.1: Sources of pile-up in the chosen system architecture.
The effect of classical timer pile-up is minimised with the introduction of NT TI-TDC timing
channels, however timer pile-up will still occur if there are more photons in an excitation
period than there are timing channels available to process them. Timer dead-time (tD), or
conversion time, has been removed completely by the use of TI-TDC timing channels, assuming
M ≥ d tDfs e + 1 (see Section 2.5.5), therefore will not be included in the model.
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Despite detector dead-time (tD) pile-up being minimised by the introduction of multiple
detection elements (ND), over which the emission photons are evenly distributed, it will still be
a source of pile-up. Finally, as described in Section 2.5.3, a fourth form of pile-up is introduced
in the routing channel between the SiPM and the timers. This is caused by pulse overlap within
the OR-tree recombination of the SiPM and is dependent on the shortened pulse-width (tP ) of
each detected photon event.
The pile-up that occurs at the detector and at the output of the SiPM are very similar, but
on different time-scales, as tD  tP . If a second event occurs at the same detector within the
dead-time, tD, of a previous event, then the second event will be lost. Similarly if a second event
occurs at any detector within the pulse-width, tP , of a previous event, then the second event
will be lost. As the photon-rate is increased, the probability of these pulse overlap conditions
increases. For a fixed total photon-rate, the amount of detector pile-up is reduced by increasing
the number of detectors,ND, so long as light is distributed equally between these detectors. For
a fixed number of detectors however, the amount of both forms of pile-up will be photon-rate
dependent and will be investigated in the following sections of this chapter.
To minimise pile-up losses, the architecture should ideally have short detector dead-times (tD)
and shortened pulse-widths (tP ) combined with a large number of detectors (ND) and timing
channels (NT ). However, process and implementation constraints will limit how short the
detector dead-times and shortened SiPM output pulse-widths can be. Furthermore, increasing
the number of detectors and timing channels will have practical area constraints. Each TDC
will be ≈ 2,500 µm2 [12], whilst the SPAD and its accompanying circuitry will be ≈ 500 µm2
(based on layout trials).
3.2.3 Parameters
All of the variables relating to the design of the proposed integrated sensor architecture,
including those highlighted in Figure 3.1 and described above, are shown in Table 3.1. In
addition to the parameters already introduced (ND, tD, tP and NT ) there is a dark count rate
(DCR) or uncorrelated noise contribution to the detected optical signal and the timing channels
have a base resolution (RT ), operate either in a standard or reversed start-stop mode (rev)
(see Section 2.2.2) and contain NM TDCs to achieve TI-TDC operation (see Section 2.5.5).
Furthermore, to model timing mismatch, the TDC resolutions (RT ) will be modelled using a
Gaussian distribution with a fixed mean but variable standard deviation (σT ).
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Variable Description Simulation Value(s)
ND Number of SPAD detectors in the SiPM 1 – 1,024
tD SPAD dead-time 10 – 50 ns
DCR SiPM Dark Count Rate (DCR) 0 – 1 kHz
tP Shortened SiPM output pulse-width < 1 ns
NT Number of timing channels per excitation 1 – 100
NM Number of TDCs per TI-TDC timing channel 2
RT Resolution of timing-channels 50 – 400 ps
σT Standard deviation of TDC resolutions 1 %
rev Reverse start-stop (Boolean) true / false
Table 3.1: Device specific parameters of the pile-up model.
As well as modelling the integrated system architecture, it is necessary to also include the
experimental variables that have an impact on the outcome of TCSPC or fluorescence lifetime
results. All of the variables relating to the configuration of the experimental conditions in this
investigation – including the lifetime under observation (τ ) and the average photon rate (µ) as
a fraction of the excitation rate of the laser (fE) – are detailed in Table 3.2.
Variable Description Simulation Value(s)
τ Lifetime Value 1 – 100 ns
µ Photon rate (fraction of excitation rate) 0.01 – 100.0
CP Ideal peak histogram counts 100 – 10,000
fE Excitation Frequency 5 – 20 MHz
TP Excitation (peak histogram) position 0 – 1/fE
Table 3.2: Experiment specific parameters of the pile-up model.
Lifetime values (τ ) will always be kept below one fifth of the excitation period (τ < 0.2/fE),
to both allow the lifetime to be accurately resolved and to keep cyclic effects (events in one
excitation affecting those in the next) to a minimum. The number of photons occurring within
a single excitation period follows a Poisson distribution and is defined by the average value, µ.
Unrealistically high values of µ (up to 100) are used to help fully understand the architecture
under extreme conditions. The offset between optical excitation and electrical synchronisation
defines the position of the peak in the histogram, which can be varied between 0 and the period
of the excitation rate. This parameter will only be changed when the system is configured in a
reversed start-stop mode (rev), otherwise it will be set to 0, for consistency.
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3.2.4 Implementation
A number of simplifications and assumptions are made to reduce the parameter set of the system
model. This will keep simulation times low and focus the investigation on the aspects of the
architecture that are most important for understanding high photon throughput fluorescence
lifetime sensing and reduction of the various forms of pile-up.
· In practice, the dark count rate (DCR) of each individual SPAD will follow a distribution
similar to that shown in Figure A.1. However, for the purposes of simplifying the model, it
is assumed to be a single aggregate value, equal to the sum total DCR of all SPADs. This
single value will be uniformly distributed between all SPADs in any given configuration.
· Variation of detector dead-times (tD) and shortened pulse-widths (tP ) is negligible, so is
assumed to be zero. As well as simplifying the model by removing extraneous parameters,
this provides a better match to the mathematical theory introduced later in the chapter,
which assumes a fixed value for tP .
· Timing offsets are assumed to be ideal as they can be made negligible by efficient design
and layout to ensure balanced distribution of the start and stop signals.
· The instrument response, which includes detector and timing jitter, is also assumed to be
ideal, primarily as it will not affect pile-up performance.
The model is implemented as a function in MATLAB, the source code of which is provided in
full in Appendix A.2. Figure 3.2 shows a simplified outline of the major steps in the function,
highlighting where each of the main input parameters are used. Simulation scripts are used to
run the model using different parameters, depending on the current focus of investigation.
Create Ideal Lifetime decay: f(t,τ) = CPe-t/!
+ Shot Noise and DCR/Uncorrelated photons
Convert decay to individual photon events
Assign events to Detectors (spatial)










Figure 3.2: Outline of the major steps of the MATLAB pile-up model.
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The function begins by creating a decay histogram at the simulation’s base resolution using
the provided lifetime (τ ) and peak-count (CP ) parameters (Appendix A.2:lines 41-50). Next,
photon shot noise and uncorrelated noise (DCR) is added to this ideal decay histogram,
requiring the number of excitation periods and hence total time of the experiment to be
calculated (A.2:53-74). Although DCR can be set to 0, shot noise will always be included
in the decay histogram as it will always exist in practical experiments.
The high resolution decay histogram is then converted into an array of discrete individual
photon event (micro) time-stamps (A.2:82-105). Each of these individual events is assigned
a random excitation period (macro time-stamp) between 1 and the total number of excitation
periods, defined by µ, ensuring events are distributed temporally according to a Poisson
distribution. The array of pairs of micro and macro time-stamps are then ordered temporally
by their macro time-stamp (A.2:108-122). Next, each individual event is distributed spatially
by being assigned a uniformly random detector, between 1 and ND (A.2:123-131). Each event
now has both micro and macro time-stamps as well as an assigned detector.
The model then processes each event in turn, as per the algorithm shown in Figure 3.3 and
as implemented on lines 164-286 in Appendix A.2. The algorithm begins by checking if the
current event is still in the same excitation period as the previous event (macro time-stamp),
before testing for each form of pile-up (3.3:19-22). If pile-up has not occurred for a given
event, its micro time-stamp is converted from the simulation’s base resolution to the resolution
of the current timing channel, using RT , σT and an event counter (j) before being added to a
new histogram of processed events (3.3:24-26). If pile-up has occurred, the event is not added
to the new histogram and a counter recording the type of pile-up is incremented (3.3:27-29).
The order in which pile-up is checked is important, as it must follow the same order as shown
in Figure 3.1, where detector losses come first, then channel losses and finally timing losses.
When a new excitation period is reached, the event counter is reset and the process is repeated
(3.3:31-39).
Finally, the fluorescence lifetime of the data in the recorded histogram is calculated using the
centre-of mass method (CMM) with background correction (see Section 2.6) using the known
DCR (A.2:328-353). As well as the model returning the processed histogram, background
corrected CMM result and statistics on each form of pile-up, the contribution that each timing
channel makes to the total decay histogram is recorded. This provides an insight into how many
timing channels are required for a given set of parameters to help with the design choice ofNT .
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1 % events (1 ,:) = Photon micro - times
2 % events (2 ,:) = Photon macro - times
3 % events (3 ,:) = SPAD event originated from
4 % R_T2 = Individual timing channel resolutions
5 % decay2_PU_ch = Contribution of each timing channel to decay
6 % decay2_PU = Final decay histogram
7 % PU_D = detector dead - time pile -up
8 % PU_P = pulse - width pile -up
9 % PU_T = timing pile -up
10 % j = inter - excitaiton period event counter
11
12 neg = rev ? -1 : 1;
13
14 prv = [ -t_P , 0 ];
15 prv_D = zeros (1 , N_D ) - t_D ;
16
17 for i =1: N_events
18 cur = laser_period * events (2 ,i) + neg * events (1 ,i);
19 if ( prv (2) == events (2 ,i) )
20 if ( cur - prv_D ( events (3 ,i)) ) > t_D
21 if ( cur - prv (1) ) > t_P
22 if ( j < N_T )
23 j = j + 1;
24 ch = j + N_T * mod ( events (2 ,i), N_M );
25 bin = ceil ( events (1 ,i) / R_T2 ( ch ) );
26 decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) = decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) + 1;
27 else PU_T = PU_T + 1;
28 else PU_P = PU_P + 1;
29 else PU_D = PU_D + 1;
30 else
31 j = 0;
32 if ( cur - prv_D ( events (3 ,i)) ) > t_D
33 if ( cur - prv (1) ) > t_P
34 j = j + 1;
35 ch = j + N_T * mod ( events (2 ,i), N_M );
36 bin = ceil ( events (1 ,i) / R_T2 ( ch ) );
37 decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) = decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) + 1;
38 else PU_P = PU_P + 1;
39 else PU_D = PU_D + 1;
40
41 prv = [ cur , events (2 ,i) ];
42 prv_D ( events (3 ,i)) = cur ;
43
44 decay2_PU = sum ( decay2_PU_ch );
Figure 3.3: Pseudo-code detail of pile-up processing in the MATLAB system model. For further
details, see Appendix A.2, lines 164-286.
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3.2.5 Investigation Strategy
The aim of this investigation is to verify operation of the proposed architecture and to define
a specification of the parameters for implementation of the integrated fluorescence lifetime
sensor. It begins by using the model to look at a typical TCSPC setup with a single timing
channel (NT = 1) and no processing dead-time. This will provide information on the
acceptable error in accuracy of the lifetime calculation to guide the remainder of the chapter.
Each of the three primary aspects of the architecture are then studied individually, beginning
with the number of timing channels (NT ), then the pulse-width (tP ) and finally the detector’s
parameters (ND, tD and DCR). When looking at each of these aspects, the parameters not
being studied are idealised (NT , ND = ∞ and tP , tD, DCR = 0). Finally, the effects of all
parameters combined will be investigated before proposals are made for the final specification.
Each of these investigations (timing-channels, pulse-width, detectors and combined effects)
will follow a similar strategy. To begin with, representative histograms are captured for fixed
values of µ, to highlight how each form of pile-up distorts the decay in different ways. Then
CMM calculations are performed while sweeping µ to show how pile-up affects the accuracy
of lifetime calculation as the photon-rate is increased beyond typical values. In addition to
calculating lifetime values whilst sweeping µ, the three forms of pile-up are also captured
to monitor how they are affected by the architectural choices. Finally, the available photon
throughput rate (µ), for assumed acceptable lifetime calculation errors1 of 1 % and 5 %
(chosen based on results from Section 3.3.3), is plotted against the parameter currently under
investigation. Theory is introduced when possible to describe the expected histogram and CMM
results, helping to validate the model.
The absolute value of the lifetime is irrelevant, but its relative value in terms of RT , fE ,
tD and tP is important. For the purposes of consistency in these studies, RT = τ/100
and τ = 0.1/fE , whilst tD and tP are varied. Furthermore, for the initial investigations
CP = 10, 000 to minimise statistical errors. Simulation scripts are written to vary the
parameters for each of the proposed investigations, as described above. The MATLAB random
number generator (RNG) is reset before each experiment to provide consistent and repeatable
results. Furthermore, results presented will normalise the lifetime to an ideal factor of 1.0, by
dividing the result of CMM from the histogram suffering from pile-up by the result of CMM
calculated from a histogram with no pile-up (ideal parameters) (see A.2:128-145 and 281-321).
1Unless otherwise stated, error refers to an error in accuracy of the lifetime calculation.
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3.3 Single Timing-channel TCSPC
3.3.1 Overview
To begin with, the model is used to investigate a classic single timing channel TCSPC
architecture (NT = 1), but with negligible timing dead-time (which is not included in the
model). Furthermore, the detector configuration is assumed to be ideal (ND = ∞ and
tP , tD, DCR = 0). This represents an optimal configuration of a single-channel TCSPC
system, where all pile-up is caused by the inability of the hardware to process more than the
first event in each excitation period (classical TCSPC pile-up).
3.3.2 TCSPC Decay Histograms
The graph in Figure 3.4 shows the effect of increasing µ from 0.01 to 10.0 on the resulting
captured TCSPC decay histogram using both the model (solid) and the theory introduced
in Section 2.3, described by Equation 2.1 (dashed). To ease comparison, the values in the
histograms are normalised by CP to provide a value of ≈ 1.0 in the peak bin. It is important to
note that it is much faster to acquire data for high values of µ as the time taken to acquire each





























Figure 3.4: Effect of increasing µ on the captured histogram for single timing channel TCSPC
using the model (solid) and theory (dashed).
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This result matches what is expected from the theoretical description of classic, single timing
channel TCSPC, as introduced in Section 2.3, where the histogram is distorted towards shorter
times as µ is increased. A worst case error of (+/- 3%) is found between theory and simulation,
caused by quantisation and the inclusion of photon shot-noise in the model.
3.3.3 CMM Calculation
The effect that this form of pile-up has on the fluorescence lifetime calculation using CMM
can be shown theoretically. By combining Equations 2.1 and 2.12, the fluorescence lifetime by
CMM is given by Equation 3.12, where T is the width of the timing window, which in this case
is 10τ , and Ei(x) is the exponential integral, described by Ei(x) =
∫ x
−∞ e
t/t dt. The portion












The graph in Figure 3.5 shows the effect of increasing µ on the accuracy of the calculated
lifetime (left) and on the number of photons lost to pile-up (right), using both the model (×/◦)
and theory (solid/dashed). As expected, the model and theory are shown to match. Performing
the more commonly used MLE calculation on the same dataset produces identical accuracy
results. In addition to the equivalent precision results (see Figure 2.29 in Section 2.6.5), this






























































Figure 3.5: Effect of increasing µ on lifetime calculation (left) and photon loss (right) for
model (× and ◦) and theory (solid and dashed) in single timing channel TCSPC.
2A full derivation of Equation 3.1 is provided in Appendix A.3
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At a photon rate of µ = 0.10, which is typically given as the maximum throughput possible
for TCSPC without major distortion due to pile-up [18, 19], a CMM lifetime error of 2.5 % is
calculated for a loss of just under 5 % of photon events. The remaining sections in this chapter
will present the maximum available throughput (µmax) possible for acceptable calculation
errors of 1 % and 5 %, which lie on either side of this nominal 2.5 % error. In the single
channel case, maximum throughputs (µmax) of 0.04 and 0.20 are achievable for these errors of
1 % and 5 %, respectively. It should be noted that the portion of photons lost due to pile-up will
be worse with the inclusion of conversion dead-time in the theory and model, so these results
are the best case scenario assuming a single timing channel. In this case, at a photon-rate equal
to the excitation rate (µ = 1.0), the CMM lifetime calculation has an error of over 23 % and
more than 37 % of photon events are lost to pile-up.
3.4 Timing Channel Pile-Up
3.4.1 Overview
The first parameter in the integrated fluorescence lifetime sensor to be investigated is the
number of timing channels available per excitation period (NT ). As with Section 3.3, the
detector configuration is assumed to be ideal (ND =∞ and tP , tD, DCR = 0). Although this
configuration is not feasible practically, it allows the effect of NT to be investigated without
interference from other aspects of the architecture.
3.4.2 TCSPC Decay Histograms
In this idealised case, it can be assumed that within each excitation period, the mth photon
event arrival is processed by the mth timing channel. This is not the case when tP , tD > 0,
as events lost to pulse-width or dead-time overlap cannot be processed by any timing channel.
The contribution that each photon event, and hence each timing channel, m, makes to the total
decay histogram is given by Equation 3.2 [1] (see Appendix A.4, assuming tP = 0), which is
equal to Equation 2.1 for m = 1 and becomes recursive for m > 1.
IT (µ; t;m) =
 e−t/τ · e−µ(1−e






· IT (µ; t;m− 1) m > 1
(3.2)
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The graph in Figure 3.6 shows the effect of varying the number of timing channels available
per excitation period on the resulting TCSPC histograms for an excessively high photon-rate
(µ) of 10.0, using both the model (solid) and theory (dashed). The theoretical curves are
created by summing IT for m = 1 → NT for each NT . As with Section 3.3, the only
discrepancies between model and theory are quantisation and the inclusion of photon shot-noise
in the model. In this particular instance (µ = 10.0), the decay histogram is shown to recover to




























Figure 3.6: Effect on lifetime decay of increasing the number of timing channels available per
excitation period (NT ) for a fixed photon rate of µ = 10.0.
3.4.3 CMM Calculation
Due to the recursive nature of Equation 3.2, no closed form solution to the CMM calculation
was found. Therefore, the graph in Figure 3.7 just shows the modelled effect of increasing µ,
from 0.01 to 100.0, on the calculated lifetime (left - solid) and on the number of photons lost to
pile-up (right - dashed). With the idealised detector parameters, the photons lost due to pile-up
are all lost due to a lack of timing channels. The initial case of NT = 1 is equivalent to the
results shown in Figure 3.5. The resolvability of the CMM lifetime calculation can clearly be
seen to improve for high photon-rates (µ) by increasing the number of timing channels available
per excitation period, thanks to a reduction in photons lost to pile-up. A photon throughput rate
of µ = 1.0 appears to be achievable with four or more timing channels (NT ≥ 4).
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Figure 3.7: Effect of increasing µ on lifetime calculation (solid - left) and photon loss (dashed
- right) for a varying number of timing channels (NT ).
The information in Figure 3.7 can be used to calculate the maximum available photon-rate
(µmax) for a given number of timing channels (NT ), assuming the fixed acceptable fluorescence
lifetime calculation errors defined in Section 3.3.3. The result of this is shown in Figure 3.8 for
the acceptable errors of 1 % and 5 %, where the relationship between NT and µmax is linear
for NT ≥ 4. The results confirm that 4 timing channels are required to increase µmax to over
1.0 for only 1% error in lifetime calculation using CMM, a significant improvement on classic
single timing channel TCSPC set-ups. Furthermore, as also shown by Figure 3.6, 16 timing
channels are required to reach µ = 10.0. However, all of this analysis assumes ideal detector























Figure 3.8: Maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for 1 % (dashed) and 5 % (solid) lifetime
calculation error by varying NT .
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3.5 Channel Pulse-Width Pile-Up
3.5.1 Overview
In practice, the shortened pulse-width of the SiPM output will have a finite time and will
therefore have a major effect on experiments. This section will investigate how this finite
pulse-width affects both the captured decay histograms and the CMM fluorescence lifetime
calculations. The effect that the pulse-width has on fluorescence lifetime decays is dependent
not only on the pulse-width itself, but also on the lifetime being measured. Therefore,
rather than describing the dependence of lifetime measurements on the absolute value of
the pulse-width (tP ), it is normalised as a fraction of the lifetime (tP /τ ). Again, all other
architectural variables are idealised (ND, NT =∞ and tD, DCR = 0) so that pile-up can only
be caused by the parameter under investigation, the pulse-width of the SiPM (tP ).
3.5.2 TCSPC Decay Histograms
It is impossible for any event after the first to be processed within the pulse-width of the SiPM
output. Therefore, the histogram for this portion of the lifetime decay (t < tP ) is described by
Equation 2.1. The effect of the subsequent photons within a single excitation period is then to
cause the decay to recover back towards the ideal decay histogram (e−t/τ ). The contribution
that each photon (after the first) has on the resultant histogram is given by the recursive Equation
3.3 [1] (see Appendix A.4). This equation is similar to Equation 3.2, but with the inclusion of
the term etP to describe the recovery back towards the ideal decay, after t = tP .
IP (µ; t;m) =
µ
m− 1
(1− e−t/τ · etP ) · IP (µ; t;m− 1) for m > 1, t ≥ tP (3.3)
In this investigation, there is an ideal number of timing channels available (NT = ∞), so all
photons that do not suffer from pulse-based pile-up can theoretically be recorded. The sum of
all photons within an excitation period,
∑∞
m=1 IP (µ; t;m), can be simplified to the bottom half
of Equation 3.4 [1] (see Appendix A.4), the entirety of which describes the full decay histogram
for a given photon-rate (µ) and pulse-width (tP ).
IP (µ; t) = e
−t/τ ×
 e−µ(1−e
−t/τ) t < tP
e−µ·e
−t/τ (etP /τ−1) t ≥ tP
(3.4)
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The graph in Figure 3.9 shows the effect of increasing µ from 0.01 to 10.0 on the resulting
captured TCSPC decay histogram using both the model (solid) and the theory described by
Equation 3.4. In this instance the SiPM output pulse-width is set equal to the lifetime value
(tP = τ ), as shown by the vertical line in the figure. For time less than the pulse width
(t < tP ), the theory and model can be seen to match exactly with the graph shown in Figure
3.4, where only a single timing channel (NT = 1) is available to process photon events. For
t > tP , the ability to time subsequent photons can be seen by the recovery of the captured
histogram towards the ideal lifetime decay. It can clearly be seen that the SiPM pulse-width
has a major distorting effect on the captured histogram, at the point where t = tP , and is




























tP = τ 
Figure 3.9: Effect of increasing µ on the captured histogram for tP = τ using the model (solid)
and theory (dashed).
The pulse-width to lifetime ratio (tP /τ ) can take many values depending on the process and
implementation constraints (tP ), as well as the experiment being performed (τ ). To investigate
this, the graph in Figure 3.10 shows the effect of increasing tP /τ from 0.02 to 4.0 on the
resulting captured TCSPC decay histogram, again using both the model (solid) and the theory
described by Equation 3.4 (dashed) for a fixed photon-rate of µ = 1.0. The figure clearly
shows that this form of pile-up is a major issue for longer tP /τ ratios (> 0.2), whilst for shorter
ratios (< 0.02) the effect is almost unnoticeable at this photon-rate. In fact, if the pulse-width
is greater than the excitation period (tP > 1/fE), then this configuration will mimic a single
timing channel setup with the added complexity of cyclical effects being added.
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Figure 3.10: Effect of increasing tP /τ on the captured histogram for µ = 1.0 using the model
(solid) and theory (dashed).
3.5.3 CMM Calculation
As can be expected from investigating distortion of the TCSPC histograms, tP will have a
significant effect on the fluorescence lifetime calculation by CMM. The graphs in Figures
3.11 and 3.12 show the effect of increasing µ from 0.01 to 100.0 for a range of tP /τ ratios
(from 0.005 to 5.0) for both photons lost due to SiPM pulse-width pile-up and the CMM
lifetime calculation, respectively. As tP approaches 1/fE (e.g. tP /τ = 5.0), both the CMM
calculation and the photons lost due to pile-up approaches the classic single timing channel
TCSPC configuration, where NT = 1, as shown in Figure 3.5. Furthermore, it has the added
disadvantage of introducing cyclic effects as the pulse-width will cause events at the beginning






















Figure 3.11: Effect of increasing µ on photons lost due to SiPM pulse-width pile-up for varying
pulse-width to lifetime ratios (tP /τ ).
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Reducing tP /τ below this worst case scenario causes the CMM calculation to improve towards
a factor of 1.0, before continuing to over-estimate up to a ratio of tP /τ ≈ 0.5, as shown in
the graph at the top of Figure 3.12. The CMM calculation appears to extend the range of
resolvability beyond µ = 10.0 for a tP /τ ratio of ≈ 1.5, however this is a false-positive result
as many photons are lost in this instance and the lifetime is only calculated correctly as the
pulse-width does not affect the centre of mass of the histogram. Continuing to reduce tP /τ
below 0.5 then causes the CMM calculation to approach the ideal factor of 1.0 due to very few























































Figure 3.12: Effect of increasing µ on lifetime calculation for varying pulse-width to lifetime
ratios (tP /τ ).
Similarly to Figure 3.8, the maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for a given SiPM
pulse-width to lifetime ratio (tP /τ ) and acceptable fluorescence lifetime calculation errors of
1 % and 5 % is given in Figure 3.13. The split in the graph is caused by the case mentioned
above, where at around tP /τ = 1.5, the resolvability returns a false-positive result at high µ.
The results show that tP /τ should be below 0.1 so that this situation does not occur. A value
of tP /τ = 0.05 provides a photon throughput of µmax > 1.0 for only 1 % error in lifetime
calculation. It is clear from the simulation results that the SiPM pulse-width should be as
short as possible, given the implementation and process constraints, to allow the maximum
photon-rate (µmax) to be as high as possible.
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Figure 3.13: Maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for 1 % (dashed) and 5 % (solid) lifetime
calculation error by varying tP /τ .
3.6 Detector Pile-Up
3.6.1 Overview
The final architectural parameters to investigate are those concerning the detectors within
the SiPM. This section will look at the combination of the number of detectors (ND), their
dead-time (tD) and their dark count rate (DCR). For the same reasons as in Section 3.5, the
dead-time is given as a fraction of the lifetime (tD/τ ). As explained in Section 3.2.4, the DCR
will be assumed to be a fixed value for each detector in the configuration (DCRD), so the total
DCR is equal to ND ·DCRD. Furthermore, the other architectural parameters are assumed to
be ideal (NT =∞ and tP = 0), so that all pile-up is caused by the detector parameters. Due to
the increased number of varying parameters, theory is not used in this investigation.
3.6.2 TCSPC Decay Histograms
The graphs in Figure 3.14 show the effect of increasing the number of detectors (ND) on the
resulting TCSPC decay histogram for both a long tD/τ = 8.0 (top) and a short tD/τ = 1.0
(bottom), shown by the vertical lines, and with a fixed DCRD of 1 kHz and photon-rate (µ) of
5.0. As expected, increasing the number of detectors (ND) allows the histogram to approach
the ideal decay, in a similar way to increasing the number of timing channels (NT ), as was
shown in Figure 3.6. However, the rate at which this improvement back to the ideal decay is
made is much slower for increasing ND than for increasing NT , requiring ND > 32, for a
smaller µ, before the decay is approximately ideal.
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The graph at the top of Figure 3.14 shows the resulting histograms for varying ND with a
fixed tD/τ = 8.0 and µ = 5.0. The long dead-time produces very prominent cyclic effects, as
highlighted by the inset in the graph. For the single detector configuration (ND = 1), the peak
counts in the histogram (CP ) have been reduced by over 50 %. Furthermore, the effect of tD/τ
is very similar to the effect of tP /τ , causing a significant loss of photons around the dead-time.
This is most clear from the bottom graph in Figure 3.14, where the distortions caused by the





















































Figure 3.14: Effect of increasing ND on the captured histogram for tD/τ = 8.0 (top) and
tD/τ = 1.0 (bottom), µ = 5.0 and DCRD of 1 kHz.
Finally, even though a representatively large DCRD value of 1 kHz is chosen for the results
shown in Figure 3.14, the contribution this makes to the histograms is negligible and cannot
be seen. This is explained by the high signal to noise ratio (SNR) in this configuration, caused
by such a high photon-rate (µ) of 5.0, which is a photon throughput of 100 MHz for a typical
excitation rate of 20 MHz.
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3.6.3 CMM Calculation
The graphs in Figures 3.15a and 3.15b show the effect of increasing the photon-rate (µ)
using varying numbers of detectors (ND) on the photons lost due to detector pile-up and on
the fluorescence lifetime calculation using CMM, respectively. In each case, dead-time to
lifetime ratios (tD/τ ) of 8.0 and 1.0 are simulated and shown using solid and dashed curves,
respectively. The similarities with SiPM pulse-width are apparent (see Figures 3.11 and 3.12),
where longer dead-times cause comparatively more losses and give negative lifetime calculation
errors whilst shorter dead-times cause comparatively less losses and give positive lifetime
calculation errors. It is clear to see from these results that for longer tD, more detectors are
required to reach an equivalent lifetime calculation accuracy than for short tD. It is expected
that tD/τ ratios will be > 1.0, given typical passively quenched SPAD dead-times of tens of


























































Figure 3.15: Effect of increasing µ on (a) photons lost due to detector pile-up and (b) the
lifetime calculation, for varying number of detection elements (ND) and dead-times (tD/τ ) of
8.0 (solid) and 1.0 (dashed).
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The maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for a given number of detectors (ND) and
acceptable fluorescence lifetime calculation errors of 1 % and 5 % is shown in Figure 3.16.
The results are given for tD/τ = 1.0 and tD/τ = 8.0, with the shorter dead-time requiring just
3 detectors to achieve a maximum photon-rate (µmax) of over 1.0 for a 1 % error, whilst the
longer dead-time requires ≈ 20 detectors for the same constraints. Relaxing the acceptable





























Figure 3.16: Maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for 1 % (dashed) and 5 % (solid) lifetime
calculation error by varying ND.
3.7 Combined Effects
3.7.1 Overview
The three main architectural parameters have been investigated individually in Sections 3.4,
3.5 and 3.6, in each case idealising the parameters not under study. This section will now look
at the combined effects of all parameters simultaneously. These parameters are the number of
detectors (ND), detector dead-time (tD), dark count rate (DCR), channel pulse-width (tP ) and
the number of timers per excitation (NT ).
As concluded in sections 3.5 and 3.6, the channel pulse-width and detector dead-time will be
designed to be as short as possible given the process and implementation constraints. Therefore,
to reduce the parameter set for this investigation, these values will be fixed based on expected
values from previous similar work. The values chosen for this investigation are tD = 20 ns and
tP = 500 ps, based on the values of a similar approach in a slower process [114]. Furthermore,
the lifetimes under observation will be set to τ = 5 ns and 20 ns to provide representative results
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for typical organic and inorganic fluorophore lifetimes. These real values translate to modelled
parameters of tP /τ = 0.025 and 0.1, with the detector dead-time now being represented by
tD = 40 · tP . These values are shown to be short enough to provide photon-rates in excess of
the excitation rate (µ > 1.0), as can be seen in Figures 3.13 and 3.16.
This leaves the number of timers and the number of detectors (with their added DCR) to be
varied in this investigation. As with section 3.6, it will be assumed that the DCR is a fixed
equal value of DCRD = 1 kHz for each detector. Although an over-estimate, this value will
be insignificant for the photon throughputs to be investigated – which are in the region of tens
to hundreds of MHz (assuming an excitation frequency, fE , of tens of MHz) – even for large
numbers of detectors. This section will continue by looking at a typical histogram given the
parameters presented above, before looking at varying the number of timers (NT ) and then the
number of detectors (ND) individually.
3.7.2 TCSPC Decay Histograms
The graph in Figure 3.17 shows a representative TCSPC histogram (black) for tP /τ = 0.1,
NT = 4, ND = 16 and µ = 1.0. The values for the number of timers and detectors are chosen
based on the required number to provide a photon-rate in excess of the excitation frequency
(µ > 1.0) for a lifetime calculation error of under 1 %, as shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.16.
Furthermore, the longer lifetime case, where tP /τ = 0.025 is not shown due to the minimal
effect such a short pulse-width has on the histogram at this photon rate. The effect that the
pulse-with (tP ) makes on the histogram is seen at t/τ = 0.1 and is highlighted by the inset
in the graph, whilst the contribution that each timer (nT ) makes to the total histogram is also
shown (grey).
3.7.3 Timing Channel Pile-Up
Similarly to Section 3.4.3, CMM lifetime calculations are performed for varying both the
photon-rate (µ) between 0.01 and 100.0 and the number of timers per excitation (NT ) between
1 and 16. However, in this case the remaining parameters are set to the non-ideal values
introduced in section 3.7.1. Furthermore, the number of detectors (ND) is fixed at 16, based on
the required number to provide a photon-rate in excess of the excitation frequency (µ > 1.0)
for a lifetime calculation error of under 1 %, as shown in Figure 3.16.
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Figure 3.17: Effect of combined (non-ideal) parameters (tP /τ = 0.1, NT = 4 and ND = 16)
on the lifetime decay (black) for a fixed photon rate of µ = 1.0, showing contribution of each
timer, nT (grey).
The graphs in Figure 3.18a show the percentage of photons lost due to each form of pile-up
(detector, channel and timer) as a function of the photon-rate and for different numbers of
timers. As expected, the photons lost due to detector and channel pile-up are completely
independent of the number of timers, as shown by the top two graphs in the figure. Being
the first point of pile-up, the detector losses match well with the results shown in Figure 3.15a.
However, the channel losses are significantly reduced from Figure 3.11 due to the losses that
have already occurred at the detectors. Moreover, the combined effect of detector and channel
losses mean that less photons are available to be processed, in turn decreasing the timer losses
at high photon-rates (µ > 10.0) in comparison to the previous results in Figure 3.7. In fact,
by µ = 100.0, timing losses are almost zero, even for a single timer (NT = 1). The effect
that the lifetime (τ ) has on the photons lost is shown by the dashed (τ = 5 ns) and solid (τ =
20 ns) lines in the graphs. Due to the additional photons lost at the detector and channel for
the shorter lifetime, less photons actually make it to the timers to be processed and so here the
photon losses are actually reduced for the shorter lifetime.
The CMM lifetime calculation results are shown in the graph in Figure 3.18b. Both the
longer (solid) and shorter (dashed) lifetime results show a clear transition between the CMM
calculation being limited by a lack of timers (NT = 1) and being limited by the detectors
and channel pulse-width (NT = 16), where the former produces negative errors and the latter
produces positive errors. This result is backed up by the timer photon losses shown in the
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Figure 3.18: Effect of increasing µ on (a) each form of photon loss and (b) the lifetime
calculation, for a varying number of timers (NT ) and pulse-widths (tP /τ ) of 0.1 (solid) and
0.025 (dashed).
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graph at the bottom of Figure 3.18a, where there are zero timer losses for NT = 16 (as well
as NT = 8 for the shorter lifetime), independent of the photon-rate. Furthermore, the longer
lifetime results show a much higher positive error in CMM calculation for µ > 10.0 when there
are sufficient timers to process all of the late photon arrivals of a severely distorted histogram
that will be similar to the one shown in Figure 3.9.
Finally, the maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for a given number of timers (NT ) is given
in Figure 3.19, where the top graph shows the results for the longer lifetime (tP /τ = 0.025)
and the bottom graph for the shorter (tP /τ = 0.1). Due to the combined effects of the detector
dead-time and channel pulse-width, CMM lifetime estimates can have either a positive or
negative error depending on the photon-rate and the lifetime under observation. These positive
and negative errors can be seen graphically in Figure 3.18b, producing a split in the graphs in
Figure 3.19. Even with the combined non-ideal parameters, NT = 4 still provides a throughput
of over 1.0 for both lifetimes simulated. Once detector and channel losses begin to dominate and
the error goes positive, the benefit of adding timers is reduced and the maximum resolvability
flattens out at µmax ≈ 1.5. However, for longer lifetimes, by increasing the number of timers,
much higher throughputs are possible (e.g. for NT = 8, µmax = 10.0) at the expense of an
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Figure 3.19: Maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for 1 % (dashed) and 5 % (solid) lifetime
calculation error by varying NT .
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3.7.4 Detector Pile-Up
Next, CMM lifetime calculations are performed for varying both the photon-rate (µ) between
0.01 and 100.0 and the number of detectors between 1 and 1024, whilst the remaining
parameters are fixed as introduced in section 3.7.1. The number of timers (NT ) is fixed at 4,
based on the required number to provide a photon-rate in excess of the excitation frequency
(µ > 1.0) for a lifetime calculation error of under 1 %, as shown in Figure 3.8.
The graphs in Figure 3.20a show the percentage of photons lost due to each form of pile-up
(detector, channel and timer) as a function of the photon-rate and for different numbers of
detectors. As expected, the detector losses closely match the results from Figure 3.15a. For a
low number of detectors (ND ≤ 4), photon losses are almost completely dominated by detector
pile-up, with channel and timer losses being limited to below 10 % each for both lifetimes. As
ND is increased, detector losses reduce but are replaced with a mix of channel and timer losses.
For the parameters chosen, these channel and timer losses dominate in different regions of
photon-rate, with channel losses being relatively more spread-out than timer losses, which are
more concentrated around µ = 10.0.
The CMM lifetime calculation results are shown in the graph in Figure 3.20b. These results
follow the same pattern as first presented in Figure 3.15b, where shorter lifetimes (long tP and
tD) give negative errors and longer lifetimes (short tP and tD) give positive errors, with both
tending towards a correct calculation as ND is increased. The added complexity in this case is
the inclusion of a finite number of timers (NT = 4), which further pulls the lifetime calculation
negative. This is more noticeable for the longer lifetime results, due to losses being dominated
by timer pile-up, whereas the shorter lifetime is dominated by channel pile-up, as shown in
Figure 3.20a.
Finally, the maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for a given number of detectors (ND) is
given in Figure 3.21, where the top graph shows the results for the longer lifetime (tP /τ =
0.025) and the bottom graph for the shorter (tP /τ = 0.1). As with Figure 3.19, due to the
combined effects of the detector dead-time and channel pulse-width, CMM lifetime estimates
can have either a positive or negative error depending on the photon-rate and the lifetime under
observation. In this case however, for a 5 % CMM lifetime calculation error, the shorter lifetime
provides a negative error independent of ND. This can be seen in both Figure 3.20b and by the
lack of a disjoint in the solid curve (5 %) of the lower graph in Figure 3.21.
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Figure 3.20: Effect of increasing µ on (a) each form of photon loss and (b) the lifetime
calculation, for a varying number of detectors (ND) and pulse-widths (tP /τ ) of 0.1 (solid)
and 0.025 (dashed).
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Figure 3.21: Maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for 1 % (dashed) and 5 % (solid) lifetime
calculation error by varying ND.
From these graphs, it is clear to see that the ideal number of detectors lies betweenND ≈ 8 and
ND ≈ 20, where a photon-rate (µ) of over 1.0 is possible for for a CMM lifetime calculation
error of less than 1 %. Furthermore, it can be seen that increasing ND beyond 20 provides no
additional photon-rate gains due to the pile-up losses being limited by the number of timers. In
fact, for ND > 30 the shorter lifetime results reduce the available throughput below µ = 1.0
for a 1 % error in lifetime calculation. It is clear therefore that simply increasing ND does not
necessarily produce positive results.
Further investigation of the relationship between ND and NT is necessary to make a sensible
decision on the parameters to select for implementation. This will be introduced in the
following section along with a more thorough investigation of the effect of the lifetime (τ ),
detector dead-time (tD) and channel pulse-width (tP ) have on these chosen parameters.
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3.8 Architecture Proposal
3.8.1 Overview
Using the theoretical and simulated results presented so far in Chapter 3, this section will
introduce proposals for the architectural parameters to enable the design of a fluorescence
lifetime sensor capable of achieving a photon throughput in excess of the excitation frequency
(µ > 1.0). A final investigation of the relationship between the controllable parameters of the
device architecture – the number of timing channels (NT ) and the number of detectors (ND) –
is presented to make suitable choices for their values. The channel pulse-width (tP ), detector
dead-time (tD) and detector DCR will take the values introduced in Section 3.7.1. Once the
individual architecture proposals have been presented, they will be used to model the system
with a varying lifetime (τ ) to highlight the expected device performance and its limitations.
3.8.2 Parameter Selection
The parameters that can be varied in the sensor design – the number of detectors (ND) and
the number of timers (NT ) – have been investigated individually to determine their response to
increasing the photon throughput (µ) and varying the lifetime (τ ) being measured. However,
the results in Figures 3.19 and 3.21 are insufficient to make an informed decision on these
parameters for the final design. Therefore to obtain a better understanding of their relationship,
a final investigation is performed by sweeping both ND and NT together for the same tP /τ
values introduced in Section 3.7.1. The results from this investigation for both short and
long lifetimes are shown in the two dimensional surface plots in Figures 3.22a and 3.22b,
respectively, where the maximum available photon throughput is shown for 1 % (left) and 5 %
(right) error in lifetime calculation.
The short lifetime with 1 % error results in a clear peak µmax at NT = 4 and ND = 16, which
are the parameters that have been presented throughout Section 3.7. However, this available
throughput of over µ = 2.0 is only achievable as the detector and timer losses balance each
other out at these values, as is shown in Figures 3.18 and 3.20, which extends the apparent
resolvability. The 5 % error chart therefore provides a better understanding of the relationship
between the parameters, where the number of detectors is also optimal at ND = 16. Increasing
the number of timing channels however appears to extend the maximum throughput to µmax >
6.0 with NT = 8.
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Due to the shorter relative channel pulse-width (tP ), the longer lifetime results show an
increasing maximum available throughput by increasing the number of detectors, for both
1 % and 5 % errors in calculation. Furthermore for a 5 % error, setting NT = 8 and
ND = 16 provides a maximum available photon throughput of µmax = 9.8, which is almost
50 times higher than classical pile-up limited single channel TCSPC, which can only provide
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Figure 3.22: Maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for (a) short lifetime and (b) long
lifetime, and for 1 % (left) and 5 % (right) lifetime calculation error by varying both NT and
ND.
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The relationship between the number of timers (NT ) and the number of detectors (ND) is
of particular interest to direct the choice of parameters for implementation of the chosen
architecture. It may be initially surprising that many more detectors than timers are required to
achieve a comparable throughput increase (ND  NT ), despite both the individual detection
and timing elements only being capable of processing at most one photon per excitation cycle
(assuming tD ≈ τ ). However, photon events are distributed randomly amongst the ND
detectors, whereas the distribution of events to the NT timers is deterministic. Therefore, the
relative variance in the number of photons per timer is smaller than that for the detectors (
√
NT
and ND, respectively) [1].
Using the relationship described above, it would seem sensible to select values of ND = 16
and NT =
√
ND = 4. However, as the results in this chapter so far (including the graphs in
Figure 3.22) show, the inclusion of a non-ideal channel pulse-width (tP ) suggests that optimal
performance is achieved by increasing the number of timers (NT ) slightly beyond
√
ND. This is
particularly noticeable when longer lifetime fluorophores are modelled, where this architecture
appears to be best suited. Therefore based on this information, parameters of ND = 16 and
NT = 8 are chosen for the final architecture.
3.8.3 Simulating Proposed Parameters
The model is now used to simulate the expected performance of the chosen controllable
parameters of NT = 8 and ND = 16, for varying lifetime values (τ ). As introduced in Section
3.7.1, the lifetime is varied by providing a different tP /τ ratio. Furthermore, tD is assumed to
be 40 · tP . The values of tP /τ are varied from 0.2 to 0.005, which represent real lifetimes of
τ = 2.5 ns to 100 ns, respectively, assuming tP = 500 ps. A pessimistic DCR of 1 kHz per
detector is chosen, which provides 16 kHz from the entire SiPM.
The graphs in Figure 3.23a show the percentage of photons lost due to each form of pile-up
(detector, channel and timer) as a function of the photon-rate and for different tP /τ ratios. The
channel losses clearly increase the fastest with photon rate, beginning to be noticeable as low
as µ = 1.0 and growing to 40 % by µ = 10.0 for the shortest lifetime. As detector losses begin
to dominate at higher photon rates, a smaller portion of photons are output from the SiPM, so
both channel and timer losses appear to fall. For tP /τ > 0.05 (τ < 10 ns), timer losses are
effectively zero as the losses that have occurred at the detector or in the channel are so high that
the timing channels are never saturated.
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Figure 3.23: Effect of increasing µ on (a) each form of photon loss and (b) the lifetime
calculation, for varying tP /τ .
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The CMM calculation results are shown in Figure 3.23b, where the single channel case is
shown as a comparison to highlight the improvements available with this parameter selection.
As expected from the photon losses, longer lifetimes are dominated by timer loss, so provide
a negative error. Conversely shorter lifetimes are dominated by detector and channel losses,
so provide a positive error. This positive error is particularly noticeable at tP /τ = 0.2 (τ =
2.5 ns), where the error appears quite significant at µ > 1.0. Decreasing tP /τ below 0.2 appears
to extend the lifetime resolvability up to photon rates of µ ≈ 5 in all cases, for an improved
error. This highlights the capability of the device to perform better with longer lifetimes.
Finally, the maximum available photon rate (µmax for a given tP /τ ratio is shown in Figure
3.24. Again, these results are shown for a 1% (dashed) and 5% (solid) error in lifetime
calculation and the expected performance of a single channel TCSPC arrangement is shown
for comparison (blue). For tP /τ < 0.1 (τ > 5 ns), the architecture is capable of achieving
a photon throughput in excess of the excitation frequency (shown by the solid red line in the
figure), and µmax > 10.0 is possible in some cases for 5 % calculation error. The limitation of
the architecture is apparent when tP /τ > 0.1 (τ < 5 ns), where the maximum throughput
drops below the excitation frequency for a 1 % error in lifetime calculation. However,
the performance in relation to the lifetime in real terms is very dependent on the channel
pulse-width (tP ), so reducing this as low as possible is a key factor in the design of the SiPM,
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Figure 3.24: Maximum available photon-rate (µmax) for 1 % (dashed) and 5 % (solid) lifetime
calculation error by varying tP /τ .
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3.9 System Precision
Up to now, all simulations have been performed using CP = 10, 000 to minimise statistical
error whilst studying the effects of photon throughput (in terms of µ) on the accuracy of lifetime
calculation using CMM with different architecture configurations. This section will now
investigate varying CP – and hence the total number of photon counts (NC) – to quantify the
precision of the CMM calculation within the proposed integrated system architecture (NT = 8
and ND = 16). This investigation will assume a fixed excitation frequency (10 MHz) and
experimental acquisition time (1 ms), so µ will be varied proportionately to NC .
The graph in Figure 3.25 shows the results of this investigation for different DCR levels of
0 Hz (ideal shot noise limited) and 16kHz (16×1 kHz). With 1 ms exposures, this results in a
noise level of ≈ 16 counts. As expected, the results are in line with those introduced in Section
2.6.5, confirming that the integrated architecture does not have a significant effect on precision.
However, the effect of higher DCR in the low photon count regime – which is a consequence
of a multiple detector arrangement – is significant, causing a drop in precision of ≈ 5 dB from
ideal at a total photon count of 100. The results therefore not only highlight the importance
of acquiring as many photons as possible in a short time period, but also a requirement to
scale the number of enabled detectors (ND) with throughput to minimise the effects of noise
at lower count rates. Finally, a balance must be made between achieving improved precision
and minimising loss of accuracy at higher photon throughputs as the latter begins to deteriorate
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Figure 3.25: Precision performance of CMM calculation within proposed integrated system
architecture for varying DCR levels.
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3.10 Timer Mismatch
As described in Sections 2.2.4, 2.4.4 and 2.5.5, transistor mismatch will introduce gain errors
between the timers in a multiple channel TI-TDC architecture. To study the effect of this gain
mismatch on histograms and CMM calculations, the timer resolution variation (σT ) and the
number of TDCs required per TI-TDC timing channel to achieve zero dead-time (NM ) are now
used for simulations. A 0.9 % (0.45 ps) standard deviation of the resolution has been reported
for an array of 512 of the same TDC to be used in this implementation [12], so this will be used
as the value for σT . For the purposes of this investigation, the TDC dead-time is assumed to be
≈ 10 ns (based on stand-alone circuit simulation trials) and the operating frequency is assumed
to be ≈ 40 MHz ( which is a typical laser diode frequency [136]), therefore from Section 2.5.5:
NM = d tDfs e+ 1 = 2. Furthermore, the model will now use rev to reflect the reversed start-stop
mode (that will be used to minimise power consumption in the device) to highlight the issues
caused by TDC gain mismatch. Finally, the chosen parameters of NT = 8 and ND = 16 are
used together with tP /τ = 0.01 and tD/τ = 0.4 for all results presented in this section.
The design of the event distribution routing circuitry will have a significant impact on the
resulting histograms and CMM calculations when gain errors are included. There are two
primary techniques to distribute events to the timing channels: firstly, the router can be
reset at the beginning of each excitation period, meaning the nth photon arrival within each
excitation period is routed to the nth TI-TDC channel for processing; and secondly, the
router can be free-running so that it always distributes each photon event to the next available
TI-TDC channel, wrapping around to the beginning when necessary regardless of the excitation
synchronisation (e.g. after every 8th photon event in this case).
The graphs in Figure 3.26 show the contribution of each TDC (red/blue) to the total histogram
(black) for the resetting router (top) and the free-running router (bottom) and for a photon
rate µ = 1.0. The resolutions of each TDC used to produce both graphs are shown in Table
3.3. In the case of the resetting router, the mismatch of the TDCs in the first timing channel
dominate, producing a severe distortion at the histogram peak. In both cases, the TDC mismatch
introduces an addition to the instrument response function (IRF), widening it proportional to
the mismatch. The IRF increase in the free-running router approach is solely dependent on the
mismatch, as each TDC has an equal utilisation. However, the utilisation of timing channels
in the resetting router approach is very dependent on the photon rate, so the IRF is also very
photon rate dependent.
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Normalised Time (t/τ) 
Figure 3.26: Effect of TDC mismatch on the captured histograms for resetting (top) and
free-running (bottom) routers and a photon rate µ = 1.0.
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
50.24 48.98 50.14 49.80 51.61 49.39 50.33 50.32
50.83 50.39 49.41 50.15 51.25 51.37 49.97 49.91
Table 3.3: Example TDC resolutions (ps) for 2×8 TDC array with 0.45 ps standard deviation.
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CMM calculation results are shown in Figure 3.27 for the resetting (top) and free-running
(bottom) router approaches. Each of ten coloured (red/blue) curves in the graphs represents
different (Gaussian) randomly generated TDC resolutions and the black curve is the ideal case
for this configuration with no mismatch, as presented in Figure 3.23b (tP /τ = 0.01). The
value for LAST (see Section 2.6.4) in the free-running approach can be found by calculating
CMM (which computes the average) of the IRF at any reasonable photon rate. However, as the
IRF of the resetting approach is photon rate dependent, choosing LAST is non-trivial. For this







































Figure 3.27: Effect of increasing µ on the CMM calculation for ten different random TDC
mismatch configurations using resetting (top) and free-running (bottom) routers.
Performing this experiment with 100 random TDC mismatch configurations gives worst
case errors of +10 / -3 % and +3 / -1 % for resetting and free-running router approaches,
respectively, as shown in Figure A.4 in Appendix A. Furthermore, the error in the free-running
approach is relatively constant with photon rate, so calibration is possible using known
lifetimes. Conversely, due to the difficulty of choosing LAST, the error using the resetting
approach has a much larger dependency on the photon rate, as shown by the two results
marked with × and ◦. Due to the ease of choosing LAST and the possibility to calibrate, the
free-running approach, which provides 3 times improved error performance, is clearly most
suitable for the implementation of this architecture.
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3.11 Conclusions
This chapter has introduced a MATLAB model and simulation environment that is used to
investigate the different design parameters of the high photon throughput TCSPC architecture
chosen from Chapter 2. The investigations look at the effect of each parameter individually
on captured TCSPC histograms and fluorescence lifetime calculation using CMM, before
combining them to provide an informed decision on their selection for implementation. The
proposed parameters are used to highlight the expected device performance and limitations,
before the chapter finishes by investigating the effect of TDC mismatch.
The chosen controllable parameters of the architecture – NT = 8 and ND = 16 – are shown to
enable maximum photon throughputs in excess of µmax = 4 and µmax = 10 for 1 % and 5 %
errors in lifetime calculation, respectively. This is an improvement of two orders of magnitude
over an equivalent single channel TCSPC system, which is only capable of µmax = 0.04 for a
1 % error. For 5 % error, a photon throughput improvement of over 50 times is possible. The
maximum photon rate is shown to be dependent on tP /τ , however it has been demonstrated
to provide at least one order of magnitude improvement for tP /τ < 0.2. For tP /τ ≤ 0.1 a
maximum photon rate in excess of the excitation frequency is also shown to be possible.
As discussed above, the maximum available photon rate is still very dependent on the channel
pulse-width to lifetime ratio (tP /τ ) – and to a lesser extent the detector dead-time to lifetime
ratio (tD/τ ). Assuming a SiPM output pulse-width of 500 ps, the architecture proposals provide
a throughput in excess of the excitation rate for τ ≥ 5 ns. This highlights the architecture’s
suitability for measuring longer lifetime fluorophores, which are most limited by classical
pile-up due to the extended excitation period required to resolve the decay. Reducing the SiPM
output pulse width (tP ) as much as possible is clearly advantageous to allow better performance
from shorter lifetimes, however it cannot be reduced indefinitely as it will still be limited by
process and design constraints.
The inclusion of TDC mismatch in the model and simulation is shown to provide an additional
source of error in the calculation of the fluorescence lifetime by CMM. This additional error is
minimised by using a free-running event distribution router to give each TDC equal utilisation.
This is made possible by simplifying the choice of LAST in the CMM calculation by capturing
CMM of the IRF. Furthermore, the lifetime error is almost constant with photon rate, so can
easily be corrected for by calibrating the sensor with fluorophore(s) of known lifetime(s).
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All of the knowledge gained from the investigations throughout this chapter will be used to aid
the design and verification of a high photon throughput fluorescence lifetime sensor. This is
particularly important with regards to the design of the SiPM output pulse width (tP ), which
has proved to be the limiting factor in this design, and will be presented in Sections 4.3.3
and 4.3.4. It is also important to understand the effect TDC mismatch has for the design and
verification of the event distribution, which is presented in Section 4.4.3. Furthermore, the
expected performance of the proposed parameters, introduced in Section 3.8.3, will provide a







Using the proposed architectural specifications from Chapter 3, a test chip was designed and
manufactured to demonstrate the feasibility of overcoming the pile-up limit in fluorescence
lifetime experimentation. Thanks to an ongoing working agreement between The University
of Edinburgh and industrial partner STMicroelectronics, access was available on their 130 nm
imaging process as part of a multiple project wafer (MPW). High performance SPAD structures
[59] and TDC architectures [12] have recently been developed in this process, as introduced in
Sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.4, respectively. This chapter describes the architecture of the sensor,
SIPM_CMM, and the design and verification of the major blocks within the device. A
photo-micrograph of the manufactured sensor is shown in Figure 4.1.
Figure 4.1: Micrograph of SIPM_CMM test chip fabricated in STMicroelectronics 130 nm
imaging process, measuring 1.5×1.3 mm.
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4.1.2 Specification and Requirements
The primary goal for the design of a custom architecture for fluorescence lifetime sensing is to
overcome the severe pile-up limit enforced by commercially available TCSPC systems. Chapter
3 has shown that photon throughputs at least an order of magnitude higher than these current
upper limits are possible. This is achieved by using multiple detectors (ND = 16), increasing
the SiPM rate by reducing its output pulse-width, increasing the number of timing elements
available per excitation period (NT = 8) and removing processing dead-time using TI-TDCs.
The integration of all elements in the detection path of a fluorescence lifetime microscopy
experimental set-up (detection, timing, processing and delay) is to be achieved, miniaturising
the components to fit within a total silicon area of ≤ 2 mm2. The fill factor of the integrated
single photon sensitive detector should be at least 10 %, a low-risk target that is an order of
magnitude improvement over in-pixel TDCs [12, 122]. The embedded synchronisation delay
should have a range of at least≈ 100 ns in≈ 1 ns steps, to allow it to span a 10 MHz excitation
period.
The full range of the TDC should be > 1 µs to allow the measurement of longer lifetime
fluorophores for applications such as Oxygen concentration sensing [16, 38]. Additionally, for
multiple detector experimental setups [76, 77], it is advantageous to allow the devices to be
networkable as slave devices to reduce the I/O and control overhead that they require. Detailed
specifications can be seen in Table 4.1.
Specification Value
SiPM output pulse-width (tP ) < 500 ps
# TI-TDC timing channels (NT ) 8
TDC Resolution (fixed) ≈ 50 ps
TDC Full Range > 1 µs
Delay-line Resolution ≈ 1 ns
Delay-line Full Range ≈ 100 ns
Detector Fill-Factor > 10 %
# Detector Elements (ND) ≥ 16
Power Consumption < 10 mW
PVT Calibration External
# Networkable Devices ≥ 100
Device area ≤ 2 mm2
# I/O and power pads ≈ 30
Table 4.1: Device specifications.
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Finally, the device must be easily tested, characterised and calibrated, particularly in terms
of detection and timing performance, as well as its ability to perform accurate fluorescence
lifetime calculations. As both a test and a fully functional operational mode, the device should
be configurable as a TCSPC sensor with a single timing element providing raw TCSPC data for
standard post-experiment fluorescence lifetime data analysis.
4.1.3 IP Reuse
The primary focus of this thesis is the design, implementation and proof of operation of
a high-throughput miniaturised fluorescence lifetime sensor. As introduced in Section 1.4,
both the single photon avalanche diode (SPAD) structure and time-to-digital converter (TDC)
architecture are re-used intellectual property (IP) blocks from previous and current research
projects developed in the same 130 nm imaging process.
The high performance blue sensitive SPAD [59], that is described in detail in Section 2.5.2,
has been developed by Drs. Robert Henderson and Justin Richardson in collaboration with
STMicroelectronics. The SPAD used is a larger version (8 µm) of the detector that was
incorporated in [22, 59, 122].
The gated ring oscillator (GRO) based TDC [12], introduced in Section 2.5.4, forms the basic
building block for the timing circuitry in the SIPM_CMM device. The ≈ 50 ps resolution TDC
has been proven to perform TCSPC based fluorescence lifetime experiments thanks to results
from [10, 11, 122, 133]. Furthermore, as well as occupying a small area footprint (50×50 µm2),
the TDC is also capable of providing timing information in real-time with no latency.
4.2 Sensor Architecture Overview
As discussed in Chapters 2 & 3, a multiple element, single output detector with multiple timing
channel architecture is to be implemented to perform high throughput fluorescence lifetime
sensing. A digital silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) architecture [107] with per-pixel compression
[114] is employed to perform the single photon detection. The SiPM is re-configurable,
allowing individual SPAD detectors to be turned on or off independently as required by system
and experimental constraints. The single output of the SiPM detector is distributed to an array
of 16 TDCs using a token-passing event distribution circuit. During every excitation period,
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half of the TDCs are available to process photon events whilst the other half are reset, ensuring
TI-TDC operation with NM = 2. The data produced from the array of TDCs is much too
great to transfer off-chip, so a pre-calculation of a fluorescence lifetime estimation using the
centre-of-mass method (CMM) [10, 134] is embedded on-chip making use of the data provided
by all of the 16 TDCs.
A user configurable delay line is included to allow the excitation synchronisation signal to be
positioned within the TDC timing window, as well as to allow the SiPM to be rapidly gated on
and off to ensure that SPADs are active when they are mostly likely to receive fluorescence (i.e.
not background or excitation) photons. To facilitate the networking requirement, a custom
designed shift register serial interface is used to write to registers on and to read data off
the chip. Using this technique, devices can be daisy-chained together to reduce the system
overheads for multiple detector experiments. Additionally, the device can be configured in a
number of test, calibration and characterisation modes, most significantly it can operate in a
standard TCSPC mode with a single timing element and raw TCSPC output. A top level block





































































Figure 4.2: System top-level block diagram.
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4.3 Silicon Photomultiplier
4.3.1 Overview
The digital SiPM design comprises 1024 circular, 8 µm diameter active area, negatively biased,
passively quenched SPADs from [12], arranged in a 32×32 array. This large number of
detectors was chosen due to the available silicon area and to provide experimental flexibility.
The chosen value of ND = 16 can be configured as each SPAD can be individually and
independently turned on or off using static enable signals. To increase the maximum available
throughput of the SiPM, the buffered output from each individual SPAD detector is passed
through a pulse-shortening monostable circuit before being sent through a balanced OR-tree.
The SiPM is partitioned with the SPAD, quench and output buffer located inside the array,
as shown in Figure 4.3. The monostable, OR-tree and enable circuits are then located at the
periphery of the array as shown in Figure 4.2. This partitioning was chosen to maximise the
fill-factor of the detector whilst keeping circuitry that is critical to the timing performance
local to the SPAD. The timing critical components include the output buffer, which must drive
long, high capacitance tracks and the SPAD quenching element which controls the detector
dead-time. The resulting pitch of the SPADs and corresponding circuitry in the array is 21.5 µm.
Enabling groups of adjacent SPADs provides a maximum active area of ≈ 0.05 mm2, or a fill
factor of just over 10 %.
4.3.2 Pixel
The circuit that is embedded within the SPAD array is shown in Figure 4.3 and contains the
SPAD passive quenching element (p1), output buffer (NOR gate) and gating circuitry (OR
gate and n1). The SPAD can be disabled locally using ENABLE or globally using GATE by
disconnecting the Quench transistor and grounding the SPAD Cathode using n1. Additionally,
the output must be pulled low as gating the SPAD off will cause the output to appear on and lock
the OR-tree output. The functionality of the GATE and FQUENCH signals will be described
in Section 4.7. Detector sensitivity is controlled using a variable high-voltage excess bias,
VEB (2.8 – 3.3 V), to power the SPAD, requiring thick-oxide transistors within the array. This
power supply is controlled independently of the core VDD (1.2 V) supply, protecting the timing
and processing circuitry from light dependent power consumption. However, level-shifters are
required so that inputs and outputs of the pixel are compatible with the core VDD supply.
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Figure 4.3: Embedded SPAD quenching and output buffer circuit.
As shown in Figure 4.4, the pixel circuit elements are positioned so as to maximise the fill factor
of the SiPM. Alternate rows of detectors are mirrored vertically so that their accompanying
transistors and standard cells sit physically beside one-another within the space between
four SPADs. Furthermore, routing and power channels are formed over the metal1 (purple)
guard ring of the SPADs, both vertically and horizontally. The SPAD outputs are distributed
horizontally on metal2 (turquoise) from the centre towards the left and right of the array. The
individual enable signals for each SPAD are distributed vertically on metal3 (pink) from the
top and bottom to the centre of the array. In both of these cases, a routing channel 16 wires
wide is required to connect each half of the 32×32 array. The three power supplies, VEB , VBD
(≈ –13 V) and GND are then distributed in a grid in the remaining space.
Figure 4.4: Annotated layout of 2×2 SPADs from the bottom right-hand corner of the SiPM.
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4.3.3 Pulse Shortening
To implement the pulse-shortening, which prevents the dead-time of individual detectors in the
SiPM from restricting the maximum count rate, the buffered output from each individual SPAD
detector is passed through a monostable circuit, as first introduced in Section 2.5.3 and shown













Figure 4.5: SPAD output compression concept.
The monostable circuit, as shown in Figure 4.6, is implemented by NORing (I5) the SPAD pulse
with a delayed version of itself (delay through I2+I3+I4), where the pulse width at the output
is equal to the total delay time. The circuit has an inverter with thick-oxide transistors (I1)
powered by VDD, whose input is overdriven, to level shift the SPAD output back to the core
supply voltage. Additionally, all of the pulse-shortening circuits can be enabled or disabled
using the global MSENABLE signal driving I4. Although the output of the monostable
circuits will have short pulse widths, the individual SPADs that created these events will remain
insensitive to subsequent photon events within their own inherent dead-time. This creates a
spatial pile-up, which is minimised by the use of many small active area detectors within the
SiPM architecture, as investigated in detail in Chapter 3.
MSENABLE
VDD
SPAD_OUT / MS_IN MS_OUT
 I1 (thick-oxide)
 I2  I3  I4




Figure 4.6: SPAD output pulse-shortening monostable circuit.
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As Chapter 3 concludes, the width of the pulse should be as short as the process and architecture
constraints allow to keep the likelihood of detector pulse-width based pile-up to an absolute
minimum. Waveforms from SPICE simulations of the monostable circuit, as shown in Figure
4.7, show the minimum rail-to-rail pulse-width, limited by the minimum gate delay of the
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≈ 40ps
Figure 4.7: Simulation of process limited monostable output at 40 ps.
4.3.4 OR-Tree
An OR-tree is required to combine the outputs from individual SPAD elements into a single
detector output for the timing circuitry. To minimise delay for the timing critical TCSPC
application, the OR-tree is implemented in negative logic using High-Speed standard cells
with increasing buffer strength to compensate for the increasing length of track, and therefore
increasing capacitance, that each stage must drive. This is shown in Figure 4.8.
×2×1 ×4 ×6 ×8
Half-Column Half-Array Full-Array










7.5 fF 57 fF
Figure 4.8: Or-Tree Schematic showing increasing buffer strength for a single detector path.
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The increasing track length also limits the monostable pulse-width as it must be long enough
to safely pass through the tree and trigger the timing circuitry at the output. After thorough
extracted SPICE simulations of the worst case pulse path through the OR-tree, as shown in
Figure 4.9, a monostable output pulse-width of≈ 250 ps was chosen. This is four times shorter
than [114] and two times shorter than the estimated value from Sections 3.7-3.11, enabling
an improvement in throughput performance for shorter lifetimes. The pulse-width is created
by increasing the minimum transistor gate width and length of the NMOS and PMOS in the
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≈ 250ps
Figure 4.9: Extracted simulation timing diagram detailing the worst case propagation of a
shortened SPAD pulse through the OR-Tree.
4.3.5 Enables
Each SPAD in the SiPM can be individually and independently turned on or off using static
enable signals, as described in Section 2.5.3. This not only provides a method for monitoring
each SPAD individually to measure performance characteristics such as dark count rate (DCR)
and timing, but also acts as a method to enable a sub-array for experimentation. Noisy detectors
that would otherwise have a negative effect on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can also be
disabled, at the expense of reduced sensitivity.
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The enable signals are implemented using an extension of the read/write serial interface as
described in Section 4.6.1. In short, it consists of a 1024-bit chain of D-Type flip-flops arranged
as a shift-register that hold the state of each SPAD in the SiPM. The flip-flops are designed in
standard core logic, so a level-shifter from VDD to VEB is required at the output of each enable
signal to allow it to drive the in-pixel circuitry. As with the monostable and OR-tree circuitry,
the enable shift-register and level-shifters are located outside the active area of the SiPM.
4.4 Multiple Channel Timing
4.4.1 TDC
The timing element of the multiple channel timing architecture is the ≈ 50 ps time-to-digital
converter (TDC) from [12] that was developed in the same 130 nm process and used in [22].
It was chosen for its small area footprint and ability to provide timing information in real-time
with no latency. A block diagram of this TDC is shown in Figure 4.10. Although the gated ring
oscillator (GRO) core of the TDC, as described in Section 2.5.4, is a reused IP block, minor
modifications were necessary to its front-end logic (red) to make it function correctly within the






























Figure 4.10: Time-to-digital converter (TDC) structure, modified from [59].
As the TDC is no longer area constrained due to pixel dimension limitations, it was possible
to increase the size of the ripple-counter from 7 to 13 bits. This has the effect of significantly
increasing the full range of the TDC from 50 ns to over 3 µs, meeting the> 1 µs specification to
allow longer lifetime fluorophores to be measured for applications such Oxygen concentration
sensing. The original pixel based TDC contained the SPAD detector, so adding additional bits
to the ripple-counter only increases the total area by approximately 10 % (to 44×62 µm).
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The TDC will operate in a reverse start-stop mode (see Section 2.2.2), so that power
consumption is proportional to photon activity. However when running, the TDC will draw
≈ 300 µA of current, which will be a high proportion of the total device power consumption.
Therefore, the stability of its power supply is critical to keeping a fixed TDC resolution,
independent of light levels and processing activity. For these reasons, the TDC has a power
domain, VDDOSC , separate from VDD with substantial local decoupling. However, due to the
low number of available pads, these power supplies are connected on-chip at the VDD pad.
The TDC can also be configured to count SiPM events rather than time their arrival, by simply
using the ripple-counter and configuring M2 accordingly to bypass the GRO. Together with the
raw TCSPC read-out mode (as described in Section 4.8.1), this technique allows the sensor to
be used in photon counting, or time uncorrelated single photon counting applications such as
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [14]. Furthermore, the TDC can be configured to
accept a TEST_START signal, in place of the SiPM output, by configuring M1 accordingly. As
will be described in more detail in Section 4.8, this is critical to the test, characterisation and
calibration of the device.
4.4.2 Time-Interleaved TDCs
As introduced in Section 2.3, one of the major limitations of single timing channel TCSPC
systems is processing dead-time. For the TDC introduced above, this is the time required
to write the current timestamp to memory and then reset the ring oscillator, and is shown to
take less than 20 ns using circuit simulations. Assuming a maximum excitation frequency
of 40 MHz [136], the number of converters in a time-interleaved architecture to remove this
dead-time is: NM = d tDfs e + 1 = 2 (see Section 2.5.5). Therefore the TDCs will operate as
time-interleaved pairs, so that one TDC is active and available to accept a single photon event
while the other is dead. The TDCs are entirely controlled by the excitation synchronisation
pulse, which is typically a short impulse, so is initially divided by two using a toggle flip-flop,
as shown in Figure 4.11. This creates two out of phase clocks, whose positive going edges act
as the STOP signal to the pair of TDCs, so each is only active during the low cycle of its STOP
signal. The READ, WRITE and RESET signals for the TDCs are then generated using logical
combinations of different tapped outputs from an inverting delay line that uses one of the STOP
signals as its input. The TDC time-stamps are written to a local memory before being read-out
via a shared 16-bit bus on the following excitation cycle.
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Figure 4.11: Timing generation for interleaved TDC pairs.
SPICE simulations of this architecture were carried out using a 20 MHz excitation pulse and
an asynchronous but periodic 15 MHz event pulse as stimulation. This simulation provides a
TDC resolution of ≈ 33 ps, which is just over 50 % faster than what is extracted or measured
on the bench. The timing diagram in Figure 4.12 shows the operation of the major signals in
the TDC-pair architecture, highlighting in red and blue photon events being timed, stopped,
written and read out by the first and second TDCs, respectively. The output is pipelined so that
the TDCs can remain active whilst reading data out and is updated on every excitation pulse,
with a single cycle latency.
The photon event highlighted in green in Figure 4.12 underlines a special case of operation for
this circuit, where the SiPM output transitions high just before the synchronisation signal and
then remains high into the next synchronisation period. The control logic within the TDC itself
has been modified to ensure that a SiPM event is only recorded within a synchronisation period
if it sees a positive going edge. In this example, a TDC code of 2 is recorded for the positive
going edge and the subsequent excitation period registers no events (code 0).
By running the simulation with the photon event stimulus delayed by a single excitation period,
of 50 ns in this case, it is possible to simulate any timing mismatch between the two TDCs
caused by non-idealities in the logic that creates the STOP signals. It was found that there was
≤ 1 TDC code difference between the TDC output for the same SiPM event to excitation time.
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Figure 4.12: Simulation of TDC pair timing showing SiPM and SYNC inputs, TDC control
signals and TDC output data.
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4.4.3 Event Distribution to Multiple Timing Channels
A routing circuit is required to distribute arriving photon events to the proposed eight TI-TDC
pairs (NT = 8) from Section 3.8. The routing can be achieved using either a resetting or a
free-running approach, with the latter being the preferred option to minimise TDC mismatch
errors as described in Section 3.10. A free-running token-passing ring is the ideal circuit to
implement this functionality, however simulation and bench testing show that the high-speed
asynchronous nature of the photon event arrivals significantly increases the likelihood of
flip-flop metastability in such a circuit, so the token can become corrupted or lost completely.
Therefore, a pair of interleaved token-passing shift registers, as shown in Fig. 4.13, is used
to distribute events to the array of TDCs. The token-passing shift register circuits operate in
a similar way to the TDC-pairs, where they are active on alternate excitation cycles while the
other is reset to prepare it for the next excitation cycle. The shift registers are 15 elements long
and alternating bits are clocked using complementary edges of the SiPM output. This ensures
that the next TDC-pair in the array does not have a photon event passed through to it until the























Figure 4.13: Token-passing circuit for SPAD pulse distribution to TDC pairs.
Metastability is still an issue in this circuit due to the high speed asynchronous event arrivals.
To minimise this effect, the token is not cleared from the previous flip-flop in the chain, so that
if a state goes metastable it will be corrected by the next photon event. Each TDC will only
time the first event it sees, so not clearing the token from the previous register does not affect
the operation of the architecture. Verification of this circuit will be included in Section 4.5.4.
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4.5 Embedding the Centre-of-Mass Method
4.5.1 Overview
Embedding some form of fluorescence lifetime calculation on-chip was one of the original
aims, both to miniaturise the standard experimental set-up and to remove the requirement of
intense software post-processing of data. Furthermore, by removing the need to send data to
a CPU to calculate lifetimes, we introduce the concept of providing lifetime calculations in
real-time, which opens the way for new applications of time-resolved fluorescence lifetime
sensing, such as flow cytometry (see Section 1.2.5).
Although real-time solutions have been performed by using the parallel computing capabilities
of FPGAs [10], large amounts of data still needs to be distributed off chip at high rates. The
proposed timing architecture creates up to 128-bits (16·8) per excitation cycle, or a data rate of
128·f Mbps (where f is the excitation frequency in MHz). Using an 80 MHz I/O data rate, such
throughput would require 1.6·f parallel output pads, or 32 for a conservative 20 MHz excitation
rate. As well as not being scalable, such an architecture would require a highly-parallel I/O that
would significantly increase I/O power and chip area, creating a severely pad-limited design,
one of the major drawbacks of [12, 122]. Therefore embedding some form of processing is the
only realistic solution to keep chip area below 2 mm2.
As introduced in Section 2.6, the chosen fluorescence lifetime calculation technique is the
centre-of-mass method (CMM), selected for its use of digitised TCSPC data and its high photon
efficiency (ideally 100 %). As shown by Equations 2.12 and 2.13, the core of the CMM
calculation is the computation of the average TDC code. It is necessary therefore to accumulate
the total sum of TDC codes and count the total number of photon events.
Power consumption and area constraints mean that full integer division on-chip is not possible.
Accumulating a power of two photons allows the division to be performed using a binary shift.
However, performing the division in this way, as implemented on-FPGA for [10, 134], has a
major drawback; results are only updated after the power of two counts is reached, so the update
rate is photon-rate dependent and the photon count information is lost. For these reasons, it was
decided to not perform the division on-chip, but to transfer the total sum and total count to an
external device such as an FPGA or microcontroller to perform the final division and preserve
the count rate information. Furthermore, to ease debugging of the algorithm, the background
correction will also be partitioned to this external device.
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4.5.2 TDC Interface
The first stage of the CMM calculation is the summation and counting of events from each
pair of TDCs, a block diagram of which is shown in Figure 4.14. The data from each set
of two TDCs will be driven onto a shared 16-bit bus on alternating synchronisation, or clock
cycles. In order to provide experimental flexibility, compensate for synchronisation offsets and
improve SNR performance, only TDC codes that fall within a pre-defined measurement window
are included in the calculation (see Section 2.6.4). To implement this, a digital comparator,
synthesised from compiled Verilog, is placed on the 16-bit data bus, taking global register
values FIRST and LAST, that define the window’s position and width. Only data that falls inside
this window between FIRST and LAST is passed through to the next stage of the calculation.
The window is configured according to the theory developed in [10]. As well as passing data


















Figure 4.14: First stage of the CMM calculation.
The valid data from each TDC pair is then summed every two excitation cycles, implemented
by registering the data from one TDC on one clock edge, then storing the result of an addition
between it and the data from the second TDC on the inverse clock edge. The CLK signals are
defined by the same trigger flip-flop as in Figure 4.11, as they have the same timing as the TDC
STOP signals. The sum of each pair of TDCs is then produced on the edge of the second clock
signal (CLK2).
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4.5.3 Calculation
The final CMM pre-calculation is then performed using the data from all 8 sets of TDC pairs,
as shown in Figure 4.15. Summation of valid time-stamps is performed using a pipelined adder
tree, operating on alternating clock edges, followed by a 36-bit accumulator. The total number
of valid TDC events is calculated using a combinatorial adder tree, providing a 28-bit result.
Although the summation could also be performed using a combinatorial adder tree, by placing
an accumulator at the output of each TDC pair, this would double the data bus widths, causing
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Figure 4.15: Implementation of CMM pre-calculation.
Alternating the clocks to the registers of the total sum calculation allows the final result to be
produced twice as fast, in this case two clock cycles faster, than with a single clock source.
When sampling the CMM data to be read off-chip using the serial interface, the inputs of
the TDC architecture need to be gated to allow the data to settle. This introduces a read-out
dead-time that the alternating clocking reduces by a factor of two. The total sum (36-bit)
and count (28-bit) values are then sent off-chip periodically for further integration and used
to calculate the final lifetime estimation, corrected for background noise and other calibrated
non-idealities such as TDC resolution variation.
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4.5.4 Functional Verification
A SPICE simulation of the entire processing system, including token-passing event distribution,
TDC array and CMM pre-calculation is performed to verify the correct operation of the
combined circuits. Results of CMM summation and count data, together with the intermediate
steps of the calculation, are shown in Figure 4.16, where the system is stimulated with a
20 MHz excitation synchronisation pulse and 3 photon events per excitation. The photon events
are asynchronous with each other and with the excitation to create a range of different TDC
time-stamps for each event.
After being reset at the beginning of the simulation, the system is active for the first 10 excitation
periods (just under 500 ns). The raw TDC time stamps produced by the first 3 sets of TDC pairs
are shown by the signals TDC_PAIR_*, the data of which is updated on every excitation period
as explained in Section 4.4.2. The measured time stamps are consistent with the time delays
between the stimulated photon events and the excitation STOP signals.
To test the windowing functionality of the CMM algorithm, the comparator at the output of the
TDC pair has been setup to only pass through events, or time stamps, that fall within the window
between FIRST = 96 and LAST = 320. The TDC codes are highlighted to show which fall within
the window (green text) and those that do not (red text). The summation of consecutive valid
time stamps for each TDC pair, as explained in Section 4.5.2, is then highlighted in green with
the output signals being shown by SUM_*.
Each (non-zero) stage in the pipelined adder tree, as described in Section 4.5.3, is highlighted
in blue with the outputs of each stage shown propagating through by the signals ADD_*. The
final accumulator step is then highlighted in red, producing the final 36-bit summation of all
TDC codes as shown by TOTAL_SUM. Finally, the total number of valid events is shown by
the 28-bit value TOTAL_COUNT.
The total summation of 4,807 and total count of 25 is verified by manually adding and counting
the valid raw TDC values produced by the TDCs. It can be clearly seen that the worst-case
propagation delay is through the pipelined adder and accumulator to calculate the total sum of
TDC events. A total time of six excitation periods is required before the output data can be
sampled.
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Figure 4.16: Simulated results from TDC and CMM timing.
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4.6 Device Communication and Control
4.6.1 Custom Serial Interface
A bi-directional serial interface is required to allow efficient read access to CMM data as well as
write access to on-chip registers and SPAD enable signals. It must be designed to meet the low
pad count and small area specifications outlined in Section 4.1.2. Furthermore, the interface
should allow multiple devices to be networked. A total of 64-bits are required for reading off
CMM data (28+36 bits) and writing to the embedded register bank, details of which can be
found in Appendix A.6.
The core of the design to meet these requirements is a 64-bit shift register, as shown at the top
of Figure 4.17. A read operation is performed by holding READ high and strobing CLK once
to load the data into the shift register, then by holding READ low and strobing CLK 64 times,
data can be sampled off-chip using the DATA_OUT signal. A write operation is performed by
setting DATA_IN as required and strobing CLK for each of the 64 bits, then the WRITE signal is
strobed to store the data in a second bank of 64 flip-flops. With an 80 MHz CLK and DATA rate,
a maximum readout rate of 1.25 / n MHz is possible (where n is the number of devices in the
network), providing theoretical exposure times of < n µs. However, with read-out dead-times









































































Figure 4.17: Custom bi-directional shift-register based serial interface.
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The use of a shift register as the serial interface allows devices to be connected, or networked,
in a daisy-chain configuration, taking inspiration from the LT1446 DAC. To allow devices to be
daisy-chained in close proximity, the CLK, READ and WRITE signals all need a corresponding
*_OUT signal to control the next chip down the chain. Additionally, the CLK signal is routed
in the opposite direction to the DATA signal to negate the likelihood of flip-flop shoot-through.
It is also necessary to control the enable bits of the SPADs using the same serial interface. This
could be achieved by adding 1024 to the length of the shift register, but doing so would require
reads and writes to take 16 times longer. Therefore DATA and CLK signals have been designed
to fork at their input depending on a control bit (dir) and recombine at the output, using a
multiplexer controlled by the same bit, to facilitate the daisy-chaining functionality. The logic
overhead to implement this is minimal and is shown in Figure 4.18, where the LOGIC_LEFT
and LOGIC_RIGHT blocks correspond to the physical location of the logic on the device. The
control bit (dir) can be set by performing a register write, temporarily providing access to the
enable shift-register. Strobing the READ signal (unused for the enables) will reset dir, returning
functionality to the serial-interface shift-register, as shown by the first memory element in
Figure 4.17. It should be noted that buffering elements are not shown. The 1024-bit enables
shift register does not require a memory or a WRITE signal as it does not have the same dual


















Figure 4.18: Serial Interface control-logic blocks.
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To keep the number of pads to a minimum, specific combinations of the four serial interface
input signals are used to perform system and block-level resets. A system reset is performed
by strobing READ and WRITE high simultaneously. To stop the contents of the serial interface
being written to the register memory during this time, the WRITE signal is gated when READ
is high, as shown in Figure 4.18. Furthermore, the READ signal is used to gate the inputs to the
TDC architecture, allowing data to settle at the output of the CMM calculation, as discussed in
Section 4.5.3, before the CLK signal latches the data into the serial interface shift register. A
delayed version of the logical AND of CLK and READ is then used to reset the TDCs and CMM
blocks ready for the subsequent exposure. More information on the timing of these signals as
well as the timing of serial-interface reads and writes can be found in Appendix A.7.
4.6.2 Networking
The ability to network devices in some way is important to reduce the system overheads
for multiple detector experimental set-ups [76, 77]. Typical multi-detector set-ups require
individual power supply and signal connections for each detector, routed to individual or
multi-channel timing cards. As well as being a bulky and expensive approach, this technique
does not scale well for tens of detectors.
As discussed in Section 4.6.1, devices will be connected using a daisy-chaining approach and
controlled by a common set of signals. By using the shift-register serial-interface, devices can
be networked by connecting the DATA_OUT of one device to the DATA_IN of the next device,
as implemented with the LTC1446 DAC and as shown in Figure 4.19.
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Figure 4.19: Distributed daisy-chain network configuration.
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The additional serial interface signals: CLK, READ and WRITE, can then be connected as
common signals to each device in the network. The technique requires data to be clocked
through the serial interfaces of all devices for register operations, slowing down reads and
writes. By using this approach, it is also possible to add LTC1446 devices to the network,
which are used to provide software controlled bias voltages for VEB and VBD.
However, this approach still requires the common control wires to be distributed individually
from the controller to each device in the network, adding load to the signals. Furthermore, to
network devices in close proximity, such as within the same package, not only do the DATA_*
signals need to be chained, but all other signals and power supplies need chained connections
too. By re-buffering the control signals and re-enforcing power supplies on-chip, they can be
sent through the devices in the network, as shown in Figure 4.20. Signals to be chained are
located directly opposite each other in the pad ring, as is shown in Figure A.9. A total of
24 I/O pads are required for chaining functionality, consisting of 8 serial interface signals, 4
synchronisation signals and 12 power supply connections (more detailed information on the






































Figure 4.20: Full daisy-chain network configuration.
The primary concern with chaining devices in this way is the distribution of power supplies
through the daisy chain, which will cause power droop towards the centre devices. As can
be seen in Figure 4.1, the four core power supplies (From top to bottom: VBD, VEB , VDD
& GND) are all reinforced on non-light sensitive areas using the top metal layer. The width
of these reinforced power straps is 50 µm, providing a typical resistance of < 1 Ω per supply
per chip (sheet resistance = 48 mΩ, length ≈ 1 mm). This is reduced even further with the
inclusion of the power straps distributed within the pad ring. A worst-case current draw of
1 mA will cause a 1 mV drop per device, allowing up to 100 devices to be networked with only
a 50 mV droop seen at the middle so long as power is provided at both ends of the chain, as
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shown in Figure 4.20. Droop on the I/O power supplies (VDDE and GNDE) will not have any
effect on the detection or timing of photon events and can withstand dropping by as much as
500 mV to 2.8 V, so the pad ring power straps are sufficient in this instance.
A second concern with chaining devices, that is a particular issue for this application, is the
buffering of the short excitation synchronisation pulse through all devices. The short pulse
width, which varies from laser-to-laser could easily be lost to parasitics traversing the 1 mm
width of a device. Therefore, the first device in a chain will be configured to route the
pulse-lengthened STOP signal, as explained in Section 4.7, to its buffered LASER_STOP_OUT
pad. Finally, a timing offset will be introduced by the delay of the STOP signal propagating
through devices in the chain. By independently configuring the delay-lines in each device to
compensate for the offset, its effect can be minimised.
4.7 Delay Line
4.7.1 Laser Synchronisation Delay
Typical TCSPC experimentation requires an external delay-line to allow the fluorescence decay
to be positioned within the timing window of the TDC and also as a technique to improve jitter
performance by delaying the STOP synchronisation signal until after the emission of the photon
that its laser pulse created, as described in Section 2.2.2. A delay line is implemented on-chip
to perform this functionality using a long buffer chain of 128 elements, as shown at the top of
Figure 4.21, where each element is sized to provide ≈ 1 ns delay. The delay is selected using a

































Figure 4.21: Delay-line with pulse-lengthening SR-latch and multiplexers.
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Simulations showed the short pulse provided by the excitation source disappeared through
the delay chain. One solution to this problem is to move the toggle flip-flop that divides the
short synchronisation pulse (see Figures 4.11 and 4.14) to the front of the delay line, however
transistor mismatch causes the divided clock signal to alter its duty cycle as it passes through
the buffer chain. This in turn creates timing offsets between the two TDCs in each pair, which
gets progressively worse as the delay is extended. To overcome these issues, an SR-latch is
positioned at the input of the delay chain to extend the SYNC pulse duration, whilst the toggle
flip-flop is positioned after the multiplexer. The SR-latch is set using the SYNC signal and reset
using a fixed output from the delay-line at ≈ 20 ns, as shown in Figure 4.23.
4.7.2 SPAD Gating
It is of benefit to disable the SiPM array for a short period of time to make it insensitive during
the optical excitation pulse, before quickly re-arming it to capture the fluorescence. Doing so
would negate the requirement for an emission filter, which is particularly important to reduce
the space between an unfocussed or uncollimated excitation source and the detector when the
system is used without a microscope [34]. This functionality is implemented by creating a
MASK signal to stop the output of the SiPM reaching the TDCs (see Figure 4.8). However,
SPADs are still active during this time and have a chance of being dead when the SiPM is
unmasked. Therefore, two further signals are included: GATE and FQUENCH (see Figure
4.3) disable then quickly re-arm the SPAD. An example of the timing of these signals is shown
in Figure 4.22. Control of these signals is achieved by adding three additional multiplexers to














Figure 4.22: Timing of delay generator signals.
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4.7.3 Verification
Simulations of the delay generator were performed with VEB = 3.3 V, as the results in Figure
4.23 show. The GATE and FQUENCH signals are shown being level shifted to this value to
be distributed using a clock tree into the SiPM array pixels. The delay register values were set
to 64, 68, 70 and 66 for t0, t1, t2 and t3 respectively. Corresponding delay values of 55.7 ns,
59.4 ns, 60.9 ns and 57.1 ns are measured from the simulation, giving an approximate delay

































































































































Figure 4.23: Simulation of delay generation signals.
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4.8 Design for Test and Calibration
4.8.1 Standard TCSPC Operation
To allow the device to be configured to operate as a standard TCSPC sensor, a ninth TDC pair
is added to the system architecture (as shown in Figure 4.2). This additional TDC pair can be
configured and used in a number of ways, providing further functionality along with the ability
to test, characterise and calibrate aspects of the system.
In the first instance, the output of the TDC pair is routed directly to 10 parallel output pads.
The 10 output bits can be selected from any set of 10 ordered bits from the 16-bit TDC data bus
using a multiplexer, with the finest resolution (≈ 50 ps) providing over 50 ns total range and the
largest resolution of ≈ 3.2 ns providing over 3.2 µs total range. These raw TDC codes can then
be sampled off-chip at the excitation rate and so provides a system similar to current TCSPC
modules, with the ability to time at most one event per excitation cycle, but with the added
benefit of having no processing dead-time. These events can then be histogrammed in software
or on FPGA to produce lifetime decays. As well as being used for experimentation, acting as a
comparison to typical TCSPC acquisition set-ups, this mode is crucial for test, characterisation
and calibration of the system.
Additionally, using the same 10 output pads, the TDCs can be configured to count the number
of photon events within each excitation cycle (rather than a single photons time of arrival), as
shown in Figure 4.10. By using a continuous wave (CW) laser rather than a pulsed laser and
inputting a known time-base waveform into the LASER_IN port of the device, this mode can
be used to record photon intensity traces, which are necessary for applications such as intensity
scanned microscopy imaging and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS).
Bonding and connecting these 10 output pads for every device in a network of multiple devices
is clearly not scalable. It was therefore also necessary to provide a method to read raw TDC
codes using the serial interface I/O path (see Section 4.6). This was achieved by designing the
serial interface to be configured to read out the 4 most recent TDC codes (4×16 = 64 bits) in
place of the CMM data. However, this technique will only be able to produce TDC codes at an
absolute maximum rate of 4 MHz, compared with the raw parallel data output that will run at
the laser excitation frequency, which can be over an order of magnitude faster.
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Finally, the ninth TDC pair can be used as the input to the CMM pre-calculation, in place of the
multiple TDC architecture, by including a comparator, first stage summation and ripple counter
as described in Section 4.5.2. This provides a means of direct comparison between one and
eight timing channel CMM calculation. Additionally, a multiplexer can route the raw SiPM
output into this ripple counter in place of the VALID signal, providing a large (28-bit) on-chip
counter to perform long exposure intensity and DCR analysis.
4.8.2 TDC Calibration
Process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations will create performance disparity across
many aspects of the device, most importantly with the resolution, linearity and mismatch of
the multiple TI-TDC architecture. The resolution in particular of the TDCs must be known
at all times to allow for correct calculation and normalisation of both CMM and raw TCSPC
data. Due to area constraints, on-chip PLL-style calibration, as is implemented on [12], is not
an option. As such, an external off-chip method to calibrate for TDC resolution variation must
be implemented. At the expense of an additional input pad (with corresponding output for
networking, as described in Section 4.6.2) and one control register bit, the output of the SiPM
can be multiplexed with a TEST_START signal which is designed to mimic a photon arrival at
the input to the time-resolving circuitry. By using this signal together with a controllable STOP
signal, it is possible to sweep their time difference and use the single TDC pair with raw outputs
to build up a histogram. These histograms can then be used to graph the resolution and linearity
of the TDC pair. The TEST_START signal is also routed to the front end of the token-passing
event distribution, so that the multiple TDC architecture can be tested using known waveforms.
A second technique to measure the resolution and linearity of the TDC is to use a white-noise
source (either uncorrelated light or SPAD DCR) with a known excitation period that is shorter
than the full range of the TDC [137]. By capturing and histogramming raw TDC codes, the
ideally flat white noise will fall off around the excitation period and we can use its known time
to calculate the TDC resolution. The flatness of this histogram will provide information about
the linearity of the TDC. In the event that the excitation source is producing the synchronisation
signal, another input is required as a user controlled TEST_STOP source so that calibration can
take place without the need to physically disconnect or connect wires. Therefore, the serial
interface’s CLK signal is routed to a multiplexer and can be used as the stop signal when the
device is in such a situation.
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4.9 Conclusions
This chapter has presented the design and implementation of the SIPM_CMM test chip to
demonstrate the feasibility of high throughput fluorescence lifetime sensing. Combining a
smart compressed output SiPM with an 8-channel TI-TDC pair architecture will allow the
pile-up limit to be increased by over an order of magnitude over current single channel
techniques. The sensor is believed to be the first implementation of an embedded fluorescence
lifetime estimation pre-calculation, providing results in real-time to facilitate applications such
as flow cytometry. The system miniaturisation is completed with the inclusion of an on-chip
delay line, making this a truly integrated System on Chip (SoC). Thanks to the advanced 130 nm
CMOS process and design for low I/O requirements, the device area is kept below 2 mm2.
The 1024-element smart SiPM sensor provides a high throughput photon rate by compressing
the output pulse-width of individual single photon sensitive detectors to 250 ps. This short
pulse width enables a throughput in excess of the excitation frequency for fluorophores with
lifetimes greater than 2.5 ns, a factor of two improvement over the expected performance
presented in Section 3.8.3. Furthermore, individual detection elements in the SiPM can be
enabled or disabled independently. As well as allowing individual SPADs to be characterised
individually, this functionality can be used to switch off noisy detectors to improve SNR at
the expense of reduced sensitivity. Additionally, an isolated SiPM power supply, VEB , that is
controlled independently of the core power supply voltage can be used as a sensitivity control.
A comparatively high fill factor of 10 % has been achieved by moving circuitry to the periphery
of the SiPM.
To negate processing dead-time, TDCs are time-interleaved in pairs, operating on alternate
laser synchronisations. The multiple-channel timing per excitation is achieved by distributing
SiPM output events to an array of eight TDC pairs using a token-passing circuit that has been
designed to be immune to the metastability issues caused by the high speed asynchronous nature
of photon events. However, this stability is achieved at the cost of increased CMM calculation
error caused by the use of a resetting router which accentuates TDC mismatch, as described
in Section 3.10. This is expected to present the primary source of calculation error in the
manufactured system. Extending the range of the TDC to 16 bits, or > 3 µs, significantly
increases the range of fluorophores that can be measured using the system, enabling Oxygen
sensing using RTDP [16, 38].
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Not only does embedding the CMM pre-calculation provide fluorescence lifetime estimations
in real-time but it negates the requirement for a high-speed, highly parallel output bus to transfer
the data from all 16 TDCs off-chip, keeping device power consumption and area low. A
read-out dead-time is introduced to allow the pipelined adder tree and accumulator to settle,
however steps have been taken to minimise this and the large data widths (28 and 36-bits) for
the CMM pre-calculation allow long exposures to minimise this further.
A bi-directional shift-register serial-interface has been incorporated to keep the I/O
requirements low for reading data off-chip and writing data to on-chip registers. The custom
interface also facilitates the ability to network multiple devices together to reduce system
overheads in a multi-detector set-up. A delay line is embedded on chip, completing the
miniaturisation of the detection path of a TCSPC set-up. Not only does the delay line allow
the histogram to be positioned within the TDC’s timing window, but can also create user
controlled signals to gate the SiPM array during excitation to allow the emission filter to be
removed from the optical path.
The device has been designed with a number of techniques to test and characterise the SiPM,
timing and CMM performance that will be used extensively in Chapter 5. Furthermore, these
techniques can be used to perform DCR and timing calibration that are necessary to correct
for system non-idealities when using the device in a fluorescence lifetime experiment. The
MATLAB model introduced in Chapter 3 will be adapted and re-run with the final design
parameters to compare with practical fluorescence lifetime experimental results. Finally,
Chapter 6 will introduce implementation refinements and changes that would improve the
performance of the sensor.
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5.1 Introduction
This chapter presents the characterisation of the SiPM_CMM sensor reported in Chapter 4.
The device is tested and characterised electrically and optically as well as being used in
practical fluorescence lifetime microscopy experimentation. The chapter begins by describing
the evaluation platform, which includes a printed circuit board (PCB), field programmable gate
array (FPGA) firmware and software to facilitate the entirety of the testing, characterisation and
experimentation procedures.
Following the description of the evaluation platform, the characterisation of the individual
components of the sensor – SiPM, timing and delay line – are presented. Next, the system is
characterised as a whole, investigating the instrument response and device power consumption.
The sensor is then characterised for raw TCSPC and high-throughput CMM data capture with
bulk sample fluorescence lifetime experiments. Finally, the device is used to perform scanned
FLIM and simulated flow based experiments. The chapter finishes with a critical discussion of
all the presented results.
5.2 Test Platform
5.2.1 System Overview
The evaluation platform is built around an Opal Kelly1 hardware module that incorporates an
FPGA, USB communication and other peripherals. To facilitate fast hardware prototyping,
pre-compiled FPGA modules and software APIs are available to perform the low-level USB
communication protocols. A block diagram of the full system is shown in Figure 5.1, with
the Opal Kelly modules highlighted in grey. In addition to the SiPM_CMM sensor, the primary
custom components of the system are the hardware in the form of a PCB (blue), FPGA firmware
(red) and software (green). Each of these primary components will be explained in detail in the
following sections.
1Further information, data-sheets and user-manuals available from http://www.opalkelly.com.
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram of SiPM_CMM evaluation platform.
5.2.2 Hardware
As shown in Figure 5.2, the hardware platform for the SiPM_CMM sensor consists of three
primary components: an Opal Kelly plug-in FPGA/USB module, a custom PCB and a packaged
SiPM_CMM die. The main component on the plug-in module is a Xilinx Spartan 3 FPGA
(XC3S1500), which provides sufficient resource for the compact firmware implementation.
The device is packaged in a 48-pin ceramic lead-less chip carrier (CLCC) with transparent


















Figure 5.2: Details of test platform hardware, showing Opal Kelly plug-in FPGA/USB board
(left), custom PCB showing bottom and top (centre) and packaged die (right).
As well as interfacing to both the plug-in FPGA module and the packaged sensor, the PCB
contains two additional circuit blocks. The first of these is a set of components designed to
generate user-controllable bias voltages for VBD and VEB . A dual output DAC (LT1446 -
introduced in Section 4.6.1) is connected to the FPGA to allow two voltages to be created
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between 0 V and 5 V. An operational amplifier (LT1077) configured with a gain of -4 is then
used to allow one of the DAC outputs to produce the VBD bias voltage. A DC/DC converter
(DCP020515D) is used to produce the +/-15 V power supplies for the op-amp from the single
5 V power supplied to the plug-in module. The plug-in module also contains low-dropout
regulators that provide 1.2 V and 3.3 V, amongst others, that are used for VDD and VDDE ,
respectively. Additionally, the PCB can be configured to allow all four power supplies to be
independently sourced externally. Furthermore, the selection jumpers to achieve this have the
dual functionality of allowing ammeters to be placed in each supply path in order to monitor
the system current draw to calculate power consumption.
The second functionality included on the PCB is a circuit designed to accept a laser
synchronisation pulse conforming to the nuclear instrument module (NIM) standard (-16 mA
into 50 Ω = -800 mV), from which the majority of pulsed lasers are designed. This signal
must be converted to a CMOS compatible signal (+3.3 V) to allow it to operate with both
the SiPM_CMM device and the FPGA. The conversion is achieved using a pulse transformer
(78604/2C) to invert the signal and a level-shifter (SN74AVC1T45). Additionally, some
synchronisation signals conform to a TTL standard (5 V), so an optional potentiometer is also
included that can be configured independently from the NIM circuit. A number of selection
jumpers are available to achieve these different operation modes.
5.2.3 FPGA Firmware
In order to drive the various control signals required by the sensor, to receive and process
the output data from it, and to package the processed data for transmission to a PC for
further analysis, an FPGA or micro-controller containing custom firmware and communication
functionality is required. As introduced previously, an off-the-shelf plug-in FPGA/USB module
is used to realise these implementation requirements. The plug-in board provides pre-compiled
firmware to implement the low-level USB communications and handle the FPGA configuration
process, significantly shortening the firmware development time. The pre-compiled firmware
modules provide a simple register read/write interface, triggering functionality and high-speed
bulk data transfers. A simplified module-level architecture of the firmware required for the
SiPM_CMM device is shown in Figure 5.3, the individual blocks of which will be expanded
on in the remainder of this section. Descriptions of the signalling protocols required for serial
interface communications are given in Section 4.6.1 and Appendix A.7.
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Figure 5.3: Custom FPGA firmware architecture.
Serial Interface WRITE functions (W) are implemented using a 64-bit on-FPGA register, which
is accessible through the Opal Kelly interface’s register write functionality, before using a finite
state machine (FSM) to control the WRITE, DATA and CLOCK output signals. Configuring the
SPAD enable signals (E) is performed in a similar way, with the 64-bit on-FPGA register being
replaced with a 1024-bit memory, also accessible through the Opal Kelly interface’s register
write functionality and controlling the READ output in place of WRITE.
A first-in first-out (FIFO) buffer is used to allow many sequential serial interface read
functions (R) to be performed in quick succession, without the available USB bandwidth being
compromised. The module controls the READ and CLOCK outputs, whilst sampling data
arriving at the DATA input from the sensor. As the FIFO fills up, it is bulk transferred through
the Opal Kelly interface at speeds of up to 20 MB/s. When used with a scanning system,
the transmission of each packet of data is synchronous with the PIXEL, LINE and FRAME
clock inputs. Otherwise the exposure time and number of sequential reads are controlled
using FPGA registers. Raw data TCSPC reads (T) are performed by sampling the incoming
10-bit RAW data bus from the sensor on every excitation synchronisation pulse. The incoming
TCSPC codes are used to address and increment a counter in a 1024×16-bit memory which
stores the histogram. At the end of an exposure, the length of which is set-up using a register
write, the contents of the TCSPC histogram memory are bulk transferred through the Opal
Kelly interface.
Bias levels (B) are accessible through the Opal Kelly interface and an FSM within the Bias
Control block sets up the DACs accordingly. Some functionality, such as firmware and chip
resets as well as some configuration/control registers, are not shown in Figure 5.3.
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5.2.4 Software
A software application is required to interact with the FPGA to configure settings and acquire
data from the sensor for further processing and analysis. It was decided to build a graphical user
interface (GUI) to allow the software to be easily used and to provide instant visual feedback
of user interactions and captured results. The JAVA programming language was chosen for the
project for a number of reasons: a Java API is available from Opal Kelly, it is cross-platform
(works with Windows, Linux and OS X) and previous experience with hand-crafting GUIs
using the Java Swing toolkit meant that development time was saved building the application.
To keep the SiPM_CMM application software uncomplicated to develop, understand and
maintain, it is built with a variation of the established Model View Controller (MVC)
architecture [138], which partitions the software into three distinct components, most
importantly separating the functionality (Model) from the GUI (View). The Model is concerned
only with the the operational aspects of the system, for example how to write to and read from
the FPGA. Conversely, the View is only used to present an interface to the user and contains
no inherent knowledge of the underlying system. The Controller then deals with passing
requests from the View to the Model and returning results from the Model back to the View for
visualisation, if required. A Java class is created to implement each of the three functions in
the MVC architecture. A visual representation of the software architecture is shown in Figure
5.4, highlighting the interaction between classes and providing example function calls in the
Model.










Opal Kelly USB Communication Library (DLL)
void      writeBias ( int V_EB, int VBD );
int    [] readBias ( );
...
void      writeSI ( int [] );
...
double [] readSI ( int exposure, int iterations );
int    [] readTCSPC ( int exposure );
...
int    [] calDCR ( );
void      enableSPADs ( int [] );
...
Figure 5.4: Visual representation of SiPM_CMM software architecture.
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5.3 SiPM Characterisation
5.3.1 Overview
Bring-up and testing of the SiPM_CMM device begins with a characterisation of the single
photon sensitive SiPM architecture (see Section 4.3). This characterisation starts with
measurements of the SPAD DCR distribution and the effect that bias conditions have on
it. These measurements also provide useful information on the spatial distribution of DCR
within the SiPM. Next, the power consumption is reported for a varying number of enabled
SPADs and increasing incident light intensity. Finally, an investigation of the available photon
throughput is performed with the monostable disabled and enabled, the light levels and bias
conditions varied, and the number of enabled SPADs increased from 1 to 1024. The DCR and
throughput measurements are captured using automated software routines that use the 28-bit
on-chip counter described in Section 4.8.1. A selection of SPADs are also output directly from
the chip and monitored on an oscilloscope (LeCroy WaveRunner 64MXi-A 600MHz 10 GS/s)
to validate the measurements. However, raw SPAD output can only be monitored when the
monostable is disabled due to pad bandwidth limitations, so the on-chip counter is necessary
when it is enabled.
5.3.2 Dark Count Rate (DCR)
The DCR distribution of the SPADs within the SiPM is measured in a controlled dark-room
environment by enabling each element individually and capturing a long (ten second) exposure
of the pulses produced. The results from this measurement are ordered from lowest to highest
DCR, resulting in the graphs shown in Figure 5.5. Figure 5.5a shows the mean distribution
and standard deviation of six measured devices for a fixed total bias (VOP ) of 15 V, and Figure
5.5a shows the effect of increasing the bias voltage on the distribution for one device. The
distribution is noticeably worse than [12], as shown in Figure A.1, with only ≈ 30 % of
SPADs showing a sub 100 Hz DCR. This can be partially attributed to a move from 200 mm to
300 mm wafers for fabrication and the increased active area of the SPAD, which has a negative
impact on DCR by increasing the likelihood of a given device containing a silicon defect.
However, as proposed in Chapter 3, only 16 detectors are required to achieve the specified
throughput improvements, so finding a suitable compact region of detectors with low DCR is
a viable option. As expected, increasing the bias conditions also causes the DCR to increase
significantly, with the advantage of an increase in photon detection probability [59].
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(b)
Figure 5.5: Ordered DCR distributions showing (a) standard deviation at fixed bias conditions
and (b) effect of varying bias conditions.
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To study the possibility of using a suitable region of 16 adjacent low DCR SPADs for
experimentation, the results are plotted according to their location within the SiPM for one
device. This spatial analysis is shown in Figure 5.6, where the DCR values are plotted on a
logarithmic false-colour scale. There does not appear to be any spatial correlation of DCR,
with the noisiest detectors being randomly distributed across the array. These noisiest detectors
should be avoided for any practical experimentation. The three regions outlined in the figure
highlight possible candidates of 16 adjacent SPADs for experimentation, providing relatively
low total DCRs of 1.7 kHz (A), 1.2 kHz (B) and 1.4 kHz (C).
Figure 5.6: Positional DCR for single device on log scale.
5.3.3 Power Consumption
The SiPM power consumption is shown in Figure 5.7 as a function of incident light intensity
(optical power) and for different numbers of enabled detectors. It is measured with a fixed
bias voltage (VOP ) of 15 V. The SiPM bias voltages also draw power for the buffering and
level shifting of detector output signals between voltage domains, so this is included in the
measurements presented. The power consumption plateaus at 500 µW for the nominal 16
detector configuration, which is only 5 % of the specified 10 mW for the entire device (see
Sections 1.3 and 4.1.2), leaving sufficient head-room for the multiple channel time-interleaved
time conversion and embedded processing. The effect of enabling additional detectors is
significant – enabling all 1024 causes a peak power consumption of over 10 mW.
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Figure 5.7: SiPM Power Consumption.
5.3.4 Throughput
The photon throughput of the SiPM is of critical importance to the successful operation of
the device architecture as it will define its limitations in terms of both detector dead-time
and channel pulse overlap pile-up, as introduced in Section 3.2.2. The results presented in
this section will aim to confirm the performance gains available by incorporating the pulse
shortening monostable circuit at the output of each individual detection element. This is
achieved by measuring the count rate produced at the SiPM output for an increasing number of
enabled detectors between 1 and 1024. Increasing the number of detectors in this way provides
a gain control that will affect the maximum count rate achievable. The tests are run using
various operating conditions such as light level, bias voltage and with the monostable enabled
and disabled.
The test is initially performed with the monostable disabled to highlight the limitations of
SPAD dead-time on the available photon throughput. The graph in Figure 5.8a shows the
results from this test for fixed light levels of 16 µW (red), 2.3 µW (green), 0.6 µW (blue) and
0.15 µW (purple) and for bias voltages of 16 V (solid) and 15 V (dashed). The primary effect
of decreasing the bias voltage with the monostable disabled is to increase the SPAD dead-time,
which in turn causes a significant drop in the maximum achievable photon rate from≈ 50 MHz
to ≈ 25 MHz due to increased pulse-overlap in the channel.
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The results of performing the same experiment, but with the monostable enabled, are shown in
Figure 5.8b. The total throughput is now as high as 700 MHz, over an order of magnitude higher
than with the monostable disabled (note the scales of the y-axes in Figure 5.8). The primary
effect of decreasing the bias voltage with the monostable enabled is to decrease the PDE of
the SPAD detectors, which reduces the slope of the count rate gain. In this case, although the


























































Figure 5.8: SiPM count-rate response with varying light levels and increasing number of
enabled detectors for monostable circuit disabled (a) and enabled (b).
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Due to the use of a passive quenching element in the SiPM implementation, the results can
be fitted to the paralysable detector model presented in [99]: m = n · e−n·tD , where m is
the measured count rate, n is the true count rate and tD is the detector dead-time, or channel
pulse-width in this case. The true count rate (n) in both cases is calculated as ≈ 250 kHz/µW
and ≈ 185 kHz/µW per detector for the 16 V and 15 V bias conditions, respectively. For
the case where the monostable is disabled, the detector dead-times (tD) are calculated as
≈ 7.7 ns and 11.1 ns for the 16 V and 15 V bias conditions, respectively. These calculated
dead-times are verified by measuring the pulse width distribution of a raw SPAD output on
the oscilloscope. With the monostable enabled, the SiPM output pulse-width is calculated to
be ≈ 540 ps, independent of the bias voltage. This is over twice as long as was designed and
verified from extracted layout in Section 4.3.3 and is attributed to extraction discrepancies.
Using the equation presented above, the graph in Figure 5.9 shows the efficiency of the SiPM
with the nominal 16 detectors enabled for increasing optical power from 0.1 µW to 10 mW
and with the monostable enabled and disabled. This figure describes the divergence from the
ideal linear response caused by pile-up in the SiPM channel. The ideal count rate (n) is directly
proportional to the optical power and is 3.84 MHz/µW and 2.96 MHz/µW for the 16 V and
15 V biases, respectively. The effect of reducing the bias when the monostable is disabled is
negligible as the reduced detection efficiency and increased dead-time negate each other. With
the monostable disabled, a 3 % loss of efficiency is recorded at just 1 µW (n = 3.84, 2.96 MHz),
whilst enabling the monostable provides over an order of magnitude improvement (on the same
order as the reduction in pulse-width) with only 2 % loss at 10 µW (n = 38.4, 29.6 MHz). The
16 detector SiPM is completely paralysed by 200 µW (n = 768, 592 MHz) and 3 mW (n =























Figure 5.9: Efficiency of SiPM with 16 detectors for increasing light level.
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5.4 Electrical TDC Characterisation
5.4.1 Overview
This section describes the characterisation and evaluation of the TDC timing performance using
the test-mode and calibration techniques introduced in Section 4.8. In particular, the device is
configured to use the test TI-TDC pair with known and controllable electrical TEST_START and
STOP signals. All of the results presented within this section are captured at room temperature
with the SiPM disabled and the START and STOP signals generated by the FPGA, with their
timing verified using the oscilloscope. To begin with, the resulting TDC histograms of the
electrical response to known fixed START-STOP durations are presented for three representative
devices with varying TDC mismatch. The average TDC codes from these measurements are
then plotted against the known START-STOP durations. Next, the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the timing response is plotted as a function of START-STOP time for a single TDC
and for the TI-TDC pairs, which includes mismatch. Finally, the effect of voltage variation on
the TDC resolution is investigated, highlighting the need for calibration during experimentation.
5.4.2 Timing Response
The graphs in Figure 5.10a show the timing response of the test TI-TDC pairs of three devices
for three fixed START-STOP times of 18.4 ns, (top), 60.2 ns (middle) and 101.4 ns (bottom).
The measurements are captured with a START-STOP rate of 6.25 MHz and a fixed exposure of
1.28 ms, providing 8,000 samples per device (4,000 samples per TDC). The mismatch between
TDCs is clearly apparent, particularly for the third device (blue). The graphs are shown on the
same x-axis scale to highlight the widening of the individual TDC response and the increasing
gain mismatch error between pairs. The average TDC code for each device is highlighted by
the vertical lines in the figure, and these calculated averages are plotted against the known time
difference to produce the graph shown in Figure 5.10b. The resulting gradients of fitting linear
equations to these results describes average TDC resolutions of 54.3 ps, 53.8 ps and 52.7 ps for
the three devices. Isolating the individual histograms of the device with worst case mismatch
(blue) and calculating their mean values as a function of START-STOP time provides individual
TDC resolutions of 52.2 ps and 53.2 ps, which match well with the expected standard deviation
of ±0.45 ps used for mismatch modelling in Section 3.10.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Histograms showing TDC response using electrical stimulation for three fixed
time delays of 18.4 ns (top), 60.2 ns (middle) and 101.4 ns (bottom) with the average code
highlighted in each case, and (b) the average code plotted as a function of the time difference
between START and STOP. All results are plotted for three devices with varying mismatch (red,
green and blue).
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As shown in Figure 5.10a, the FWHM of the individual TDCs gets larger as the input
START-STOP time is increased. By isolating the histograms of the device with the worst-case
mismatch, the FWHM of these individual TDCs can be plotted against the input START-STOP
time, as shown in Figure 5.11a. Fitting this graph to a linear equation gives the following
expression: FWHM ≈ 0.002 · t+RT , where t is the input time and RT is the resolution of the
TDC. Therefore an input delay of 75 ns is required before the TDC FWHM begins to dominate
the SPAD jitter of ≈ 200 ps. However, plotting the FWHM of the combined mismatch affected
TI-TDC pair produces much higher values that are device dependent, as shown in Figure
5.11b. In this case at the same 75 ns input delay, the FWHM for the three measured devices
are 0.5 ns (red), 0.7 ns (green) and 1.7 ns (blue). This performance is as expected and the
modelling in Section 3.10 describes its effect on fluorescence lifetime calculation by CMM.
It is not possible to capture raw histograms for the eight channel TI-TDC architecture, so the










































Figure 5.11: FWHM of three devices as a function of mean code for (a) single test TDCs and
(b) test TI-TDC pair.
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5.4.3 Supply Voltage Variation
Operating conditions such as process, voltage and temperature (PVT) will have a large impact
on the TDC resolution. The effect of process variation in the form of mismatch has been
presented in the previous sub-section (5.4.2). To investigate the effect of supply voltage
variation, the average TDC code from one device is calculated for increasing START-STOP
time and for varying supply voltage levels. The results from this are shown in Figure 5.12a
for voltages of 1.10 V, 1.15 V, 1.20 V and 1.25 V (the device fails to operate outside of this
window). The resolutions that these voltages produce are plotted in Figure 5.12b, showing a
linear relationship between 60 ps and 52 ps for increasing voltages. The device is typically
operated at a nominal 1.20 V, providing a TDC resolution of 54.4 ps at room temperature.
Temperature variability is also expected to affect the resolution in a similar way, but is not
measured due to the unavailability of a temperature controlled oven. All of these results







































Figure 5.12: (a) The average TDC code plotted as a function of the time difference between
start and stop and (b) resulting TDC resolution, for varying core supply voltages (VDD).
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5.5 Delay Line Characterisation
The final block within the device to be characterised is the embedded delay line. A similar
investigation to the one described in Section 5.4.2 is performed, but using the delay line to
provide the START-STOP time difference in place of the FPGA. The results are presented in
Figure 5.13a, showing the time produced by the test TI-TDC with increasing delay code from 0
to 100. Fitting a linear equation to these results gives an LSB value of≈ 1.43 ns and a full scale
range of 128·1.43 ns ≈ 183 ns. This is 43 % larger than specification and 65 % larger than the
simulated value from Section 4.7, following the same trend as the increase in the SiPM channel
pulse-width presented earlier in this chapter. The results for all three devices are measured with
a 1.2 V supply and at room temperature, providing an LSB value within 1 % error of each other.
Measuring the FWHM of the individual and TI-TDCs using the delay line to set the input time
difference shows a noticeable improvement over the FPGA approach in previous sub-sections.
This is highlighted in Figure 5.13b and is made possible by a reduction in timing uncertainty






























Figure 5.13: (a) The average time produced by the TI-TDC pairs plotted as a function of the
embedded delay code and (b) the FWHM of the three devices as a function of the input time
difference using the embedded delay (solid).
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5.6 System Characterisation (Instrument Response)
5.6.1 Overview
This section describes the characterisation of the system’s instrument response using the
SiPM and test TI-TDC with different device configurations. The investigation begins with
a code-density test by measuring the response to an optical white-noise input. Next, the
instrument (impulse) response function (IRF) is investigated, highlighting a SPAD position
dependent timing variation that is studied in further detail. The IRF results are captured using
unfocused optical excitation in the form of a pulsed diode laser. Finally, the power consumption
of the device using two and eight channel TI-TDCs is presented.
5.6.2 Code Density
A code-density test of the SiPM plus test TI-TDC pair is performed by measuring the timing
response to an uncorrelated, white-noise optical input. The code density test allows the
system’s timing performance to be quantified in terms of differential and integral nonlinearity
(DNL/INL) [137]. For a truly monotonic converter, the DNL should not exceed ± 0.5 LSB,
whilst the INL would also ideally lie within these limits. The SiPM is configured with one low
DCR SPAD enabled, whose count-rate is kept below 0.5 % of the synchronisation frequency to
minimise the effect of classic TCSPC pile-up, which would distort the captured histograms. To
ensure statistical confidence in the results, at least 1,000 counts are captured per TDC code in
all configurations. A synchronisation pulse period marginally shorter than the TDC full range is
used to ensure there is no code wrap around, however this means it is difficult to measure the full
range of the TDC in any particular setup. It should be noted that this is a system characterisation
and not of the individual converters, for which this technique is more commonly used.
The test TI-TDC is initially configured to provide the finest resolution of 54 ps on the 10-bit
raw test bus (see Section 4.8). A 20 MHz synchronisation pulse is used (50 ns period), allowing
91 % of the 55 ns TDC range to be tested. It is clear to see from the graph in Figure 5.14a,
which shows the resulting DNL/INL of this initial test, that there are frequency artefacts in
the response at ≈ 100 MHz and 5 GHz. The 100 MHz oscillation is caused by ringing on the
STOP input at this synchronisation frequency (20 MHz), which is coupled onto the SPAD bias
voltages with a± 100 mV swing, thereby modulating the PDP. The higher frequency oscillation
is a code probability issue within the GRO which causes every fourth code (half the beat
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oscillation) to experience a slightly increased chance of occurrence. Despite these artefacts,
the DNL is within ± 0.2 LSB, which is comfortably within the expected limits. However the









































































Figure 5.14: DNL/INL code-density tests for (a) 50 ns, (b) 100 ns and (c) 200 ns TDC ranges.
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The code density investigation continues by measuring the response with the TDCs configured
to output bits 10:1 and 11:2, providing apparent resolutions of 108 ps and 216 ps, respectively.
The results of DNL and INL for these experiments are shown in Figures 5.14b and 5.14c.
The averaging of TDC codes by ignoring the LSBs in this way reduces (10:1) and removes
(11:2) the high frequency code probability issue, providing improved DNL of ± 0.13 LSB and
± 0.10 LSB for the 108 ps and 216 ps TDC resolutions, respectively. To capture these results
with the increased TDC resolution and range, the synchronisation frequency is reduced to
10 MHz and 5 MHz. At these frequencies, a disturbance caused by coupling is still apparent at
the beginning of the time range, however the ringing is damped and does not oscillate noticeably
beyond ≈ 10 ns. This results in significantly improved INL performance of ± 1.0 LSB and
+ 0.2 / − 0.8 LSB for the 108 ps and 216 ps TDC resolutions, respectively. Due to the
clear linearity improvements of running the device at slower synchronisation frequencies and
increased range, experiments should be performed using at least bits 10:1 of the TDC output.
Although this reduces the resolution, it is deemed acceptable given the timing performance of
the SPAD jitter (≈ 200 ps) and TDC mismatch spread.
In all three graphs in Figure 5.14, the INL falls at the end of the TDC range, highlighting a
gradual negative slope of the system response. This is consistent with TCSPC pile-up and is
not necessarily a system issue. Due to the difficulty of minimising pile-up and maximising the
number of counts per bin for statistical reasons, the experiment was not performed for higher
TDC resolution/range.
5.6.3 Instrument Response Function (IRF)
The instrument (impulse) response function (IRF) of the full system is now investigated for the
devices with best and worst mismatch from Section 5.4.2. The IRF is captured using different
SiPM configurations and the test TI-TDC to produce histogram data. The pulsed excitation and
synchronisation is achieved using a laser diode driver (Picoquant PDL-800-B) and laser head
(Picoquant LDH-P) with a wavelength of 478 nm. To minimise the effect of classic TCSPC
pile-up, the optical signal is attenuated to bellow 0.1 % of the excitation frequency by using the
lowest power setting, leaving the beam uncollimated and placing a neutral density filter in front
of the photo-sensitive area of the device. There are a number of sources of non-idealities that
combine to produce the IRF: SPAD jitter, SiPM timing (routing delays, transistor mismatch),
TDC jitter, TDC mismatch, synchronisation jitter and excitation jitter.
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Figure 5.15: IRFs captured using different SiPM configurations at increasing START-STOP
times for (a) a low mismatch device (red) and (b) a high mismatch device (blue).
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The graphs in Figure 5.15 show the results from these experiments for both devices and for
increasing START-STOP times. A range of SiPM configurations are used: a single low DCR
SPAD located in the centre of the SiPM (short dash); 16 low DCR SPADs located at the edge of
the SiPM (long dash); and all SPADs with a DCR below 1 kHz, which is ≈ 600 in each device
(solid).
For low mismatch (red), the FWHM of the IRF of one and 16 enabled SPADs is approximately
equal, rising from 400 ps to 700 ps. However, their mean time varies by 1 ns in each case,
meaning a time offset exists that is SPAD position dependent. This is backed up by the 583
enabled SPAD case, where the FWHM of the IRF is much wider at 1.2 ns due to the devices
being located randomly across the entire SiPM array. As expected, the IRF for the device with
inferior mismatch performance (blue) is significantly worse as the input START-STOP time is
increased, rising from 900 ps to 1.3 ns for the single and 16 enabled SPAD configurations,
whilst for 603 enabled SPADs, this value rises from 1 ns to 3 ns.
5.6.4 Position Dependent Timing
The positional dependent timing is further investigated by capturing an IRF histogram for each
SPAD independently and calculating its average TDC code. Plotting this average against its
position yields the image in Figure 5.16a, where an x-axis gradient from the centre to the edge
is clearly evident. This gradient corresponds to the SPAD output routing, where devices in the
central columns have longer routes to their level shifters than those at the edge, as described in
Section 4.3. Therefore, as well as using 16 adjacent SPADs for the best fill-factor performance,
the grouping also improves timing performance. A worst case difference using this device and
configuration is calculated at 1.4 ns between the innermost and outermost columns.
The results in Figure 5.16b show the effect of varying VEB on the SiPM timing gradient for a
single row of SPADs. As can be seen, VEB has a significant effect on the timing performance,
with a worst-case difference of 3 ns between the innermost and outermost detectors in the row
for VEB = 1.3 V. This performance drop is attributed to the use of thick oxide transistors for the
SPAD output buffers which do not perform optimally at these supply voltage levels, providing a
reduced drive strength which is most noticeable when driving the long, high-capacitance tracks
from the centre of the array. This highlights a requirement to have a high VEB – preferably
above 2.7 V – to achieve optimal timing performance, which is particularly important when
large or spread-out groups of SPADs are used for experimentation.
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Figure 5.16: SiPM position dependent timing for (a) the full array at 2.7 V and (b) a single
row at varying excess bias voltages (VEB).
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5.6.5 Power Consumption
The core device power consumption is now measured using an uncorrelated (white-noise) light
source and with the embedded CMM processing enabled. The results are shown in Figure
5.17 for both two- and eight-channel TI-TDCs and increasing count rate up to 650 MHz. The
synchronisation frequency is set to a typical value of 10 MHz. In complete darkness, the device
has a base power consumption of just below 2 mW, primarily caused by I/O and switching of
the processing block. The TDCs are not operational in this case, so draw no power other than
leakage. The power consumption is shown to reach 5 mW and 10 mW as the count-rate is
increased towards 700 MHz, for two and eight TI-TDC channels enabled, respectively. This
is likely caused by the TDCs being in constant operation at such high count rates. However,
from the results presented in Section 5.3.4, the device is likely to operate below 100 MHz2, so
the typical power consumption range is 2–5 mW for the full eight-channel TI-TDC architecture
with the embedded processing enabled. Combining the power consumption of the core timing
and processing with that of the SiPM (500 µW for 16 enabled detectors), it is comfortably























Figure 5.17: Core timing, embedded processing and I/O power consumption.
2n = 38.4 MHz @ 10 µW for 2 % photon loss
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5.7 Fluorescence Lifetime Characterisation
5.7.1 Experimental Setup
The device is evaluated in bulk fluorescence experiments by mounting the hardware platform
described in Section 5.2.2 onto the side camera port of a fluorescence microscope. For
experimental evaluation of the sensor’s performance, a range of fluorescent dyes with different
lifetimes are measured using increasing laser excitation power. Although the sensor acts as a
point detector, for experimental convenience measurements are performed as part of an existing
wide-field fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) system on an inverted microscope (Nikon
TE2000U). The excitation source is a pulsed diode laser (Picoquant PDL-800-B/LDH-P) with
a wavelength of 478 nm, coupled through the epi-fluorescence port of the microscope using a
filter cube (Nikon B-2A). The laser pulse repetition rate is 5 MHz or 10 MHz depending on the
lifetime being measured, and the maximum optical power reaching the back focal plane of the
objective is ≈ 64 µW. The optical power reaching the SiPM, and hence the photon count rate,
is varied by adding combinations of neutral density filters to the detection path. The excited
sample volume is focussed onto the active area of the CMOS device using an additional short
focal length lens. The TDC resolution is calculated prior to capturing each set of data and is
56.6 ps throughout the experiments.
The results presented within this section are those described in the accompanying publications
provided in Appendix B [1–3] and use the first revision of the device which suffers from inferior
DCR and afterpulsing performance3 than has been described Section 5.3. Selecting a group
of 16 adjacent SPADs with sufficiently low DCR and afterpulsing proved to be impossible.
Therefore a compromise was taken to enable eight adjacent SPADs, which provide a combined
DCR of ≈ 5.5 kHz with a 16 V bias. Using the paralysable detector theory from Section 5.3.4,
this corresponds to a maximum total true count rate (n) of 8×64 µW×250 kHz/µW = 128 MHz,
and a detected count rate (m) of 119.5 MHz with the monostable enabled, providing a 93 %
efficiency in this worst case. Due to the limited time available in the microscopy laboratory,
only the FLIM experiments where performed using the improved device (see Section 5.8.1)
and the bulk sample experiments were not repeated. Furthermore, as the modelling in Chapter
3 proves, eight detectors is still sufficient to significantly increase the photon throughput in
TCSPC, particularly for longer lifetimes, with throughputs in excess of the excitation rate being
possible for only 1 % error in lifetime calculation.
3The inferior performance was caused by issues during device fabrication and was outwith our control.
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5.7.2 TCSPC
The first experiments use the 10-bit raw TDC output bus, as presented in Section 4.8.1, to
capture TCSPC histogram data for a range of fluorescent dyes. One second exposures of
Rhodamine B (10 µM) and Rhodamine 6G (10 µM) in aqueous solution as well as Birch
Yellow Quantum Dot in toluene (60 µM - Evident Technologies, NY, USA) are captured.
These fluorophores have quoted lifetimes of 1.74 ns, 4.08 ns and 15-20 ns, respectively. To
reduce the distorting effects of classic TCSPC pile-up, the count-rates of each experiment are
kept below 1 % of the excitation rate. The captured histograms are shown together with the
system’s IRF in Figure 5.18. The FWHM of the IRF is measured as 325 ps at a mean TDC
code of 25 ns and is achieved due to negligible mismatch with the test TI-TDC pair used. The
histograms are curve-fitted using Edinburgh Instruments FAST software, providing fluorescence
lifetime calculations of 1.8 ns, 3.9 ns and 15.6 ns, as shown in the figure, which are in good
agreement with the quoted values. These results highlight the ability of the device to operate
as a replacement for a TCSPC acquisition system, with the advantage of reducing the hardware
requirements by performing the detection and timing on a single miniaturised CMOS device.
Furthermore, due to the use of a TI-TDC pair, this system does not suffer from processing
(conversion) dead-time pile-up, allowing an increase in photon throughput over conventional
discrete component systems. However, the remaining classic TCSPC pile-up limitation of only

























Figure 5.18: TCSPC results for three different bulk sample fluorescent dyes.
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5.7.3 CMM
The embedded CMM pre-calculation is now enabled, using the data captured from the TCSPC
experiments to configure the windowing values for FIRST and LAST (see Section 4.5.3).
Initially, CMM is captured and calculated using only the test TI-TDC pair to highlight the
effects of classical TCSPC pile-up. At count rates below this limit, the embedded CMM
calculation successfully produces lifetime estimates of 1.7 ns, 3.9 ns and 16.5 ns after
background correction (see Section 2.6.4), which are in good agreement with the quoted
lifetimes and the TCSPC results presented in the previous section. Furthermore, an additional
fluorophore – Rubrene in methanol – is added to the experiments, producing a lifetime
calculation of 8.3 ns, which is also in good agreement with its quoted lifetime of 8.56 ns.
However, as expected by simulation from Section 3.3 as shown by the filled markers in
Figure 5.19 (dark line), the normalised CMM lifetime calculation falls with increasing photon
throughput due to classic TCSPC pile-up.
Further background corrected CMM calculations are then performed on the same fluorophores
with an increasing photon-rate for the eight-channel TI-TDC pair architecture. The
normalised CMM lifetime results are shown by the unfilled markers in Figure 5.19 for all four
fluorophores. The device’s ability to more accurately calculate the correct lifetime value at
higher photon-throughputs is clearly apparent, despite using only eight detectors. In all cases,
a photon throughput equal to the excitation rate is demonstrated for a worst case error of 4 %
for the shortest lifetime (Rhodamine B) and a best case of only 1 % for the longer lifetime
fluorophores (Rubrene and Quantum Dots). Furthermore, a photon throughput of five times
the excitation frequency is possible for the Quantum Dot sample for a 5 % error in calculation,
in contrast to the single channel error of ≈ 60 % at the same photon rate. All of these results
are consistent with the expected performance defined in Figure 3.24.
The known device and experimental variables can be used to further validate and increase
confidence in the model developed in Chapter 3. These variables include the number of SPADs
(ND = 8), SPAD dead-time (tD ≈ 10 ns), DCR (5.5 kHz), SiPM pulse width (tP = 540 ps),
number of TI-TDC timing channels (NT = 8) as well as the fluorescence lifetimes and excitation
frequencies used in each experiment. The similarities between the model and laboratory
results are clearly shown at the bottom of Figure 5.19 by the solid coloured curves. The
slight discrepancies for the shorter lifetime fluorophores is attributed to the sources of system
non-idealities that cannot be measured, such as TDC mismatch.
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Figure 5.19: Effect of increasing the photon-rate (µ) on the normalised CMM calculation for
Rhodamine B (red), Rhodamine 6G (blue), Rubrene (purple) and Quantum dots (green) using
one TI-TDC pair (filled markers), eight TI-TDC pairs (unfilled markers) and simulation (solid
curves).
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The results presented in Figure 5.19 are captured and calculated by combining data from
1,000×1 ms exposures, resulting in a total exposure time of one second. Using these multiple
short exposures, analysis of the precision achieved with the implemented device is shown for
Rhodamine 6G in Figure 5.20 by the blue markers. In this instance the precision is graphed in
terms of photon-rate (µ), where the total number of photons NC ≈ µ×fE1000 = µ× 10, 000. This
relationship does not hold true at higher count rates due to the number of photons lost to the
various forms of pile-up.
As expected, the results using both a single TI-TDC pair (×) and eight TI-TDC pairs (◦) are
generally in line with the data presented in Sections 2.6.5 and 3.9, which use real single-channel
data and modelled data, respectively. Furthermore, re-running the model from Chapter 3 using
the actual experimental variables produces very similar results, as shown by the solid curve in
Figure 5.20. The slight disparity between the model and captured results at high photon rates
can be attributed to system non-idealities that are not included in the model, such as an increase
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Figure 5.20: Effect of increasing the photon-rate (µ) on the precision of the CMM calculation
for Rhodamine 6G using one TI-TDC pair (×), eight TI-TDC pairs (◦) and simulation (solid
line).
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5.8 Fluorescence Lifetime Applications
5.8.1 Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM)
The microscopy set up is now combined with a custom scanning head and a pin-hole is
introduced into the fluorescence emission path to perform confocal scanned fluorescence
lifetime imaging (FLIM). The device used for the experiments reported in this section is
the improved DCR part, which was necessary to achieve the required signal to noise ratio
(SNR) performance. The scanner and its control software offers flexibility in choosing image
resolution, pixel dwell time and single- or multiple-pass scans. However, in this work it is only
configured to perform a single-pass scan. To optimise the optical set up and the system’s FPGA
firmware and software for efficient data capture, multiple test images of fluorescent blocks are
acquired with image resolutions and pixel dwell times ranging from 160×160 to 1024×1024
and 40 µs to 200 µs, respectively.
The images in Figures 5.21a and 5.21b show log-intensity and CMM-FLIM images,
respectively, of a commercial yellow-green fluorescent 15 µm diameter bead (Invitrogen
Detection Technologies, UK) with a lifetime of ≈ 3 ns, mixed with unknown fluorescent
5 µm diameter beads with lifetimes of ≈ 8 ns. The beads are chosen due to their lack of
photobleaching, as well as their differences in intensity. The images have a resolution of
1024×1024 (1 Megapixel) and are captured with a 100 µs pixel dwell time, resulting in a
≈ 100 s acquisition. The intensity image is plotted on a log scale due to the largely varying
intensities of 500 kHz and 5 MHz for the small and large beads, respectively. The experiment
uses a 10 MHz excitation repetition rate, so the brighter bead is at least five times beyond
the pile-up limit. The CMM-FLIM image is thresholded to display black for pixels whose
counts are below the noise floor, leaving only the beads visible. The CMM pixel values are
background corrected and plotted on a false colour scale between 0.0 ns (blue) and 16.0 ns
(red). The extracted lifetimes of the two beads appear to lie around their expected values of
3 ns and 8 ns; to confirm this, pixel histograms are produced, as shown in Figure 5.21c. Due
to the much higher number of pixels of the larger bead, the image is split into two regions
(top and bottom) with their corresponding histograms shown in the figure by the red and blue
bars. The centres of the approximately Gaussian distributed histograms lie at ≈ 2.9 ns and
8.0 ns, which are in good agreement with expectations. The differing distribution spreads are a
consequence of the relative intensity difference between the two samples, with the dim sample
only providing ≈ 50 counts/pixel for the CMM calculation.
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Figure 5.21: (a) Log intensity, (b) thresholded background corrected CMM and (c) Histogram
of FLIM showing top half (red) and bottom half (blue).
These results not only highlight the successful integration of the device and its system into
a scanned confocal FLIM set up, but it also demonstrates the ability to operate beyond the
pile-up limit. Moreover, the ability to simultaneously capture dim and bright samples – without
the need to reduce excitation power for the bright sample and hence increase the exposure for
the dim sample – emphasises impressive dynamic range capability and ease of use.
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5.8.2 Simulated Flow
Finally, a simulated flow experiment is performed using a mixture of two types of fluorescently
labeled polystyrene beads. Commercial yellow-green fluorescent 2.4 µm diameter beads
(Interfacial Dynamics Corporation, Portland, OR) and 2 µm diameter beads labeled with
fluorescein have distinct lifetimes of ≈ 7 ns and 2.7 ns, respectively. Due to the unavailability
of a suitable flow setup and the complexities of building a custom one for this experiment,
the flow is simulated by manually scanning the mixed sample through the laser focus. Many
sequential CMM calculation exposures of 4 ms were acquired to match the relatively slow
manual scanning process. The results, as shown in Figure 5.22, clearly show the device’s ability
to distinguish these two labeled beads, with their expected lifetimes marked by the horizontal
lines. This is despite the high DCR caused by the device, which is clearly apparent in the bottom
graph. An intensity threshold is applied to the CMM calculation, marked on the bottom graph
by the green line. The brighter of the two samples produced a photon count rate of 2.5 MHz,
a photon-rate of 25 % of the 10 MHz excitation rate, highlighting the device’s resistance to
TCSPC pile-up. If this experiment was performed using a typical single-channel TCSPC setup
with discrete components, the laser power would be tuned to provide a photon-rate of 1-5 %
of the excitation rate for the brightest sample, significantly reducing the photon throughput of































Figure 5.22: Results from simulated flow experiment of a mixture of fluorescent beads.
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5.9 Conclusions
This chapter has described the supporting development platform required to not only test and
characterise the device, but to use it in practical fluorescence lifetime experiments. The platform
consists of a PCB which contains sockets for the sensor and an off-the-shelf plug-in FPGA
board, the latter of which required custom firmware to drive and process data to and from the
device. A custom software application is also developed to configure the FPGA and device and
to further process and visualise data captured from it. Furthermore, many routines are written
in the software to semi-automate specific characterisation tasks, such as DCR calibration.
The characterisation of the device began by testing the individual components separately.
The SiPM presents impressive throughput performance, allowing photon count rates of up
to 50 MHz and 700 MHz with the monostable disabled and enabled, respectively. Although
DCR performance does not meet the initial expectations (see Figure A.1), it is still possible
to select a region of 16 adjacent SPADs for experimentation which produce a combined DCR
of below 2 kHz. Characterisation of the TDCs as individual components is in line with the
expectations from [12], however the expected mismatch issue is highlighted by a worst case
TI-TDC resolution variation on a single device of 1.0 ps (52.2 ps and 53.2 ps). This has the
effect of creating a large FWHM of the TI-TDC pair of over 1 ns at a timing delay of 50 ns.
The linearity of the 1.43 ns resolution delay line is promising and its inclusion in the device
proved invaluable for experimental flexibility.
System characterisation is then performed by testing the SiPM and timing architecture together.
Measuring timing linearity using code-density tests proved problematic due to a limitation of
using the SiPM as the white noise source, where an oscillation on the bias voltages significantly
affected INL. Fortunately this issue is minimised by reducing the excitation frequency below
20 MHz and increasing the TDC range accordingly. Measurements of the optical IRF are device
dependent due to TDC mismatch, providing FWHMs of≈ 500 ps and≈ 1.3 ns for the best and
worst devices, respectively, at 50 ns delay with 16 adjacent SPADs enabled. This IRF result
is not only caused by SPAD and TDC jitter, but the SiPM also presented a positional timing
variation caused by routing delays between the SPADs and their monostables, which is longer
from the central columns than the outer columns. The worst case variation is minimised to
below 1 ns by ensuring VEB > 2.7 V. Finally, power consumption is measured to be between
2–5 µW at typical operating count rates, which is within the device specification.
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Results from TCSPC experimentation successfully demonstrate the ability of the system
to capture histogram data for post-processing with zero timing dead time, highlighting the
suitability of replacing the expensive, complex and power hungry discrete component TCSPC
set up. Enabling the CMM calculation then opens the way for real-time fluorescence lifetime
processing for suitable applications. The most promising result however is the increased
throughput made possible by the multiple-channel timing architecture. Despite the use of
an inferior DCR part, throughputs in excess of the excitation frequency are shown to be
possible for minimal error in lifetime calculation of < 4 %, whilst for the longest lifetime
fluorophore (≈ 16.5 ns), a throughput of five times the excitation frequency for a 5 % error in
lifetime calculation is possible. The similarities between these results and using the model
from Chapter 3 with the same parameter set are very promising, giving confidence of further
performance gains with the improved DCR parts.
The chapter finishes by performing trials of two practical fluorescence lifetime applications:
fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) and simulated flow based sorting. Both experiments
were successful, producing accurate CMM lifetime extraction measurements of fluorophores
producing photon count rates both within and beyond the classic TCSPC pile-up limit. These
results highlight the biggest advantage of the developed system; the ability to simultaneously
capture lifetime data of samples whose intensities are over an order of magnitude apart without
the need to reduce excitation power and therefore increase exposure time. Not only does
this highlight an impressive dynamic range capability, but it demonstrates an ease of use not





The research presented within this thesis successfully demonstrates the design, implementation
and operation of a miniaturised optical sensor with embedded processing for time-domain
fluorescence lifetime experimentation using time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC).
The manufactured device is shown to be capable of operating beyond the classic TCSPC
pile-up limit of typical discrete component arrangements, whilst providing fluorescence
lifetime calculation estimates in real-time. This has been achieved by understanding the
limitations of current state of the art TCSPC instrumentation and investigating applicable
CMOS technologies and architectures capable of overcoming these limitations. Detailed
modelling of a proposed architecture leads to the specification of a device that is designed,
simulated and manufactured in an advanced 130 nm standard CMOS imaging process. Finally,
after thorough characterisation of its individual components, the device is used to perform
practical fluorescence lifetime experiments, where it is shown to successfully meet the original
project aims, achieving photon count rates more than an order of magnitude greater than the
TCSPC pile-up limit.
A critical review of state of the art single and multiple channel TCSPC architectures is
presented in Chapter 2, with a focus on hardware and software techniques currently used to
overcome or minimise the effects of pile-up. Following this, a review of state of the art CMOS
technologies currently available to perform single photon detection and picosecond resolution
timing is described, before techniques to perform embedded fluorescence lifetime calculations
are presented. These investigations direct the choice of an integrated CMOS architecture
using single photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) in a silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) arrangement
with temporal compression, combined with a multiple channel time-interleaved time-to-digital
converter (TI-TDC) array, aimed at providing a more efficient and easy to use technique to
overcome TCSPC pile-up. A pre-calculation of the 100 % photon efficient high throughput
centre-of-mass method (CMM) is chosen as the embedded calculation technique.
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A MATLAB model is developed in Chapter 3 to investigate the performance of the chosen
integrated architecture with different device parameters and under different experimental
conditions. The performance is quantified both in terms of the ability to reduce the number of
photons lost due to pile up and the maximum photon throughput available for a given loss of
accuracy in lifetime calculation using CMM. The investigation concludes that a 16 detector
SiPM and an eight channel TI-TDC pair timing architecture is capable of providing a photon
throughput equal to or above the excitation frequency for a 1 % error in calculation of the
lifetime. This performance is possible so long as the SiPM output pulse-width is at least ten
times shorter than the fluorescence lifetime being measured. Finally, timing mismatch between
the multiple TDCs is added to the model and a technique to minimise its effect by randomising
the TDC utilisation and performing a calibration, is described.
The design of a CMOS device based on the chosen architecture and parameters from Chapters 2
and 3, respectively, is presented in Chapter 4. The use of an advanced 130 nm standard CMOS
technology allows the typically large and expensive discrete components required for a TCSPC
experiment to be integrated onto a single miniaturised device. Furthermore, implementation
in a standard CMOS process offers low manufacturing costs for high volume production. A
32×32 element SiPM array is designed to make efficient use of the available silicon area,
whilst providing the experimental flexibility to choose a suitable region of 16 low dark count
rate (DCR) detectors. A compressed SPAD output pulse-width of 250 ps is chosen based on
the results of extracted circuit simulations. A token-passing circuit is developed to distribute
photon events from the SiPM to the multiple channel TI-TDC architecture. However, due to
metastability issues within this circuit, it could not be designed to minimise the effect of TDC
mismatch by randomising the distribution. To facilitate test and characterisation of the device,
it is also designed to operate as an integrated single-channel TCSPC sensor.
The device is tested, characterised and demonstrated in practical fluorescence lifetime
experiments in Chapter 5. A higher than expected DCR distribution is measured, with only
30 % of SPADs being under 100 Hz. Timing performance is shown to be optimal by reducing
the apparent TDC resolution from 54 ps to 108 ps or 216 ps by averaging its output codes, with
the major remaining source of error coming from TDC mismatch, as expected. The device
is successfully demonstrated in bulk sample fluorescence lifetime experiments by capturing
single-channel TCSPC and CMM data, however these results are still limited by pile-up at
photon rates above 10 % of the excitation frequency. Enabling the eight-channel TI-TDC
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architecture with CMM allows photon throughputs in excess of the excitation frequency
for a 4 % error in calculation, with rates of up to five times the excitation frequency being
possible for the same error with the longest lifetime fluorophore (16.5 ns). Finally, the device
is used in practical proof of concept fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) and simulated
flow experiments, demonstrating its ability to provide an increased dynamic range when
simultaneously measuring bright and dim fluorescent samples.
6.2 Critical Discussion
The results captured using the developed prototype fluorescence lifetime sensor demonstrate
that photon throughput rates in excess of the classic TCSPC pile-up limit are possible by
integrating single photon detection, picosecond timing and embedded signal processing on a
single CMOS substrate. The device and its supporting evaluation platform (PCB hardware,
FPGA firmware and software) progresses the state of the art in TCSPC instrumentation,
providing a higher throughput, miniaturised, lower-cost, lower-power and easier to operate
alternative to traditional fluorescence lifetime experimentation techniques. The inclusion of a
test mode to provide raw timing data has proved invaluable during experimentation and is in
its own right a significant advance in TCSPC instrumentation, for the same reasons as above.
However, as expected from a first iteration prototype, there are a number of shortcomings and
areas for improvement, as will be presented below in this critical discussion of the design,
implementation and results.
The silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) implementation has a number of minor drawbacks that
result in non-idealities in the captured results. Although the findings from Chapter 3 specified
that 16 detectors where sufficient to achieve the specified throughput gains, a 32×32 SiPM was
implemented to maximise silicon area utilisation. Due to DCR issues with early versions of
the chip, the flexibility offered by this larger number of detectors proved extremely useful for
finding a compact region of suitably low DCR SPADs for experimentation. However, the larger
format SiPM exposed a position dependent timing variation that adds an additional source of
error to the instrument’s timing response (see Section 5.6.4). Fortunately this is minimised by
the careful selection of SPADs and by supplying a high VEB to increase the output inverter
drive strength. Furthermore, the SiPM size is the limiting factor for the compressed output
pulse-width, which is critical to achieving improved throughput performance. Techniques to
reduce this pulse-width, including decreasing the SiPM size, are presented in Section 6.4.2.
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The high-speed asynchronous nature of incoming photon events from the SiPM to the event
distribution router circuit presented a metastability issue with the original free-running design
of this block, which resulted in the token being lost until reset at the beginning of the next
exposure (see Section 4.4.3). Unfortunately due to time limitations during the chip design
phase of the project, a compromise was taken to revert to a resetting router which is capable
of correcting for metastability by retaining the token at all previous states. This approach
meant that there was greater timing variability between devices caused by TDC mismatch.
A technique to overcome both the metastability and the timing performance loss of a resetting
router is presented in Section 6.4.3.
The embedded processing block consists of a pre-calculation of the 100 % photon efficient
single-exponential centre-of-mass method (CMM). This pre-calculation, where the final
division is performed off-chip, is necessary to reduce the bandwidth requirements by providing
data compression when it is operated at high photon throughputs. Partitioning the calculation
in this way was the most efficient use of resource given the time constraints of the project.
Developing the hardware to also perform the division on-chip is the next logical step to
improve the implementation, however doing so would incur a significant area increase and
would require more complex control. Extensions to the basic CMM calculation (see Section
2.6.4) are the focus of ongoing parallel research and include the development of hardware
efficient techniques to perform background correction [134] and range extension, which
allows lifetimes to be computed when T < 7 · τ [10]. Furthermore, although the single
exponential model is effective at contrasting different fluorophores – which is useful for
high-rate diagnostic applications such as flow based sorting – a hardware efficient approach
to calculating two-exponential decay parameters has recently been developed [6], which is
important for applications such as FLIM-FRET. However, as with performing division on-chip,
each of these extensions has its own complexities and area requirements. Despite all of the
advantages of real-time fluorescence lifetime calculation techniques, capturing the raw TCSPC
data at photon-rates above the pile-up limit is also of great interest, so techniques to achieve
this are presented in Section 6.4.4.
The first fabricated device, which was used to capture the initial TCSPC and CMM
characterisation results (see Section 5.7), suffered from higher than expected DCR
performance. This limited the number of SPADs that could be enabled for experimentation;
a group of 8 was used, providing a total DCR of 5.5 kHz. Furthermore, the excitation
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synchronisation pulse created a ringing disturbance throughout the chip, including being
coupled onto the SPAD bias voltages, as described in Section 5.6.2. This has the effect of
modulating the SPAD PDP synchronously with the excitation, creating a serious timing
non-linearity. Fortunately, by reducing the excitation frequency from 20 MHz to 10 MHz or
below, the oscillation is damped and linearity is improved for the majority of the TDC range.
Despite these difficulties, the device is still able to demonstrate a significant improvement over
conventional pile-up limited approaches, presenting throughputs in excess of the excitation
frequency for minimal calculation error (< 4 %). The similarities between these captured
results and the results from simulations using the same device and experiment parameters, as
shown in Figure 5.19, is very encouraging as it provides confidence that with the improved
DCR parts, performance in line with the expectations from Chapter 3 are entirely possible.
The scanned fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) and simulated flow results presented in
Section 5.8 highlight the suitability of the device – and its accompanying hardware and
software control – to perform real-world TCSPC applications. The ability in scanned FLIM
to simultaneously measure fluorescence lifetime values of areas with contrasting high and
low brightness – without compromising the laser/excitation intensity, which would increase
exposure time – demonstrates impressive dynamic range performance and ease of use. All of
the results presented in this thesis show that the current implementation of the device is best
suited to measuring longer lifetime fluorophores (> 5 ns) due to the channel pile-up limitation
caused by the SiPM output pulse-width. This is an important and useful advantage as longer
lifetimes are currently most limited by classic TCSPC pile-up due to the relationship with the
reduced excitation frequency required to fully resolve the lifetime decay. However, reducing
the SiPM pulse-width further, or negating channel pile-up completely will make a multiple
timing-channel SiPM architecture even more powerful.
6.3 Future Work
There are a number or areas of work that could be undertaken using the current iteration of the
device, if sufficient time and resource was available. Most importantly, the TCSPC and CMM
characterisation experiments should be performed with 16 enabled detectors using an improved
DCR part. This would ideally confirm the expectations from simulation and provide a better
picture of the performance gains possible using the multiple timing channel SiPM architecture.
Additionally, although the simulated flow experiments worked well as an initial proof of
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concept, integrating the device into real flow sorting apparatus would provide evidence of the
significant advances possible by combining the application with this new TCSPC technology.
Achieving these advances also requires the implementation of real-time CMM background
correction and division on FPGA, rather than the approach of software post-processing used
for the characterisation results presented in this thesis. Finally, combining the sensor with a
miniaturised pulsed optical source – such as micro-LEDs [34] or laser diodes [139] – to create
a microsystem, would further miniaturise experimental setup for flow experiments, as well as
open the door for other interesting applications of miniaturised fluorescence lifetime systems,
such as explosives sensing [140], where work has already begun.
Before the completion of this work, a further iteration of the device was implemented and
manufactured, replacing the blue sensitive SPAD with a deep-junction variant which has
significantly improved near-infrared performance, providing a peak PDE of 44 % at 690 nm
and 20 % at 850 nm [141]. The integration of this new SPAD not only provides an optimal
wavelength choice for fluorescence lifetime applications with a longer wavelength emission, but
it also enables the use of the sensor in other important application areas such as ranging [142]
– which requires non-visible light – and time domain functional near-infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS) [143]. The use of the device for the multiple detector fNIRS application would
also benefit greatly from bring-up and testing of the networking feature, which could not be
performed due to the time, cost and complexity of producing a second custom PCB. Finally,
although the device itself is not directly applicable, the concepts and technology developed
throughout this research can also be used to make advances in additional application areas,
such as positron emission tomography (PET) [144] and fluorescence lifetime endoscopy [145].
Finally, micro-lensing of the device is currently being performed to improve fill-factor of the
photo-sensitive area, which will bring advances to all application areas mentioned above.
6.4 System Improvements
6.4.1 System Architecture
The current limiting factor of the system for further throughput improvements, particularly
for shorter (< 5 ns) lifetime fluorophores, is the finite pulse-width through the single SiPM
output channel. Although smart design techniques can be used to reduce the pulse-width,
it will always be process limited. Therefore the only solution to provide further throughput
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improvements is to increase the number of channels beyond one (NC > 1). This leads to a
new architecture proposal for future iterations of the device, as shown in Figure 6.1, where
the multiple channels create multiple sub-SiPMs (NS > 1). However, the SiPM design of
this proposal is complicated as the independent sub-SiPMs must be spatially interleaved so
that when selecting a region of adjacent detectors for experimentation, the channel usage is
balanced. A suite of new simulations is required using an updated architectural model, so that
this new proposal can be understood and an informed decision made on the optimal parameters,





















Figure 6.1: Proposed spatially interleaved sub-SiPM system architecture.
6.4.2 SiPM
With only 16 individual detectors required for experimentation, the first possible area for
improvement of the SiPM is a reduction in size to 16×16 or even 8×8. This would significantly
improve both the minimum available channel pulse-width and the position dependent timing
delay error, whilst still providing experimental flexibility to avoid high DCR SPADs. To further
improve the positional timing error, modifications should be made to the routing between
SPADs and the OR-tree to equalise the track distance and capacitance. Now that the work in
[112] has been proven in silicon and successfully demonstrated on the bench, techniques such
as using a honeycomb structure, sharing guard-rings and placing logic circuitry in the periphery
can be used to achieve fill-factors in excess of 50 %. As discussed in the previous sub-section,
any new SiPM architecture should consist of multiple spatially interleaved sub-SiPMs to
provide more than one output channel to the timing circuitry.
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The conceptual diagram in Figure 6.2 shows a possible implementation of the proposals
presented above, in the form of an 8×8 honeycomb structured SiPM. Four independent and
spatially interleaved sub-SiPM channels are denoted by the colours (red, green, blue and
purple), with each channel requiring its own OR-tree. The region highlighted in orange is
an example of 16 detectors enabled for experimentation, where there are an equal number of
SPADs belonging to each independent channel. As each sub-SiPM is smaller than the full SiPM
(which itself is smaller in size), the OR-tree depth is significantly reduced, allowing the use of
shorter monostable generated SPAD pulse-widths. The numbers and letters in the figure map
the SPADs to their first level OR gate, with all the paths equalised to five hexagon edges to
balance routing delays1. In practice, the OR-tree will not be as large as shown in the figure, as
the second and subsequent levels can be physically folded back into gaps in the first level, due
to the small area of the logic cells. Reducing the area of the SiPM in this way also provides
additional space on the silicon for improved signal processing, such as background correction



















































































































Figure 6.2: Proposed 8×8 honeycomb SiPM architecture with four spatially interleaved
channels.





The major source of timing error within the system is TDC mismatch. There are two relatively
simple modifications that can be made to the design to improve performance in this area. The
first technique requires the minimum amount of change to the current timing architecture,
so would be the fastest and easiest to implement. The mismatch error is emphasised by the
varying position of the histogram peak, which is caused by the commonly adopted reverse
START-STOP timing approach used for TCSPC. Combining a forward timing mode with the
successful embedded delay line would allow the decay peak to be positioned close to time
zero (t = 0) and hence minimise the effect of gain mismatch at the point where most photons
arrive. The results from running the CMM mismatch simulations from Section 3.10 using
a forward timing mode and resetting router are shown by the blue error bars in Figure 6.3.
The worst case errors caused by mismatch are much smaller than for the reverse timing mode
with a resetting router (grey error bars) and are comparable to the free-running router (see
Appendix A.5). Using a forward timing mode has the drawback of producing an increased
power consumption that is inversely proportional to photon activity2. However, this is not
expected to be a major issue given the relatively low power consumption compared to a discrete
component TCSPC arrangement. The second modification is to introduce a pseudo-random
linear feedback shift register (LFSR) element into the routing circuitry to randomise the reset
state and hence TDC usage. This would have the effect of making the safer resetting router
operate like a free-running router. Combining this technique with a forward timing mode yields
























Photon-rate / Excitation Frequency (µ) 
Figure 6.3: Worst case CMM calculation errors (error bars) from 100 random TDC mismatch
configurations using a forward timing mode with resetting (blue) and randomised (red) routers.
2The TDCs will all run continuously when there are no photons and will be stopped earlier (on average) as the
number of detected photons is increased.
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6.4.4 Data Processing & Acquisition
In addition to the CMM calculation enhancements introduced in Section 6.2, there is scope to
optimise the existing embedded processing and provide access to raw TCSPC data for multiple
photon events per excitation period. The hardware requirements for the CMM calculation can
be significantly simplified by using the TDC itself to perform the code accumulation by not
resetting it between events. This would not only save the area required by the accumulating
circuitry, but would negate the need for pairs of TDCs, as there would be no reset dead-time.
To achieve this, a reverse timing mode is necessary as the TDC should only be restarted when
triggered by a photon event. The major downside to a non-resetting TDC is that gain errors
between TDCs in a multiple timing channel architecture will get progressively worse with
increasing exposure times. Therefore – unless the TDCs can be locked to a stable oscillation
frequency using a phase-locked loop (PLL) or similar – a mismatch compensation circuit is
required at the output of each TDC, as well as a calibration procedure.
Although providing raw TCSPC codes at high data-rates would not allow efficient real-time
calculation, it would act as a powerful tool for experimentation where accuracy is more
important than processing speed (e.g. FLIM-FRET). The maximum bandwidth of a pad in this
process is approximately 100 MHz, so assuming that 10-bit data is sufficient, each code can be
transmitted off chip at up to 10 MHz through one pad. This defines the maximum excitation
rate achievable before more than one pad is required per timing channel. An architecture to
achieve raw TCSPC functionality is shown in Figure 6.4, where an on-chip PLL is locked to the
incoming synchronisation pulse to provide the 100 MHz clock to a set of data serialisers. The
PLL can also be used to lock the oscillation frequency of the TDCs to improve gain mismatch
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The initial motivations of this research were to increase the pile-up limited photon throughput
of conventional single channel TCSPC apparatus and provide a means to extract fluorescence
lifetime calculations in real-time, whilst miniaturising the multiple hardware components into
a single device. These aims have been successfully realised by the design, implementation
and demonstration of an advanced hardware/software system built around an integrated CMOS
sensor core, that uses cutting edge SPAD, SiPM and TDC technology combined with real-time
embedded CMM processing in a novel architecture. The evidence provided through modelling
and simulation, as well as characterisation and experimental results successfully demonstrate
that the sensor architecture is a significant advance in state of the art TCSPC and time-domain
fluorescence lifetime instrumentation, providing photon throughputs in excess of the excitation
frequency for minimal error in lifetime calculation by CMM.
It is hoped that the future direction of this work will branch into two primary themes: the
development of experimental applications to exploit the performance gains and ease of
use made possible by the technology; and continued investigation into an improved sensor
architecture using the knowledge gained throughout this research. The most exciting future
work promises to come from the integration of the device into experimental setups to advance
cutting edge research in the fields of medical diagnosis and pharmacological development.
This can be achieved not only for fluorescence lifetime based applications such as FLIM-FRET
and flow based sorting; but also for other applications such as fNIRS and PET. Minor
modifications to the sensor architecture and design – such as: adapting the SiPM to increase fill
factor, improve the timing response and provide more output channels; using a forward mode
timing and/or providing random TDC utilisation; and providing raw TCSPC data in addition
the real-time CMM calculation – promise to provide even further performance improvements
to this appealing new technology.
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1 %% Function Declaration























25 %% Fixed Variables
26
27 % Laser repitition rate
28 f_E = 20.0*1000000;
29
30 % Laser period (ps)
31 per = (1 e12 / f_E );
32
33 % TDC R_T (ps)









41 %% Create Ideal lifetime decay
42
43 % Approximate peak counts in ideal decay (@ 1ps)
44 C_P2 = C_P / R_T ;
45
46 % Time (@ 1 ps)
47 t1 = 0: per -1;
48
49 % Ideal histogram
50 decay1 = C_P2 *(1./ exp (t1/ tau ));
51
52
53 %% Add shot - noise and DCR ( uncorrelated light )
54
55 % Discrete Ideal histogram + shot - noise
56 decay1 = round ( poissrnd ( decay1 ) );
57
58 % Total number of photon events
59 N_events = sum ( decay1 );
60
61 % Number of excitation periods ( macro times )
62 N_per = N_events /mu;
63
64 % Total time of experiment (in seconds )
65 time = N_per / f_E ;
66
67 % Create poisson distributed white - noise
68 noise = poissrnd ( ( DCR * time )/per , 1, per );
69
70 % Add histogram and noise floor
71 decay1 = decay1 + noise ;
72
73 % Re - calculate total number of photon events










82 %% Convert histogram decay data to individual discrete events
83
84 % Create array to hold events
85 events = zeros (1 , N_events );
86
87 % Index to count through total number of events
88 index = 1;
89
90 % Loop through each bin in histogram
91 for i =1: per
92 % Loop through each event within current bin
93 for j =1: decay1 (1 ,i)
94 % If reverse start - stop
95 if rev == 1
96 % Add event at current index
97 events ( index ) = mod ( ( per - i) + T_P , per );
98 else
99 % Add event at current index
100 events ( index ) = mod ( i + T_P , per );
101 end
102 % Increment Index





108 %% Assign events to excitation period ( temporal )
109
110 % Create array of random excitation period indexes
111 pos = ceil ( ( N_per -1) * rand (1 , N_events ) );
112
113 % Sort random positions
114 % [ sorted array , index of sorted items ] = sort ( X )
115 [ sorted order ] = sort ( pos );
116
117 % Order by positions
118 % NB. Order within each time window will remain
119 events (1 ,:) = events (1 , order );
120
121 % Add sorted positions to events array
122 events = [ events ; sorted ];
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123 %% Assign events to SPAD detectors ( spatial )
124
125 % Add random SPAD id to events array
126 events = [ events ; ceil ( N_D * rand (1 , N_events ) ) ];
127
128 % Order by same positions as above
129 events (3 ,:) = events (3 , order );
130
131 clear pos order sorted ;
132
133
134 %% Process events assuming no pile -up
135
136 % Create x- axis for processed decay histogram
137 t2 = ( R_T : R_T : per + R_T );
138
139 % Calculate the number of bins in the histogram
140 bins = size (t2 ,2) ;
141
142 % Create array to hold histogram for ideal decay
143 decay2 = zeros (1 , bins );
144
145 % Loop around all events
146 for i =1: N_events
147 % Calculate the histogram bin to be incrememented
148 bin = ceil ( events (1 ,i) / R_T );
149 % Increment location in decay indexed by bin
















164 %% Process events assuming pile -up
165
166 % If reverse start -stop , set negate flag
167 if ( rev == 1)
168 neg = -1;
169 else
170 neg = 1;
171 end
172
173 % Create array of TDC resolutions using variations
174 R_T2 = R_T + sig_T ;
175
176 % Create arrays to store decay data for each timing channel
177 decay2_PU_ch = zeros ( N_T *N_M , bins );
178
179 % Detector , SiPM pulse - width and timing - cannel pile -up counters
180 PU_D = 0; PU_P = 0; PU_T = 0;
181
182 % Inter - excitation period event counter
183 j = 0;
184
185 % Create memories to store previous event information
186 prv = [ -t_P , 0 ];




















205 % Loop over all events
206 for i =1: N_events
207 % Calculate absolute time of current photon event
208 cur = per * events (2 ,i) + neg * events (1 ,i);
209 % If we ’re in the same excitation period
210 if ( prv (2) == events (2 ,i) )
211 % If we are over a SPAD dead - time from previous event
212 if ( cur - prv_D ( events (3 ,i)) ) > t_D
213 % If we are over a SiPM pulse - width from previous event
214 if ( cur - prv (1) ) > t_P
215 % If we still have a timing channel available
216 if ( j < N_T )
217 % Add one to event counter
218 j = j + 1;
219 % Calculate which timing channel is being used
220 ch = j + N_T * mod ( events (2 ,i), N_M );
221 % Calculate histogram bin for current event
222 bin = ceil ( events (1 ,i) / R_T2 ( ch ) );
223 % Increment decay histogram
224 decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) = decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) + 1;
225 else
226 PU_T = PU_T + 1; % Timing pile -up
227 end
228 else
229 PU_P = PU_P + 1; % SiPM Pulse - width pile -up
230 end
231 else
















246 % Reset case , new timing window reached .
247 else
248 % Reset event counter
249 j = 0;
250 % If we are over a SPAD dead - time from previous event
251 if ( cur - prv_D ( events (3 ,i)) ) > t_D
252 % If we are over a SiPM pulse - width from previous event
253 if ( cur - prv (1) ) > t_P
254 % Add one to event counter
255 j = j + 1;
256 % Calculate which timing channel is being used
257 ch = j + N_T * mod ( events (2 ,i), N_M );
258 % Calculate histogram bin for current event
259 bin = ceil ( events (1 ,i) / R_T2 ( ch ) );
260 % Increment decay histogram
261 decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) = decay2_PU_ch (ch , bin ) + 1;
262 else
263 PU_P = PU_P + 1; % SiPM Pulse - width pile -up
264 end
265 else
266 PU_D = PU_D + 1; % Detector Dead - time pile -up
267 end
268 end
269 % Add current event information to previous memories
270 prv = [ cur , events (2 ,i) ];
271 prv_D ( events (3 ,i)) = cur ;
272 end
273
274 % Create total decay from each timing channel contribution
275 if ( N_T * N_M > 1)
276 decay2_PU = sum ( decay2_PU_ch );
277 else
278 decay2_PU = decay2_PU_ch ;
279 end
280
281 % Convert lost events to percentages
282 PU_T = 100* PU_T / N_events ;
283 PU_P = 100* PU_P / N_events ;
284 PU_D = 100* PU_D / N_events ;
285
286 clear events ;
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287 %% CMM (No Pile -Up)
288
289 % Convert peak histogram position to timing bin resolution
290 T_P2 = T_P / R_T ;
291
292 % Calculate FIRST and LAST as bin position for indexing
293 % depending on whether reverse start - stop
294 if ( rev == 1 )
295 LAST = T_P2 ;
296 FIRST = 1;
297 else
298 LAST = 1000;
299 FIRST = T_P2 + 1;
300 end
301
302 % Calculate FIRST , LAST and m in ps for calculations
303 LAST2 = LAST * R_T ;
304 FIRST2 = FIRST * R_T ;
305 m = LAST - FIRST + 1;
306
307 % Need to know noise per time - bin ( npb )
308 npb = ( DCR * time ) / bins ;
309
310 % Calculate total number of processed events
311 cmm_count = sum ( decay2 (1 , FIRST : LAST ) );
312 % Calculate sum of histogram codes
313 cmm_sum = sum ( t2 (1 , FIRST : LAST ).* decay2 (1 , FIRST : LAST ) );
314 % Calculate effective number of processed events (- DCR )
315 cmm_count2 = cmm_count - m* npb ;
316 % Calculate effective sum of histogram codes (- DCR )
317 cmm_sum2 = cmm_sum - (( m* npb *( LAST2 + FIRST2 ) ) /2) ;
318
319 % Calcualte raw CMM value
320 cmm = cmm_sum2 / cmm_count2 ;
321
322 % Calcualte actual CMM value , depending on reverse start - stop
323 if ( rev == 1 )
324 cmm = LAST2 - cmm ;
325 else




328 %% CMM (Pile -Up)
329
330 % Calculate total number of processed events
331 cmm_count_PU = sum ( decay2_PU (1 , FIRST : LAST ) );
332 % Calculate sum of histogram codes
333 cmm_sum_PU = sum ( t2 (1 , FIRST : LAST ).* decay2_PU (1 , FIRST : LAST ) );
334 % Calculate effective number of processed events (- DCR )
335 cmm_count2_PU = cmm_count_PU - m* npb ;
336 % Calculate effective sum of histogram codes (- DCR )
337 cmm_sum2_PU = cmm_sum_PU - (( m* npb *( LAST2 + FIRST2 ) ) /2) ;
338
339 % Calcualte raw CMM value
340 cmm_PU = cmm_sum2_PU / cmm_count2_PU ;
341
342 % Calcualte actual CMM value , depending on reverse start - stop
343 if ( rev == 1 )
344 cmm_PU = LAST2 - cmm_PU ;
345 else




350 %% For plotting on log , remove 0s
351 decay2 ( decay2 == 0) = 1;
352 decay2_PU ( decay2_PU == 0) = 1;
353 decay2_PU_ch ( decay2_PU_ch == 0 ) = 1;
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A.3 Single-Channel TCSPC and CMM Pile-Up Theory




t · e−t/τ · e−µ(1−e−t/τ) dt
T∫
0
e−t/τ · e−µ(1−e−t/τ) dt
The denominator has already been calculated, as given by Equation 2.4 (excluding the
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A.4 Channel Pulse-Width Pile-Up Theory
The following derivation of theoretical expressions is provided courtesy of Dr. Jochen Arlt.
Emissions of fluorescence photons can be described by a Poisson distribution. If µ is the
average number of photons per laser cycle incident on the detector, then the following equation




While the probability of having multiple photons arriving within a signal cycle is negligible for
very low µ, it generally has to be taken into account as additional photons in a given laser cycle
lead to photon loss (TCSPC pile-up).
For an ideal sensor, the probability of detecting a photon which arrives as the mth out of a total
of n photons is given by;
Pm,n(t) = wm,n × [Pbefore(t)]m−1 × P (t)× [Pafter (t)]n−m
where Pbefore(t), P (t), Pafter(t) are the probability of a photon arriving before, at or after delay
time t, respectively, and wm,n is the statistical weight. As the photons are indistinguishable the





However, for a real sensor the system is blind for a dead-time tP , so if any photon has arrived
within the time interval from max(0, t− tP ) to t, the mth photon will no longer get detected.
The mth photon will therefore only be detected with a reduced probability which can be
expressed by replacing Pbefore(t) with Pbefore(t− tP ) (which is assumed to be 0 for t < tP );
Pdetm,n(t) = wm,n × [Pbefore(t− tP )]m−1 × P (t)× [Pafter (t)]n−m
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Therefore the total number of detected photon events due to the mth arriving photon within a




n · fn(µ) · Pdetm,n(t)





where nmax is the maximum number of photons that can be timed within a single excitation
cycle.
For a single exponential decay (I(t) = e−t/τ ) it is fairly straightforward to express most of
these expressions analytically, giving;









Therefore the contribution of photons which arrive first at the detector is given by;




e−nt/τ · fµ(n) = e−t/τ · e−µ(1−e
−t/τ)
And for a later, mth, photon;







(1− e−(t−tP )/τ)m−1 · e−(n−m)t/τ · fµ(n) for t ≥ tP































































Photon-rate / Excitation Frequency (µ) 
Figure A.4: Effect of increasing µ on the worst case errors (error bars) of the CMM calculation
from 100 different random TDC mismatch configurations using resetting (top) and free-running
(bottom) routers. The solid lines represent the ideal CMM calculation with no TDC mismatch,
from which the errors are calculated.
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A.6 SIPM_CMM Register Map
The order of multi-bit words should be noted carefully, as some are big-endian and some are
little-endian due to routing constraints in the chip. The software register mapping takes care of
this ordering.
Bits Signal Description
0 DIR Control bit, to divert the serial interface to the SPAD enables, is reset
separately from the rest of the serial interface memory using READ_IN.
0 – Data, Read & Clock to control serial interface.
1 – Data, Read & Clock to SPAD enables serial interface.
1 RAW_SPAD_MODE 0 – Sampled (VALID) SPAD to ripple counter (max. 1 per laser cycle,
through comparator block).
1 – Raw SPAD to ripple counter.
2 RAW_TDC_MODE 0 – Raw TDC o/p pads disabled.
1 – Raw TDC o/p pads enabled and raw TDC values (×4) to serial
interface.
3 COMMS_MODE 1 – 10-bit photon counting enabled (select bits 12:3).
0 – TDC operation enabled.
5:4 LASERSTOPSRC 00 – Pulses in, pulses out, internal square (/2). Normal operation.
01 – Pulses in, square out (/2), internal square (/2). Chained 0.
10 – Square in, square out, internal square. Chained 1+.
11 – Selects TEST_LASER_IN (CLOCK_OUT) as laser source.
6 DELAY_ENABLE 0 – Delay block is disabled.
1 – Delay block is enabled.
13:7 S0_DELAY Time from STOP until MASK is asserted.
20:14 S1_DELAY Time for GATE to stay asserted (minus S0, must be > S0).
27:21 S2_DELAY Time for MASK to stay asserted (minus S0, must be > S0+S1).1
34:28 STOP_DELAY Delay for STOP signal into TDC banks.
35 TDC_MODE 0 – ×1 TDC bank enabled and outputs connected to serial interface.
1 – ×8 TDC bank enabled and outputs connected to serial interface.
36 TEST_MODE_EN 0 – Test signals & GATE/MASK/FQUENCHN o/p pads disabled.
1 – Test signals & GATE/MASK/FQUENCHN o/p pads enabled.
37 RAW_SPAD_PAD 0 – Raw SPAD o/p pad disabled.
1 – Raw SPAD o/p pad enabled.
38 MONOSTABLEN 0 – SPAD monostable enabled.
1 – SPAD monostable disabled (NOTE: Cannot disable SPADs).
Table A.1: Continued on next page




39 COMP_BYPASS 0 – Do not bypass the TDC output digital comparator.
1 – Bypass the TDC output digital comparator.
40:42 TDC_POS_SEL 000 – Select TDC data 9:0, giving ≈ 50 ps resolution.
001 – Select TDC data 10:1, giving ≈ 100 ps resolution.
...
111 – Select TDC data 14:5, giving ≈ 1.6 µs resolution.
111 – Select TDC data 15:6, giving ≈ 3.2 µs resolution.
43 STARTSRC 0 – SPAD output starts TDC.
1 – TEST_START_IN starts TDC.
44:53 CMM_LAST Maximum TDC value for comparator (0–1024).
54:63 CMM_FIRST Minimum TDC value for comparator (0–1024).
Table A.1: SIPM_CMM Memory Register Map.
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A.7 Serial Interface Timing
Write
Ensuring that the dir bit is not currently set, 64-bits of data (DATA) is clocked (CLK) into the






D<62> D<61> D<60> D<59> D<3> D<2> D<1> D<0>D<63>
• • •
• • •
Figure A.5: Timing diagram for a register write.
SPAD Enables
The dir bit is set within the control registers by performing a serial interface write, as described
above. Then, 1024-bits of data (DATA) is clocked (CLK) into the extended shift register serial






D<1> D<2> D<3> D<4> D<1020> D<1021> D<1022> D<1023>D<0>
• • •
• • •




The READ input is held high for a long enough duration to allow the CMM pre-calculation to
settle. To ensure the data can settle, READ is used internally as a GATE to stop new TCSPC
timestamps being processed. Strobing CLK high when the data has settled and whilst READ
is still high will load the CMM data into the serial interface shift register. A short internal
RESET signal is created using the NAND of CLK and READ to reset the CMM processing












Figure A.7: Timing diagram for a read.
System Reset
Due to the limited number of I/O pads available, a system reset (RESET ) is created from the
NAND of READ and WRITE. To ensure that data is not written during this reset, WRITE is











The device has 38 functional pads, positioned as shown in Figure A.9 below, where the grey
signals are optional test signals. Information on each pad is detailed in the Table A.2, where
the pads are numbered as per their position in the 48CLCC package.
























































Figure A.9: Padring signal locations in a ×2 device network.
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Pad Signal Bond Type IMG175 Library
6 VBD (in) F/S/C Power ANA_TC_NOPROT (unprotected pad)
7 FQUENCHN F Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
8 GATE F Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
9 READ_IN F/S/C Input BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
10 WRITE_IN F/S/C Input BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
11 DATA_IN F/S/C Input BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
12 VDDE (in) F/S/C Power VDDIO_3V3_65
13 GNDE (in) F/S/C Power VSSIO_3V3_65
14 CLOCK_OUT F/C Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
15 VEB (in) F/S/C Power VDDCO_3V3_65
16 VDD (in) F/S/C Power VDDIOCO_65
17 GND (in) F/S/C Power VSSIOCO_65
18 TEST_START_IN F/S/C Input BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
19 LASER_STOP_IN F/S/C Input BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
20:29 TDC_OUT<9:0> F Outputs BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
30 LASER_STOP_OUT F/C Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
31 TEST_START_OUT F/C Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
32 GND (out) F/C Power VSSIOCO_65
33 VDD (out) F/C Power VDDIOCO_65
34 VEB (out) F/C Power VDDCO_3V3_65
35 CLOCK_IN F/S/C Input BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
36 GNDE (out) F/C Power VSSIO_3V3_65
37 VDDE (out) F/C Power VDDIO_3V3_65
38 DATA_OUT F/S/C Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
39 WRITE_OUT F/C Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
40 READ_OUT F/C Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
41 RAW_SPAD F/S Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
42 MASK F Output BD4SCRPROG54M108_TC_FS
43 VBD (out) F/C Power ANA_TC_NOPROT (unprotected pad)
Table A.2: Pad list.
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A.9 Evaluation Platform PCB
(a)
(b)
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Recent demonstration of highly integrated, solid-state, time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) systems in CMOS technology is set to provide significant increases in performance over
existing bulky, expensive hardware. Arrays of single photon single photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
detectors, timing channels, and signal processing can be integrated on a single silicon chip with a de-
gree of parallelism and computational speed that is unattainable by discrete photomultiplier tube and
photon counting card solutions. New multi-channel, multi-detector TCSPC sensor architectures with
greatly enhanced throughput due to minimal detector transit (dead) time or timing channel dead time
are now feasible. In this paper, we study the potential for future integrated, solid-state TCSPC sensors
to exceed the photon pile-up limit through analytic formula and simulation. The results are validated
using a 10% fill factor SPAD array and an 8-channel, 52 ps resolution time-to-digital conversion ar-
chitecture with embedded lifetime estimation. It is demonstrated that pile-up insensitive acquisition is
attainable at greater than 10 times the pulse repetition rate providing over 60 dB of extended dynamic
range to the TCSPC technique. Our results predict future CMOS TCSPC sensors capable of live-cell
transient observations in confocal scanning microscopy, improved resolution of near-infrared optical
tomography systems, and fluorescence lifetime activated cell sorting. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4824196]
I. INTRODUCTION
Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is the
favoured technique to characterise fluorescence decay life-
times of low light signals emitted from single dye molecules
in response to synchronized optical impulses. It provides
picosecond accuracy and high photon efficiency, enabling
precise multi-exponential studies of molecular interactions
within live cells using techniques such as Forster Resonant
Energy Transfer (FRET).1 TCSPC is conventionally imple-
mented using a pulsed excitation source, a discrete detec-
tor such as an avalanche photodiode (APD) or photomulti-
plier tube (PMT), external time-to-digital conversion (TDC)
hardware, and a PC to compute the decay constant. Pixel-by-
pixel data acquisition of TCSPC in conjunction with a confo-
cal scanning microscope setup allows 3D sectioning of sam-
ples and Fluorescence Lifetime Imaging (FLIM). Generally,
the low fluorophore concentrations in cellular FRET mea-
surements or autofluorescence imaging and sample photo-
stability limit the available count rate to well within the few
megahertz counting capability of typical hardware.2 In the
best case, the low photon emission allows acquisition of a 10
kilopixel FLIM image in approximately 1 s. However, cer-
tain FLIM experiments can be run at a much higher count
rate such as chlorophyll transients or yeast autofluorescence.2
Furthermore, other non-imaging applications of TCSPC such
as flow cytometry, fluorescence activated cell sorting, high
throughput screening (HTS), and functional near infrared
spectroscopy (fNIRS) require acquisition at peak photon rates
in the 10–100 MHz range.1
TCSPC count rates are limited by three effects: classical
TCSPC pile-up, where only one photon event can be mea-
sured per excitation period;1, 3, 4 counting loss due to the dead-
time of the timing electronics5 (typically greater than 100 ns);
and counting loss due to pulse overlap caused by detector
dead-time. The classic TCSPC pile-up effect requires pho-
ton count rates to operate at a maximum of 10%–20% of
the excitation repetition rate1 accepting a few percent error
in lifetime estimates. However, with modern megahertz ex-
citation rates, the counting loss due to the dead-time of the
timing electronics reduces this to only 1%–5%. These losses
have been addressed by increasing the excitation repetition
rate to 100 MHz at the expense of only being able to mea-
sure sub-nanosecond lifetimes6 and by operating up to 8 par-
allel timing channels to provide a total photon count rate of
50 MHz.2 Multi-detector arrangements can alleviate pile-up
due to detector dead time; for a single PMT, the practical limit
is of the order of 5–10 MHz.1 Often the photon events from
an array of detectors are multiplexed by a router through a
single timing channel, limited by routing channel and tim-
ing system dead time to 10 MHz count rate. In multi-detector
0034-6748/2013/84(10)/103105/10/$30.00 © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC84, 103105-1
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systems, pile-up can be suppressed by inhibiting the timing
system on detection of several photons occurring within the
same signal period in different detector channels,7, 8 however,
such an approach is photon inefficient. In general, TCSPC
operation above 10 MHz count rate requires multi-module
TCSPC systems comprising both parallel detector and timing
channels. However, the physical system size, cost, and pro-
cessing requirements limit this approach to a small number of
channels.1
An integrated solid-state CMOS implementation
of a multi-module TCSPC system has recently been
demonstrated.9 The high speed and compactness of elec-
tronics implemented in modern very large scale integration
(VLSI) radically alter the constraints on TCSPC system
design and related single photon techniques.10 For example,
large numbers of single photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
detectors and compact time to digital converter (TDC) timing
channels can be integrated on a single chip. Indeed, a 20k
multi-channel TCSPC imager has been presented recently.11
Moreover, high speed digital circuit techniques such as pulse
shortening and pipelined converter operation allow detector
and timing channel dead time to be reduced by several orders
of magnitude over discrete hardware, from a few 100 ns
to few 100 ps duration. CMOS SPAD detectors offer ex-
tremely high photon detection efficiencies (>50%), low dark
count (<100 Hz), and after-pulsing rates (<0.1%) at high
fill-factors (>70%). Nevertheless, they suffer from relatively
long dead time (!10–50 ns) compared to the single photon
response of PMTs (!1 ns), with potential for significant
detector pile-up effects. Finally, on-chip TCSPC histogram-
ming or even direct signal processing to compute lifetime is
feasible to limit data transfer and memory requirements of
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) based systems. Thus,
the latency with which the lifetime estimates can be obtained
can be greatly reduced (few 10s of microseconds).
The study presented in this paper aims to explore the
new freedom to design TCSPC systems with large numbers
of parallel channels, low latency, and dead time. We seek to
determine the ultimate performance of multi-module VLSI
TCSPC implementations through mathematical modeling and
computer simulation. In Sec. II, we present possible architec-
tures for a multi-channel TCSPC chip and develop models for
photon loss and pile-up. In Sec. III, we examine the effect of
pulse-shortening, SPAD dead time, and number of channels
on photon-pile-up distortion and ultimate photon throughput.
In Sec. IV, we compare the predictions of our model applied
to our chip implementation9 with measured experimental
results.
II. PILE-UP IN INTEGRATED TCSPC SENSORS
In TCSPC systems, not every single photon arriving at
the detector contributes to the measured signal. Quantum ef-
ficiency and fill factor determine the detection efficiency of
the device, and although they are crucial for the overall pho-
ton sensitivity, the associated photon loss has no direct effect
on the lifetime measurement as it affects all photons with the
same probability. However, there are also signal losses which




FIG. 1. (a) Classical TCSPC, (b) timing dead-time, and (c) detector dead-
time TCSPC pile-up.
rate estimation of the lifetime (“Pile-up”). Classical pile-up,
which is due to the fact that traditional TCSPC systems can
only time-stamp at most one photon per signal cycle, is proba-
bly the best-known of such distortions and has been discussed
in great detail in literature. For example, Becker’s book1 cov-
ers classical pile-up together with most of the other effects
which distort the recorded arrival time distribution. These can
be roughly divided into 3 categories as illustrated in Fig. 1:
(a) Classical TCSPC pile-up: The timing hardware is un-
able to process more than one photon event in any given
excitation period.
(b) Timing dead-time pile-up: The timing hardware requires
a certain time tT (typically > 100 ns) after receiving a
photon to process the event and produce a timestamp.
During this time, it is unable to process any further pho-
ton events.
(c) Detector dead-time pile-up: A detector registering a pho-
ton is unable to detect further photons for a dead time tD.
A classical TCSPC system consists of a single detector
combined with a single timer element, but for a sensor with
more elements there is a choice between several architectures
(Fig. 2). Generally, the optical signal is spread over ND inde-
pendent detectors. For systems based on photomultiplier sys-
tems, the size and cost of hardware limits ND, however for in-
tegrated CMOS, many thousand SPADs can be employed in
a silicon photomultiplier (SiPM) like arrangement. The sim-
plest TCSPC system couples a single detector into a single
timing channel, and multi-module systems comprise multiple
such arrangements (Arch. I). More generally, the pulses rep-
resenting detected photons can be distributed via NC channels
to NT timing measurement blocks. As before, where discrete
TCSPC cards are employed NT is restricted to low integers
due to size and cost, however in integrated form, NT may eas-
ily exceed several thousand. Where ND is not equal to NT,
some multiplexing system is necessary to combine detector
outputs and redistribute them to timing measurement blocks.
In a conventional TCSPC system, this is accomplished by a
router consisting of a summing amplifier combining detec-
tor pulses and an encoder conveying digital channel num-
ber information.1 In CMOS technology, the router can be
implemented entirely by digital electronics operating on the
logic level pulses from the SPADs. The summing amplifier
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FIG. 2. Possible (sub-)sensor architectures to combine ND parallel detectors
and NT timers.
becomes an OR gate and the router may employ sophisti-
cated schemes to distribute the summed digital pulses to the
NT available timing measurement blocks. Therefore, a final
pile-up mechanism can be distinguished due to this summa-
tion:
(d) Router pile-up : The loss of detected photons within the
router due to the summation of pulses whereby detec-
tor pulses occurring within a time tP of one another will
coalesce into a single pulse.
As SPAD pulses are !50 ns in duration, router pile-
up starts to become important at around a few MHz pulse
rates. However, in CMOS implementation the router may
also perform pulse shaping on the detector pulses, shorten-
TABLE I. Parameters of device explored in the numerical model as well as
for the experimental data.
Modeled Values in
Variable Description value(s) experiment
ND Number of SPAD detectors in SiPM 1–1024 8
tD SPAD dead-time 10–50 ns 10 ns
DCR Dark Count Rate (DCR) per SPAD 0–1 kHz 700 Hz
tP SiPM output pulse-width < 1 ns 550 ps
NT Number of parallel timing channels 1–100 8
RT Resolution of timing-channels 50–400 ps 113 ps
ing their duration to tP. This is readily accomplished by sim-
ple pulse-shortening circuits allowing tP to approach a few
logic gate delays in modern CMOS (!100 ps). This step is
clearly of less importance for the few nanosecond output of
PMTs which is perhaps why this effect, and that of detec-
tor pile-up, are little discussed in the literature. An integrated
CMOS sensor has been presented recently9 and its specific
architecture is shown in Figure 3. This device’s parameters
provide the basis for the modeling and analysis that follow in
Sec. III.
III. PILE-UP MODEL AND THEORY
In this section, we will study the detector, router, and
timer pile-up effects of a generic, integrated TCSPC system
(Fig. 2) through MATLAB modeling and present analytical ex-
pressions for the histogram distortion introduced by “router
pile-up.” Typical parameter ranges of integrated TCSPC re-
alizations from Table I will be used in this study. The accu-
racy of our model is confirmed with measured results from a
CMOS silicon photomultiplier9 in Sec. IV.
A. Numerical model
To study the behaviour of different integrated sensor de-
signs, we have numerically modeled their performance in
MATLAB, taking into account all of the sources of histogram
distortions discussed in Sec. II. The MATLAB random num-
ber generator is used to simulate individual photon events
with the appropriate statistical distribution, i.e., a single ex-
ponential distribution as a function of delay time with life-
time ! on an uncorrelated background due to the detector dark
count rate (DCR) and a Poisson distribution into individual
Detector pile-up






















FIG. 3. Specific sensor architecture of our hardware implementation, corresponding to Arch. IV.
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excitation cycles and parallel detectors as a function of µ
(number of photons per excitation cycle). These random pho-
ton events are processed by code that simulates the various
photon loss mechanism of the sensor, as shown schematically
in Figure 1, to determine which events will get detected and
timed. Detection rate and arrival time histograms can be gen-
erated to study the effects of the separate loss mechanisms
individually as well as their combined effects.
Furthermore, the MATLAB code calculates the centre-of-
mass12 (or first moment) of the decay histogram to estimate
its single-exponential lifetime ! , as this is also directly per-
formed in our hardware realization (see Sec. IV A)
!CMM !
! T











where T is the duration of the temporal measurement window
which is quantized into M time bins of width RT. Nj is the
number of recorded counts in the jth time bin (j = 0, 1, . . . , M
" 1), and Nc is the total signal count within the measurement
window. Full details of the MATLAB implementation can be
found elsewhere.13
Each of the three pile-up mechanisms will first be studied
individually, beginning with effects of the detectors parame-
ters (ND, tD, and DCR), then the number of timing channels
(NT) and finally the router pile-up. When looking at each of
these aspects, the parameters not being studied are idealised
(NT, ND = # and tP, tD, DCR = 0). Finally, the effects of all
parameters combined will be investigated.
Each of these investigations will follow a similar strat-
egy. To begin with, representative histograms are captured for
fixed values of µ, to highlight how each form of pile-up dis-
torts the decay in different ways. Then photon loss data and
lifetime estimates are presented as a function of the number
of photons per excitation cycle µ. Unsurprisingly, it is found
that distortions become more apparent for high µ but can be
counter-acted by increasing the number of detection elements
and/or timers. To highlight the specific requirements for dif-
ferent sensor designs, we determine the number of elements
needed to at a given rate µ to keep the centre-of-mass method
(CMM) lifetime estimate within 1% of the true value.
Typically, the absolute lifetime value of the decay is irrel-
evant, but its relative value in terms of RT, fE, tD, and tP can be
important. For the purposes of consistency, the results shown
in the following use RT = ! /100 and ! = 0.1/fE, while tD and
tP are varied.
B. Detector pile-up
In order to be able to detect high photon rates, the use
of separate detection elements is needed. By distributing pho-
tons evenly over a large number of detection elements, the
probability of photons arriving at the same element during the
same signal cycle can be minimised. Performing simulations
for an increasing number ND of detectors with dead time tD
and dark count rate DCR while assuming no distortions from
the router and timers (making it equivalent to Arch. II), it is
found that the shape of the distortion depends strongly on the

















































FIG. 4. Effect of increasing ND on the captured histogram for tD/! = 8.0
(top) and tD/! = 1.0 (bottom), µ = 5.0 and DCR of 1 KHz.
the dead time is comparable to the lifetime, the initial part of
the decay is distorted similar to classical pile-up but for delay
times exceeding tD most photons can be detected and timed.
However, long dead times typical for SPAD detectors often
exceed the lifetimes of common fluorophores and can even
be comparable to the duration of an excitation period 1/fE.
This leads to cyclic effects, as detectors might not recover fast
enough to detect photons arriving early in the signal period if
they detected an event in the preceding cycle. For long dead
times, each detector can effectively only detect a single event
per cycle, whereas shorter dead times mean that individual
elements can detect multiple events.
In either case, the distortions for a given photon rate µ be-
come less severe as the number of detectors ND is increased
and fewer events are lost (Fig. 5). This also improves the
FIG. 5. (Top) Photons lost due to detector pile-up and (bottom) lifetime esti-
mates for varying number of detection elements (ND) and dead-times (tD/! )
of 8.0 (solid) and 1.0 (dashed).
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FIG. 6. Minimum number of timers and detectors needed to achieve a CMM
lifetime estimate with errors below 1% for different sensor architectures in-
troduced in Fig. 2: Arch. I: Parallel channels of single detector and timer (•).
Arch. II: Parallel detectors with ideal timers (!). Arch. III: Ideal detectors
with parallel timers (+). Arch. IV: “Routed” sensor, but without router pile-
up (": timers, !: detectors).
lifetime estimates based on the centre of mass algorithm
which are also shown as part of this figure. For short detector
dead times, the lifetime is typically overestimated but con-
verges fairly quickly to the proper values as the number of
detectors is increased. However, for detectors with long dead
time the lifetime is underestimated (as in classical pile-up)
and many more detectors are needed to achieve a good esti-
mation at high photon rates.
These data can be used to find the minimum number of
detectors required to obtain a predefined acceptable lifetime
error at a given photon rate, e.g., within 1% of its true value
(Fig. 6). It is found that for long dead times the number of
detectors needed to stay below an acceptable lifetime error
increases proportional to the incident photon rate. That is,
the number of detectors has to be large enough to keep the
count rate for each of the detectors below a maximum value
µD,1% = 4.5%. Note that the dark count rate has a negligible
effect at the high signal rates considered here, as even a fairly
high DCR of 1 kHz per SPAD is irrelevant at total count rates
of µfE " 10 MHz.
C. Timer pile-up
Next, we investigate the effect of having a number of
parallel timing channels NT available per excitation period,
assuming no pile-up distortions from any other sensor com-
ponent (Arch. III). In this case, the mth photon arrival event
within each excitation period is routed to the mth timing chan-
nel and all of the first NT detected photons will also be timed.
Figure 7(a) shows the effect of varying the number of
timing channels available per excitation period on the re-
sulting TCSPC histograms for a very high photon-rate (µ
= 10), using both the model (solid) and analytical predictions
(dashed) created by summing cm for m = 1 # NT for each NT
(see the Appendix, Eqs. (A5) and (A7) with tp = 0). If only
a small number of timers is available, many events are not
timed and the histograms are distorted in a very similar way
FIG. 7. (Top) Modeled arrival time histograms compared to the analytical
prediction for a high photon rate of µ = 10.0 and (bottom) percentage of
lost photons and normalised lifetime estimates for an increasing number of
timing channels NT.
to “classical” pile-up. But as the number of timers increases,
the number of lost photons and the resulting histogram dis-
tortion decreases very quickly. Again, this is reflected in the
lifetime estimation.
When looking at the number of timers needed to ob-
tain a predefined acceptable lifetime error for a given photon
rate, it is found that it increases slower than proportionally
(Fig. 6). Strikingly, in the sensor architecture with “routed”
timers (Arch. III), a lot fewer timing elements are needed to
achieve a lifetime estimate of the same quality than SPAD
detector elements when using architecture II. This different
scaling might at first sight appear surprising, as both the in-
dividual detectors and timers considered here can only pro-
cess at most one photon per cycle. However, photon events
are distributed randomly amongst the ND detectors, whereas
the distribution of events to the NT timers is done determinis-
tically. Therefore, the relative variance in the number of pho-
tons per timer is smaller than that for the detectors (
$
NT and
ND, resp.), making a higher throughput feasible.
Re-running the simulations to take the combined effects
of slow detectors and timing pile-up into account (Arch. IV
without router pile-up) leads to virtually identical results for
the number of SPADs and timers needed (also shown in
Fig. 6). This also includes a single detector coupled to a single
timer as a special case, where it is found that the CMM life-
time estimate stays within 1% error margins up to a photon
rate of µ = 4.5%. To be able to measure higher photon rates
using this classical architecture, NC of such channels have to
be used in parallel (Arch. I), where NC has to increase linearly
with the photon rate. This requires a total of ND = NC detector
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elements and NT = NC timing elements. In contrast, if a sen-
sor architecture with “routed” timers is used, a much smaller
number of timers is sufficient to achieve the same throughput.
D. Router pile-up
However, as soon as events have to be routed between
different detectors and/or timers, additional distortions will be
introduced. Pulses from multiple detection elements get short-
ened but still have a finite length tP and therefore can merge
into a single pulse when they get combined in the router.
If two photon events were registered less than tP apart, the
combined pulses merge together and only the first event will
get processed further and the second event is lost completely.
For a single exponential decay, the probability for router pile-
up can be calculated analytically. As long as “timer pile-up”








exp(!µ(1 ! e!t/! )) t < tP
exp(!µe!t/! (e+tP /! ! 1)) t # tP
(2)
(for details on derivation, see the Appendix).
Initially, at most one photon can be detected and therefore
the probability is exactly the same as for a classical TCSPC
system (see Eq. (7.20) in Ref. 1), but after a time delay cor-
responding to the shortened SiPM pulse width tP additional
photons can be detected. The resulting histogram is evidently
no longer a single exponential decay, but after the initial dis-
tortion it quickly recovers to approximate the true decay well.
This is illustrated in Figure 8, which shows data from the
MATLAB model in very good agreement with the analytical
result.
FIG. 8. Effect on the captured histogram of varying µ for fixed tP = ! (top)
and tP/! for fixed µ = 1.0 (bottom), using the model (solid) and theory
(dashed).
FIG. 9. (a) Percentage of lost photons and (b) CMM lifetime estimates for
a sensor showing router pile-up for different ratios of pulse width tP to the
measured lifetime. (c) Maximal achievable throughput keeping the lifetime
estimation error below 1% or 5% as a function of tP/! .
The number of detected counts per laser cycle can then




ctot(µ; t %)dt %
= e
tP /!
etP /! ! 1
[1 ! exp(!µ(1 ! e!tP /! ))]. (3)
This expression, also illustrated in Figure 9(a), clearly shows
that photon loss caused by router pile-up is almost negligible
in the case of tP small compared to the lifetime ! , whereas
for very large tP the performance deteriorates to that of a clas-
sical TCSPC system with a maximum of 1 photon per cycle
detected. For large tp, the lifetime is under-estimated just as
in the classical case, but if tp becomes smaller than the mea-
sured lifetime ! the estimates become more accurate even at
very high count rates (Fig. 9(b)).
In a real sensor, the pulse width tP will be fixed by the
sensor design, so the performance of the sensor will change
with the lifetime ! that is being measured. The throughput
with a routed channel always exceeds that of a traditional
TCSPC system (i.e., µ1% = 0.045fE) but if the lifetime is
short compared to tP, the performance increase is fairly small
(Figure 9(c)). However, if the lifetime is larger than about
5–10tP, the systematic errors at all realistically achievable
count rates become negligible. For best performance, the
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FIG. 10. Maximum achievable photon-rate (µmax) for a 1% lifetime calculation error as a function of NT and ND for a detector with tD/tP = 40. (a) Short
(! = 10tP) and (b) long lifetime (! = 40tP). Note that the throughput always exceeds that of parallel sensors (Arch. I), where µ = 0.045N.
pulse width tP has to be kept as short as possible if relatively
short lifetime decays need to be measured.
E. Combined effects
In a real chip, all the different forms of pile-up will oc-
cur simultaneously. In general, there is a non-trivial interplay
between these distortions, which now not only depend on the
number of detector elements and timers but also on the life-
time that is being measured.
Full exploration of these combined effects is beyond the
scope of this paper, but to illustrate the performance for real-
istic experimental parameters, two contour plots of the max-
imum achievable count rates for a given lifetime estimation
error of 1% are shown in Figure 10. If the measured life-
time is not much larger than tP, the maximum throughput
does not increase monotonically with the number of timers
and/or detectors as systematic errors of the various pile-up
mechanisms cancel each other out. Although this can lead to
a sharp increase in throughput (local maximum in Fig. 10(a)),
the performance depends rather sensitively on the measured
lifetime ! . However, if tP/! is small (! 2%), the router pile-
up becomes negligible and the performance of the detector
becomes independent of the measured lifetime and can actu-
ally reach the throughput of the ideal integrated detector as
shown in Figure 6.
Thus, an integrated sensor using a “routed” architecture
(Arch. IV) performs best for long lifetimes (compared to tP),
which is where pile-up problems are encountered most fre-
quently in the first place. For short lifetimes, there is less ben-
efit of such a sensor, especially as in this case pile-up can be
easily minimised by increasing the excitation frequency.5, 6
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. The sensor
Details of the sensor hardware implementation have been
presented elsewhere,9 so its characteristics will only be sum-
marized briefly. The sensor comprises a 1.3 ! 1.7 mm CMOS
chip in 0.13 µm technology, integrating an array of SPADs ar-
ranged as a SiPM, a multiple channel time-to-digital converter
architecture, and embedded CMM pre-processing of the high
bandwidth data (see Fig. 3).
The SiPM contains 1024 (32 ! 32) 8 µm diameter ac-
tive area SPAD devices14 with a 21.5 µm pitch, providing a
total active area of over 0.5 mm2 with over 10% fill factor.
Individual SPADs can be enabled or disabled independently
allowing a suitable group of low DCR detectors to be selected
for experimentation. To reduce the effect of SPAD dead-time
(tD " 10 ns), the detector pulses are shortened to a width
tP " 540 ps and then passed through a balanced OR-tree to
provide a single sensor output to the time-resolving circuitry.
Time-resolved measurements are performed using an array of
16 TDCs with "52 ps resolution15 and an extended range of
up to 3.6 µs (16 bits). To eliminate the effects of timing dead-
time tT, one half of the TDCs are available on alternate exci-
tation periods, making it possible to time up to eight photon
events per excitation period.
Due to the high data rates of over 1200 Mbps (with a
10 MHz laser) produced by the TDCs, embedded on-chip
processing is required. Therefore, a pre-calculation of the
centre-of-mass is integrated on chip. As can be seen from the
expression introduced earlier (Eq. (1)), the algorithm requires
a summation of the TCSPC codes and a count of the valid
TCSPC events Nc in the decay histogram within a pre-defined
window of duration T. The final division and background
correction is performed externally using a micro-controller,
FPGA or in software depending on application requirements.
The device can be configured to provide full TDC codes
for up to 1 event per laser cycle, CMM data for up to 1 event
per laser cycle, or CMM data for up to 8 events per laser cycle.
Results from raw TDC code capture can be found in Ref. 9
and the other two capture modes will be used as a comparison
of the pile-up resistance in this paper.
B. Experimental setup
For experimental evaluation of the sensor’s performance,
we measured a range of fluorescent dyes for varying laser
excitation power. The sensor acts as a point detector but for
experimental convenience the measurements were performed
in an existing fluorescence lifetime wide field imaging sys-
tem on a Nikon TE2000U inverted microscope. The excitation
source is a PicoQuant pulsed diode laser with a wavelength of
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478 nm coupled through the epi-fluorescence port of the mi-
croscope using a Nikon B-2A filter cube. The laser pulse rep-
etition rate is fE = 10 MHz and the maximum power reaching
the back focal plane of the objective is about 64 µW. The
excited sample volume is focussed onto the SiPM detector at-
tached to one of the camera ports using an additional short
focal length lens. As each individual SPAD contributes dark
counts, the noise floor increases with the number of active
detector. So rather than having all detectors active the light
is concentrated on a small group of SPADs such that each
individual SPAD obtains a similar count rate. Experimental
results presented in the following used a group of 8 SPADs
with a combined dark count rate of 5.5 kHz. The TDC range
was kept fixed at 115.5 ns (time bin width of RT = 0.113 ns)
for all the measurements. The incident laser power is changed
by combining various neutral density filters in the excitation
path.
C. Experimental results
As discussed in Sec. III D, the sensor’s performance will
depend on the fluorescence lifetime (compared to sensor’s
shortened pulse duration tP), so samples with different life-
times were examined. Photon detection rates and CMM based
lifetime estimates were recorded as a function of incident light
for four samples covering most of the routinely used range
of lifetimes (see Table II). The fluorescence light incident on
the detector was varied by adjusting the intensity of the ex-
citation laser light. At low excitation intensities, the detector
count rate increases linearly with laser power, which is used
to estimate the number of “detectable” photons r as a func-
tion of laser power for each given sample (Table II). For the
lifetime estimation, the measurement time window is defined
by the indices of its first and last time bin, FIRST and LAST.
The parameter LAST was fixed at 2 time bins below the peak
position of the decay, whereas FIRST was adjusted for the
different fluorophores such that the duration of the time win-
dow T = (LAST ! FIRST) " RT remained sufficiently large
compared to the lifetime ! . As discussed in detail in previous
publications,12, 16 for small ratios of T/! additional correction
factors are required to ensure the accuracy of the lifetime esti-
mate. On the other hand, if the window T is too large, the sig-
nal to noise ratio decreases. The CMM lifetime estimates cor-
rected for background counts and finite time window T agree
well with accepted literature values17 and single exponential
tail fits to histogram data acquired with our sensor.
TABLE II. Details of the experimental parameters for the four different
samples used for testing the sensor. Quoted CMM lifetime estimates are
based on multi-channel results at about 1 kHz count rate, 1 ms exposure time,
and 1 s total acquisition time, corrected for the finite size of time window T.
The estimated number of photons per excitation power r is also shown.
Fluorophore/solvent ! [ns] T [ns] r [1/µW]
Rhodamine B/water 1.79 ± 0.08 9.5 1050
Rhodamine 6G/water 3.96 ± 0.14 33.3 1060
Rubrene/methanol 8.56 ± 0.25 39.9 370
QDots/toluene 16.5 ± 0.5 44.6 1700
FIG. 11. (a) Recorded count rates as a fraction of “detectable” incident pho-
tons for fluorophores of different lifetimes (Rhodamine B (red circles), Rho-
damine 6G (blue squares), Rubrene (purple triangles), and quantum dots
(green diamonds)). (b) Normalised background-corrected fluorescence life-
time estimates for the case of single-channel (solid symbols) or multi-channel
(open symbols) timing mode together with simulated results (lines).
Figure 11 shows the combined experimental results.
Lifetime estimation was performed in either traditional sin-
gle channel mode (only one TDC pair active) or multi-
channel mode with all 8 TDC pairs enabled. Count rates
in single-channel mode are determined from the number of
timed events, whereas for the multi-channel mode the timing-
circuits were bypassed and the merged stream of shortened
SPAD pulses was directly counted. All lifetime estimates are
based on 100 µs exposure intervals, with mean values and
standard deviation determined from 10 000 samples, i.e., a
total acquisition time of 1 s.
The normalised CMM lifetime results, shown by the un-
filled markers in Figure 11, clearly demonstrate the sensor’s
ability to more accurately calculate the lifetime value at high
photon-throughputs. In all cases, a photon throughput equal
to the excitation rate is demonstrated for a worst case error of
4% for the shortest lifetime (Rhodamine B) and a best case
of only 1% for the longer lifetime fluorophores. Furthermore,
a photon throughput of five times the excitation frequency is
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possible for the quantum dot sample for a 5% error in cal-
culation, where the single channel could only achieve about
0.3fE for the same error. The figure also shows numerical re-
sults of the MATLAB model based on the experimental param-
eters (see Table I) as well as the actual fluorescence lifetimes.
The similarities between the model and laboratory results are
clearly shown at the bottom of Figure 11 by the solid coloured
curves.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We analyzed the performance of several integrated flu-
orescence lifetime sensor designs using a MATLAB model.
This demonstrated that a router based design can out-perform
traditional designs and potentially achieve very high photon
throughput. The experimental performance of our novel sen-
sor matches modeled data and analytical expressions, and we
showed that it can produce reliable lifetime estimates at pho-
ton count rates well beyond the classical pile-up limit. Our
sensor can therefore provide faster lifetime measurements and
operate with a much higher dynamic range than classical
TCSPC detectors. It should therefore be well suited for ap-
plications that require high speed and a good dynamic range
such as confocal (or multiphoton) scanning fluorescence life-
time imaging. It should also enable flow cytometry or cell
sorting based on fluorescence lifetime information and dra-
matically accelerate TCSPC data acquisition for long lifetime
dyes such as ruthenium based oxygen sensing fluorophores.18
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APPENDIX: DERIVATION OF THEORETICAL
EXPRESSIONS
Emissions of fluorescence photons can be described by
a Poisson distribution. If µ is the average number of photons





describes the probability of having n photons arriving within
any given laser cycle.
While the probability of having multiple photons arriving
within a signal cycle is negligible for very low µ, it generally
has to be taken into account as additional photons in a given
laser cycle lead to photon loss. For an ideal sensor, the prob-
ability of detecting a photon which arrives as the mth out of a
total of n photons is given by
Pm,n(t) = wm,n " [Pbefore(t)]m!1 " P (t) " [Pafter(t)]n!m
(A1)
with Pbefore(t), P(t), Pafter(t) the probability for a photon to
arrive before, at, or after delay time t, respectively, and wm,n
the statistical weight. As the photons are indistinguishable,







However, for a real sensor the system is blind for a dead
time tP, so if any photon has arrived within the time interval
from max(0, t ! tP) to t, the mth photon will no longer get
detected. The mth photon will therefore only be detected with
a reduced probability which can be expressed by replacing
Pbefore(t) with Pbefore(t ! tP ) (which is assumed to be 0 for
t < tP)
Pdet m,n(t) = wm,n " [Pbefore(t ! tP )]m!1 " P (t)
"[Pafter(t)]n!m. (A2)
So the total number of detected photon events due to the mth





and the total number for all photons within a signal cycle is




where nmax is the maximum number of photons that can be
timed within a signal cycle.
For a single exponential decay P(t) = 1/!exp (!t/! ), it
is fairly straightforward to express most of these expressions
analytically. With
Pbefore(t ! tP ) =
$ t!tP
0
P (t $)dt $
=
%
0 t < tP




P (t $)dt $ = exp(!t/! ),
one finds for the count rate due to the photons which arrive










e!t/! exp(!µ(1 ! e!t/! )) (A5)












(1 ! e!(t!tP )/! )m!1
" e!(n!m)t/!fµ(n) for t % tP , (A6)
This can also be expressed as a recursive relation for






(1 ! e!t/! etP /! )cm!1(µ; t). (A7)
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If all photons can be timed (mmax = !), the total count







exp("µ(1 " e"t/! )) t < tP
exp("µe"t/! (e+tP /! " 1)) t $ tP
. (A8)
For t < tP, only one photon can be detected and therefore the
probability is exactly the same as for a classical TCSPC sys-
tem (see Eq. (7.20) in Ref. 1), but after the shortened detector
dead time tP additional photons can be detected.





ctot(µ; t %)dt %
= e
tP /!
etP /! " 1
[1 " exp("µ(1 " e"tP /! ))]. (A9)
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Time-correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is a technique whereby low-
light signals are recorded with picosecond timing resolution relative to a syn-
chronized optical impulse excitation, in order to extract the characteristic fluo-
rescence decay constant, or lifetime [1]. Typical TCSPC apparatus includes a
pulsed optical source, a discrete detector such as an avalanche photodiode
(APD) or photomultiplier tube (PMT), external time-to-digital conversion (TDC)
hardware and a PC to compute the decay constant, resulting in a bulky, expen-
sive and power-hungry acquisition system. A major limitation of this approach
is the restrictively low photon count limit of 1-to-5% of the excitation rate, which
is necessary in order to avoid distortion due to photon ‘pile-up’ caused by both
long detector dead-time and the inability of the TDC hardware to process more
than one event per excitation period. As such, promising applications of TCSPC
including cell cytometry, confocal microscopy, high throughput screening (HTS),
and functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) are severely limited by peak
acquisition rates of 1MHz. Although 100MHz has been achieved [2], the
approach used is restricted to fluorescent dyes with lifetimes less than 2ns.
Recent advances in single-photon avalanche diodes (SPADs) and on-chip TDCs
manufactured in standard CMOS processes have enabled TCSPC measurements
to be performed by an imaging array [3]; however such devices produce data at
over 25Gb/s, have low fill factors of ~2% and pixel update rates are limited.
Time-gated lifetime sensing significantly reduces the data bandwidth and pro-
cessing time [4,5], but is photon inefficient and still limited by pile-up.
In this paper, we present a fully digital single-chip solution to fluorescence life-
time sensing implementing lifetime estimation on-chip using the centre-of-mass
method (CMM) [6]. A time-multiplexed, multichannel TDC architecture is intro-
duced to allow the pile-up limit to be broken, achieving a maximum
100Mphoton/s acquisition rate, whilst still allowing lifetime decays of common
organic fluorophores to be obtained. The device comprises a 1.3!1.7mm2 CMOS
chip in 0.13µm technology, featuring an array of SPAD detectors in a silicon pho-
tomultiplier (SiPM) architecture, the multichannel TDC architecture, a CMM pro-
cessing block and a serial interface for control and data capture (Fig. 6.7.1).
The mini-SiPM array comprises 32!32 8µm diameter active area passively
quenched SPADs from [3] with a 22.5µm pitch, providing a total active area of
over 0.05mm2 with a 10% fill factor. To prevent the dead-time from restricting
the maximum count rate, a pulse-shortening monostable circuit is included at
the output of each SPAD to reduce the pulse width to approximately 2ns (Fig.
6.7.2) [7]. This increases the possible photon throughput by an order of magni-
tude, with a maximum recorded count rate of over 350MHz. These shorter puls-
es then pass through a balanced OR-tree to provide a single output to the time-
resolving circuitry. Additionally, individual SPADs can be disabled independent-
ly, allowing high dark count detectors to be switched off. Furthermore, a sepa-
rate high voltage SPAD supply is used that can be adjusted independently of the
device core voltage, protecting the core circuitry from light dependent power
consumption. Both of these mechanisms are also used to control the sensitivity
of the SiPM. 
Time-resolved measurements are performed using TDCs with a ~52ps resolu-
tion, modified from [3] to allow an extended range of up to 16 bits (~3.6µs),
enabling the resolvability of longer lifetime fluorophores. The TDCs are arranged
in pairs with interleaved timing, allowing one TDC to remain active and available
to accept a photon arrival while the other is writing its data and being reset (Fig.
6.7.3). The excitation synchronization pulse defines the timing for these TDC
pairs so that a single resolved time-stamp is generated per-pair for every excita-
tion cycle. To achieve this, a T-type flip-flop is used to derive a pair of anti-phase
clocks from the synchronization signal, from which additional timing signals are
defined. The TDC time-stamps are written to a local memory before being read-
out via a shared 16b bus on the following excitation cycle, where they are
summed as the first stage of the CMM calculation.
To allow generation of multiple time-stamps per excitation, an array of 8 TDC
pairs is used. A token-ring distributes each SPAD pulse to an idle TDC (Fig.
6.7.4). This consists of a 16b shift register, where alternate bits are triggered
using complementary edges of SPAD events. It is therefore possible to capture
up to 8 photons per excitation and as such the 2!8 TDC architecture is capable
of processing up to 100Mphoton/s with an excitation repetition rate of 12.5MHz.
On-chip lifetime estimation is performed using CMM, which calculates the cen-
ter of mass of the decay histogram by averaging TDC time-stamps. Addition of
time-stamps is performed using a pipelined adder tree followed by an accumu-
lator, whilst the number of TDC events is counted using ripple counters local to
the TDC pairs, which are summed using a combinatorial adder tree. The photon
events are registered and their time-stamps are summed if they fall within a
measurement window defined by the control registers FIRST and LAST. This
windowing is implemented using a digital comparator at the output of each TDC
pair (Fig. 6.7.3). The total sum (36b) and count (28b) values are then sent off-
chip periodically for further integration and used to calculate the final lifetime
estimation, corrected for background noise.
For data validation purposes, one TDC pair is configured to output raw TDC time-
stamps, which are captured and used to build a decay histogram in software.
This mode is also used as a calibration technique by configuring the TDCs to
accept a test START signal, which has a known and fixed offset from the STOP
signal. This calibration measurement is performed periodically and used in soft-
ware to correct for environmental changes such as temperature drift and device-
to-device mismatch.
Both raw histograms and CMM estimations were acquired for bulk samples of
Rhodamine B (1mM), Rhodamine 6G (1mM) and Birch Yellow Quantum Dot
(60µM) fluorophores, which have quoted lifetimes of 1.68ns, 4.08ns and 15-
20ns respectively. Before acquiring each set of experimental data, a TDC resolu-
tion of 52.4ps was measured using the calibration technique described above.
Lifetimes of 1.7ns, 3.9ns and 15.5ns where calculated for the fluorophores with
Edinburgh Instruments FAST software from 1 second exposure histograms cap-
tured using the validation TDC pair outputting raw time-stamps (Fig. 6.7.5).
Background corrected CMM calculations were performed with multiple 1ms
exposures, producing lifetime estimations of 1.7ns, 3.9ns and 17.9ns (Fig.
6.7.6). These values are in good agreement with the quoted lifetimes for the flu-
orophores used.
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Figure 6.7.1: System overview block diagram, showing SiPM Array with
enables and pulse shortening monostable circuits, time-resolving TDCs, CMM
algorithm and serial interface.
Figure 6.7.2: SPAD with independent supply (VEB), pulse shortening 
monostable circuit and output OR-tree showing discrimination of multiple
overlapping events [7].
Figure 6.7.3: Timing generation for interleaved TDC pairs, created from the
excitation synchronization pulse. The TDCs operate with reverse mode timing
[1], where the SPAD event starts the TDC and the synchronization pulse stops
the TDC.
Figure 6.7.5: Normalized histograms of Rhodamine B, Rhodamine 6G, Birch
Yellow Quantum Dot and instrument response function (IRF) captured using
the on-chip verification TDCs. Lifetime values of 1.7ns, 3.9ns and 15.5ns were
calculated in software for these decays.
Figure 6.7.6: Comparison of on-chip computed lifetime estimations by 
background corrected (BC) and uncorrected CMM compared with quoted and
software extracted values form Fig. 6.7.5.
Figure 6.7.4: Token-ring for SPAD pulse distribution to TDC pairs, showing
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Figure 6.7.7: Micrograph of chip in 48CLCC package, measuring 1.3!1.7mm and 
showing the SiPM, TDC and CMM blocks. Inset: SPAD pitch of 22.5µm providing a fill
factor of over 10%.
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